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Summary

Formation and dynamics of nanoparticles in plasmas

The central theme of this dissertation is the interaction of radiationwith com-
plex ionized media. A complex ionized medium is, simply put, a plasma con-
taining some form of particles that are relatively big compared to the particles
present in a conventional (pristine) plasma: molecules, atoms, ions and elec-
trons. Such a plasma is also known as complex or dusty plasma and the big par-
ticles are referred to as dust particles. The plasma is known as reactive plasma if
the dust particles are formed by the plasma itself due to polymerization of the
feed gas molecules.

Within the central theme of this thesis, three lines of research are defined,
each focusing on different aspects of the formation and/or dynamics of dust
particles in low-pressure plasmas.

For the first line of research, the development and dynamics of a macro-
scopic dust-free region often present in industrial and laboratory dusty plas-
mas: the dust void, is studied. For a laboratory argon–acetylene low-pressure
(10 Pa) dusty plasma, the void shows consecutive periods of steady expansion,
rapid expansion, sudden contraction, and steady expansion. During the sec-
ond steady expansion, a new void develops within the expanding void. Until
the plasma is switched off, expanding and contracting voids appear consecu-
tively in a periodic and reproducible fashion. We dubbed the expansion inter-
ruption hiccup. Several sophisticated diagnostics are employed to explain this
unexpected phenomenon: the electron density is determined non-intrusively
using microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy (MCRS), the spatial distribu-
tion of the nanoparticles is obtained by video imaging of laser light scattering,
the emission intensity of a single argon transition is recorded by video camera
as well and a quantitative picture of the development of the nanoparticle size
during the experiment is obtained by electron microscopy of collected parti-
cles. It is proven for the first time that the expanding void is an environment
in which a new cycle of nanoparticle formation can start and that the hiccup is
caused by a sudden and collective coagulation of a new generation of nanopar-
ticles growing in the expanding void. Each generation grows linearly in time
with a radial growth rate between 1.2 and 1.8 nms−1. Particles with a radius up
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SUMMARY

to 200 nm are detected. Each generation has a rather narrow size distribution
with standard deviations smaller than 15 nm. The expansion phase of the void
can be modeled well using an analytical force balance between the two domi-
nant forces working on a dust particle in the employed discharge: the electric
force and ion drag force. The results qualitatively reproduce the measurements.

For the second line of research, the weakly ionized plasma induced by ex-
treme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation generated by a research extreme ultraviolet
lithography source is studied in terms of the free-electron density evolution
of the plasma. The EUV environment consists of high-energy (92 eV) EUV
photons that generate a plasma from the background gas (argon and/or acety-
lene) at pressures ranging from 1 to 40 Pa. For the first time, particles grown
by a simplified yet versatile reactive-plasma setup are subjected directly to an
extreme ultraviolet environment. The influence of particles on the electron dy-
namics are studied in detail using MCRS. It is verified that the radio-frequency
plasma that grows the particles and the gas flow that transports them through
the EUV environment do not negatively impact the accuracy and applicability
of MCRS. The maximum electron density attained in pure (dust-free) EUV-
induced argon and acetylene plasmas (with electric-field-averaged values up to
1.5 × 1016 m−3) follows the Beer–Lambert law as function of gas pressure. The
absorption cross sections obtained from these measurements emphasize that
electron-impact ionization is essential for the production of free electrons in an
EUV-induced plasma. Moreover, the plasma decays roughly ten times faster in
acetylene (within a millisecond) than in argon (up to 10ms). This is caused by
volume recombination and electron attachment in acetylene, which both are
absent in argon. At pressures greater than 3 Pa, the plasma expansion in argon
is found to be driven by ambipolar diffusion. In acetylene, this phase is never
reached due to the fast plasma decay, which is caused by electron attachment
and volume recombination during the expansion of the plasma. It is found
that dust particles speed up (two to three times) the plasma decay in the mea-
surement cavity due to attachment of electrons to their surface. Thismeans that
they acquire— just as in conventional dusty plasmas — a negative charge. This
opens up possibilities for electromagnetic mitigation techniques, where parti-
cles are deflected from fragile surfaces in a lithography tool by electric and/or
magnetic fields.

For the third line of research, plasma-confined particles are heated by short
(up to 6 ns) and intense (up to 90mJ per pulse) ultraviolet laser pulses in order
to obtain their size, temperature and thermodynamic properties from the radi-
ated thermal emission. The technique is known as laser-induced incandescence
(LII). To obtain accurate data, the emissivity of the particles has to be taken
into account. Since accurate data about the emissivity of the particles are lack-
ing, the emissivity is calculated with Mie theory using three sets of refractive
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index data from literature. The obtained thermodynamic properties are only
weakly dependent on the choice of refractive index data. The product of the
mass density and specific heat is found to be (1.3 ± 0.5) × 106 JK−1 m−3 for the
plasma-produced particles, which is considerably lower than that of graphite
at 3000K (which is the maximum temperature the laser-heated particles at-
tain): 5.0 × 106 JK−1 m−3. No agreement is, however, found between particle
sizes determined with LII (radii ranging from 100 to 165 nm) and scanning
electron microscopy analysis of collected particles (up to a radius of 500 nm).
This can be explained by particle transport in the discharge and the local char-
acter of LII, whereas analysis of collected particles below the discharge has a
global character. Even though the spatial extent of the laser pulses with respect
to the discharge volume is small (about 0.5%) and they irradiate only a very
small fraction (about 1.5 × 10−9) of the total time, they are found to dramati-
cally change the discharge characteristics on a global scale if they continuously
irradiate the plasma (at 10Hz). More specifically, the UV laser pulses predom-
inantly accelerate and enhance (the phases leading up to) coagulation due to
laser-induced detachment of electrons from C2H− anions, and the associated
enhanced (by one order of magnitude) polymerization rate of the resulting rad-
icals. In the current implementation, LII is therefore an intrusive technique.
However, by using for example photomultipliers and employing a significantly
lower pulse repetition frequency, the intrusiveness of the technique can be kept
at an acceptable level.

This thesis shows that although reactive and dusty plasmas are complex, the
use of sophisticated diagnostics and modeling provides an invaluable insight
into the formation and dynamics of dust particles in plasmas. The obtained
results and findings are a step into the direction of better process control in
industrial (dusty) plasma applications.
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Samenvatting

Vorming en dynamica van nanodeeltjes in plasma’s

Centraal in deze scriptie staatde interactie tussen straling en complexe geïoni-
seerdemedia. Een complex geïoniseerd medium is, simpel gezegd, een plasma
dat deeltjes bevat die groter zijn dan de deeltjes die standaard in een plasma te
vinden zijn. Onder de laatste groep vallen moleculen, atomen, ionen en elek-
tronen. De grote deeltjes kunnen zich in de vaste of vloeibare fase bevinden.
Een dergelijk plasma staat bekend as complex of stoffig plasma. In deze context
worden de grote deeltjes aangeduid als stofdeeltjes. Het plasma staat bekend als
reactief plasma als de stofdeeltjes door het plasma zelf gevormd worden door
polymerisatie van de moleculen in het achtergrondgas.

Binnen dit centrale thema zijn drie onderzoekslijnen gedefinieerd. Elke on-
derzoekslijn belicht andere aspecten van de vorming en dynamica van stof-
deeltjes in lagedrukplasma’s.

In de eerste onderzoekslijn wordt de ontwikkeling en dynamica van de zo-
genaamde stofleegte bestudeerd. De stofleegte is een macroscopische stofvrije
ruimte die men vaak tegenkomt in stoffige plasma’s, zowel in de industrie als in
het laboratorium. Ze is beter bekend onder haar Engelse benaming dust void.
Voor een stoffig lagedrukplasma (10 Pa) in het laboratorium gevoed door een
mengsel van argon en acetyleen vertoont de stofleegte interessante en opmerke-
lijke dynamica. Achtereenvolgens laat de stofleegte perioden van gestage expan-
sie, snelle expansie, plotse samentrekking en, wederom, gestage expansie zien.
Tijdens de tweede gestage expansie vormt zich een nieuwe stofleegte binnen
de ruimte van de vorige. Dit proces herhaalt zich zolang het plasma niet wordt
uitgeschakeld. De plotse samentrekking hebben wij hik genoemd. Verscheide-
ne experimentele technieken zijn ingezet om het onverwachte gedrag van de
stofleegte te verklaren. De plasmakamer fungeert als microgolftrilholte. Mid-
dels het aanslaan van laagvermogen resonanties van het elektromagnetische
veld wordt de elektronendichtheid van het plasma (met maximum veldgemid-
delde waarde van circa 2 × 1015 m−3) bepaald zonder het plasma te verstoren.
De techniek staat in het Engels bekend als microwave cavity resonance spectros-
copy. Verstrooiing van laserlicht op de stofdeeltjes wordt opgenomen met een
videocamera, teneinde een tweedimensionaal beeld te verkrijgen van de verde-
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SAMENVATTING

ling van de stofdeeltjes in het cilindrische plasma. De emissie van een enkele
elektronische argonovergang wordt op een vergelijkbare manier opgenomen.
Elektronenmicroscopie van opgevangen deeltjes stelt ons in staat het stofvor-
mingsproces zeer nauwkeurig te volgen. Het is voor de eerste keer aangetoond
dat de expanderende stofleegte een ruimte is waarbinnen een nieuwe stofvor-
mingscyclus kan aanvangen en dat de hik veroorzaakt wordt door de abrupte
en collectieve coagulatie van een nieuwe generatie stofdeeltjes in deze stofleegte.
Elke generatie groeit lineair in de tijd, waarbij de straal van de deeltjes toeneemt
met 1,2 à 1,8 nms−1. Opgevangen deeltjes hebben een straal tot 200 nm. De dy-
namica van de stofleegte in de fases in aanloop tot de hik is theoretisch onder-
zocht. Voor dergelijke stofdeeltjes in deze plasma’s zijn de elektrische kracht en
zogenaamde ion drag-kracht dominant. Een model van deze twee dominante
krachten beschrijft de waargenomen dynamica op een kwalitatief niveau.

In de tweede onderzoekslijn wordt het laaggeïoniseerde plasma geïn-
duceerd door extreem ultraviolet (EUV) licht gegenereerd door een EUV-
lithografieopstelling bestudeerd. Wederom krijgen de vrije elektronen veel
aandacht. De EUV-omgeving bestaat uit fotonen met hoge energie (92 eV),
welke door middel van ionisatie van het achtergrondgas (argon en/of acety-
leen) bij drukken variërend tussen 1 en 40 Pa hoogenergetische elektronen
vrijmaken. De vrijgemaakte elektronen hebben voldoende energie om op-
nieuw te ioniseren. Er ontstaat zodoende een EUV-geïnduceerd plasma. Voor
de eerste keer zijn deeltjes gegroeid door een versimpeld doch veelzijdig re-
actief plasma direct blootgesteld aan een EUV-omgeving. De invloed van de
stofdeeltjes op de elektrondynamica is in detail bestudeerd door het gebruik
van een microgolftrilholte. De maximale elektronendichtheid opgebouwd in
de trilholte na belichting met EUV-straling (met maximum veldgemiddelde
waarde van 1,5 × 1016 m−3) volgt de wet van Lambert–Beer als functie van
gasdruk. De verkregen werkzame doorsnedes (Engels: cross sections) voor ab-
sorptie benadrukken het belang van de productie van vrije elektronen door
elektronimpact afgezet tegen de totale productie van elektronen dat ook via
foto-ionisatie verloopt. Het plasma vervalt grofweg tien keer zo snel in puur
acetyleen gas (binnen circa 1ms) als in puur argon gas (tot 10ms). Dit wordt
veroorzaakt door volumerecombinatie en elektronaanhechting (Engels: elec-
tron attachment) in acetyleen. Deze processen zijn beide afwezig in argon.
Vanaf een druk van circa 3 Pa wordt het plasmaverval in argon gedreven door
ambipolaire diffusie. Deze fase wordt in acetyleen nooit waargenomen. Dit
verschil wordt veroorzaakt door het snellere plasmaverval veroorzaakt door
volumerecombinatie en elektronaanhechting in dit gas. De aanwezigheid van
stofdeeltjes versnelt het plasmaverval aanzienlijk, doordat de deeltjes — net
zoals in conventionele stoffige plasma’s — een negatieve lading verkrijgen.
Hiermee wordt het mogelijk om vervuiling in EUV-lithografiemachines van
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kwetsbare plekken te gidsen door middel van elektrische en/of magnetische
velden.

In de derde onderzoekslijn worden stofdeeltjes opgesloten door een plasma
verhit door korte (tot 6 ns) en intense (tot 90mJ per puls) ultraviolette laserpul-
sen, teneinde de grootte, temperatuur en thermodynamische eigenschappen
van de deeltjes te verkrijgen middels analyse van de uitgezonden thermische
straling. De techniek staat bekend als lasergeïnduceerd gloeien (Engels: laser-
induced incandescence), afgekort tot LGG. Nauwkeurige data kan echter alleen
verkregen worden als de emissiviteit van de deeltjes meegenomen wordt. De-
ze data is echter niet bekend voor de deeltjes gevormd door en in ons plasma.
Mie-theorie biedt in dat geval uitkomst, waarmee de emissiviteit berekend kan
worden aan de hand van de brekingsindex van de deeltjes. Hiervoor zijn drie
verzamelingen uit de literatuur gebruikt. De verkregen thermodynamische ei-
genschappen van de deeltjes zijn slechts zwak afhankelijk van de keuze van bre-
kingsindex. Het product van de soortelijke massa en soortelijke warmte van
de door het plasma geproduceerde deeltjes is (1,3 ± 0,5) × 106 JK−1 m−3. Dit is
aanzienlijk lager dan voor grafiet bij 3000K (de temperatuur die de deeltjes
verkrijgen na verhitting met de laserpuls): 5,0 × 106 JK−1 m−3. Er is echter geen
overeenkomst gevonden tussen de deeltjesgrootte bepaald middels LGG (vari-
ërend in straal van 100 tot 165 nm) en bepaald aan de hand van opnamen van
opgevangen deeltjes met een elektronenmicroscoop (met een deeltjesstraal tot
500 nm). De discrepantie kan verklaard worden door het deeltjestransport in
het plasma en het feit dat LGG lokaal bemonstert, terwijl de opgevangen deel-
tjes uit het gehele plasmavolume kunnen komen. Hoewel de laserpulsen maar
een fractie van de ruimte van het plasma beschijnen (circa 0,5%) en slechts een
kleine fractie van de tijd in het plasmavolume aanwezig zijn (circa 1,5 × 10−9)
hebben zij bij continue beschijning (op 10Hz) een ingrijpend effect op het glo-
bale karakter van de gasontlading. UV-laserpulsen laten een versneld en ver-
sterkt begin van het stofvormingsproces zien (fases in aanloop tot coagulatie).
Dit wordt veroorzaakt doordat laserfotonen elektronen losschieten van anio-
nen (C2H−) en zodoende radicalen (C2H) produceren. Deze radicalen polyme-
riseren ruim tien keer zo snel. In de huidige vorm verstoort LGG het stoffige
plasma daarom sterk. Het gebruik van enkele fotomultiplicators in plaats van
een spectrometer — waardoor nauwkeurige data reeds na één laserschot ver-
kregen kan worden — vermindert het verstorende vermogen aanzienlijk.

Deze dissertatie benadrukt dat hoewel reactieve en stoffige plasma’s com-
plex van aard zijn, het gebruik van geavanceerde experimentele methoden en
theoretische modellen het begrip van de vorming en het gedrag van stofdeel-
tjes in plasma’s sterk doet toenemen. De verkregen resultaten en bevindingen
dragen bij aan een betere procescontrole voor toekomstige toepassingen van
(stoffige) plasma’s.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The central theme of this dissertation is the interaction of radiationwith com-
plex ionized media. A complex ionized medium is, simply put, a plasma con-
taining some form of particles that are relatively big (0.01–10 μm) compared
to the particles present in a conventional plasma: molecules, atoms, ions (cou-
ple of ångström) and electrons (< 10−18 m [61]). Such a plasma is also known
as complex or dusty plasma and the big particles are referred to as dust par-
ticles. Radiation is used as a diagnostic in all experiments discussed in this
dissertation. In particular, low-power microwaves are used to determine the
free-electron density of the dusty plasma, the spatial distribution of plasma-
confined dust particles is determined using laser light scattering and an in-situ
particle diagnostic is developed that uses short and intense ultraviolet laser
pulses to heat plasma-confined dust particles. Radiation is, however, not used
solely as a diagnostic, also the interaction of extreme ultraviolet radiation (that
is present in state-of-the-art photolithography devices) with dust particles is
studied.

Before the scope of this thesis can be discussed, a (theoretical) background
of the subjects relevant to this dissertation should be given. In order, plasmas
and gas discharges, dusty plasmas and photolithography are introduced. The
chapter concludes with the scope and outline of this thesis.

1.1 Plasmas and gas discharges

A plasma can be defined, albeit somewhat heuristically, as a collection of free
charged particles that randomly move about in a gas. Overall, the plasma is
electrically neutral, however. In the absence of external perturbations, devi-
ations from charge neutrality can exist only over a distance smaller than the
so-called Debye length [21, chapter 1]. This is actually a defining characteristic
of the plasma: the Debye length should bemuch smaller than the dimensions of
the plasma. The Debye length will be discussed later in this chapter. The term
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‘plasma’ was coined by Irving Langmuir in the late 1920’s [90]. The fraction of
background gas actually ionized varies widely between types of plasma, from
weakly ionized industrial glow discharges to fully ionized fusion plasmas. A
relevant quantity is the degree of ionization,

α = ni

ni + ng
, (1.1)

with ni the ion density and ng the gas density. Since the plasma is neutral overall,
ne ≈ ⟨Zi⟩ni in regionsmuch bigger than theDebye length, a property referred to
as quasi-neutrality [137]. Here, ne is the electron density and ⟨Zi⟩ is the average
charge state of the ions.

Plasma is often regarded as the fourth fundamental state of matter. In this
regard, it is illustrative to expand upon the phase transitions of ordinary sub-
stances. A solid material that is heated will, at some point, melt and become
liquid. Heating it even further will eventually bring it to the gas phase, where
the neutral atoms and molecules move about relatively freely and occasionally
collide elastically. If, now, the gas is brought to an even higher and sufficient
temperature, the associated thermal energy will eventually be enough to lib-
erate electrons from the neutral species, ionizing them. At this point we have
created a plasma and, as this Gedankenexperiment clearly shows, it is alluring
to regard plasma as the fourth state of matter. The gas–plasma transition is
however not a phase transition in the thermodynamic sense, since it occurs
gradually with increasing temperature rather than abruptly [21, chapter 1]. Af-
ter all, by gradually heating a gas, an increasing fraction of neutral species attain
a high enough kinetic energy for ionization by collisions. Moreover, not every
collision results in ionization.

Plasmas differ greatly from gases, owing to the greatly enhanced range that
particles interact— ‘feel’— each other; charged particles interact through long-
ranged Coulomb interactions. This also means that plasmas can be influenced
by electromagnetic fields. Plasmas are ubiquitous, examples being found on
Earth, both naturally occurring and man-made, and in outer space [65]. A
very short list of naturally occurring plasmas is: the ionosphere, lightning and
the polar auroras. Examples of man-made plasmas can be found in fluorescent
lamps, neon signs, fusion devices, and processing plasmas in industry. The
abundance of plasma in outer space is even more staggering: it is estimated
that over 99% of the mass of the visible universe is in the plasma state [65]. It
is not hard to accept such a figure after realizing that stars (including our Sun)
and most of the interstellar medium are plasmas.

In applications, thermal energy is hardly used to ionize a gas; electric fields
are better suited for the job, which, additionally, provide much more control
over the generated plasma. Most electrically driven plasmas at low pressure
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(< 10mbar) are weakly ionized. The light electrons are able to follow the usually
high-frequency electric field, meaning that the supplied electrical energy pre-
dominantly heats the electrons. The heavy ions, on the other hand, are heated
through collisions with the cold background gas. As a result, the (kinetic) en-
ergy of the electrons is much higher than that of the ions for these plasmas,
which can also be stated in (effective) particle temperatures: Te ≫ Ti.

Man-made low-pressure plasmas require enclosures, such as vacuum tubes
and vessels, that confine the gas. Atmospheric-pressure plasmas are exempt
from this rule, where the plasma is in contact with the open air, such as plasma
torches/jets, dielectric barrier discharges and corona discharges [134]. Imagine
that we have a low-pressure quasi-neutral plasma enclosed by an electrically
grounded container. For the moment, the electron and ion densities are equal
and homogeneous. In this case, an electric field could result only from separa-
tion of electrons and ions. This is not the case, at least not globally. Recall that
in a quasi-neutral plasma, electric fields exist only over distances smaller than
the Debye length. Consequently, the macroscopic electric field and potential
are zero everywhere. This is our starting point and we are interested in what
happens as a result of this unstable situation. Because of the absence of an elec-
tric field, the electrons (and ions for that matter) can move unhindered within
the volume (ignoring particle–particle collisions). The fact that electrons are
at least three orders of magnitude lighter than ions1 makes their thermal speed
(
√
kBT/m) at least a hundred times larger than that of ions [92, chapter 1], even

if Te were equal to Ti. This means that during a very short amount of time, elec-
trons in a small region near the boundary will be lost — by means of thermal
motion — to the boundary. During this time the ions can be assumed station-
ary. This results in a thin layer around plasma–wall boundaries that is depleted
of electrons, called the sheath. The result is that, due to the net positive space
charge of the sheaths, the (bulk) plasma has a positive potential with respect
to the boundaries, where the potential falls rapidly to zero. Consequently, an
electric field points towards the walls, i.e. ions from the plasma are accelerated
by it, whereas electrons are repelled by it. One arrives at the same conclusion
by using one of Maxwell’s equations:

ε0∇ ⋅ E = e(ni − ne), (1.2)

with ε0 the permittivity of free space, E the electric field and e = 1.602 × 10−19 C
the elementary charge. Without sheaths (i.e. the physically unrealistic starting
point above) all electrons would quickly (eventually) be lost to the walls and a
plasma could never be sustained. The thickness of the sheath is related to the

1The mass of an electron is 1836 times less than that of a proton, the lightest ion possible.
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screening length of the plasma given by the so-called electron Debye length,

λD =
√

ε0kBTe

nee2
, (1.3)

with kB Boltzmann’s constant and Te the electron temperature. For ne =
1015 m−3 and Te = 2 eV (typical values for a capacitive RF discharge at 10 Pa),
λD = 0.3mm. The sheath will generally be several Debye lengths thick. For a
typical capacitive discharge, the sheath thickness is roughly 5 to 10mm. To-
gether, the enclosure, plasma, sheaths and electrodes define a gas discharge,
for which an example is schematically shown in figure 1.1. A photograph of an
actual gas discharge is shown in figure 1.2.

In this research, discharges driven capacitively by a radio-frequency voltage
are used. They will be discussed in detail in section 4.2.

1.2 Dusty plasmas

A dusty plasma is a plasma that contains — besides its common neutrals, ions
and electrons — nanometer- to micrometer-sized particulates. These particu-
lates are henceforth collectively referred to as dust particles. Depending on the
experimental conditions, the dust particles charge up positively or negatively.
The latter being the general case due to the highmobility of the electrons and be-
cause electron release from dust particles is usually negligible. In practice, dust
particles can attain up to hundreds of thousands of elementary charges. Some-
times a distinction is made regarding the particle radius rd, the inter-particle
distance a and the Debye length λD. If rd ≪ λD < a, the system is referred
to as dust in a plasma. In that case, a sheath forms around the dust particles,
effectively screening them from each other and the charged dust particles can
be regarded as being isolated. The situation rd ≪ a < λD is referred to as dusty
plasma. In this case, the dust particles are not screened and, consequently, ex-
hibit collective behavior and behave similarly to multiply charged negative (or
positive) ions. Thiswill be the case for the dusty plasmas presented in chapters 5
to 7. The energy contained within this mutual Coulomb repulsion is related to
the thermal energy in the so-called Coulomb coupling parameter Γ. It will be
discussed in light of dusty plasma crystals in section 2.3.1.

A dusty plasma is still macroscopically neutral. This means that the condi-
tion for quasi-neutrality should be slightly modified:

⟨Zi⟩ni + ⟨Zd⟩nd = ne, (1.4)

with ⟨Zi⟩ the average charge number of the ions, ⟨Zd⟩ the average charge num-
ber of the dust particles (i.e. ⟨Zd⟩ < 0 for negatively charged dust particles) and
nd the dust particle number density.
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1.2 DUSTY PLASMAS

Figure 1.1 – Schematic of a gas discharge, with a plasma surrounded by
sheaths. E: electric field, : ion, : electron. Arrows symbolize the mag-
nitude and direction of a particle’s velocity.

Figure 1.2 – Photograph of an actual gas discharge operated in pure argon
at 10 Pa. Theplasma (pink/purple glow) and the sheaths are clearly visible.
This is a capacitive radio-frequency discharge, see section 4.2.
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Dusty plasmas are sometimes also referred to as complex plasmas, especially
if the dust particles can be individually resolved by camera or the human eye.
The term ‘complex plasma’ was chosen due to the similarity to complex fluids.
Some authors also connect the name to the inherent ‘complexity’ of a dusty
plasma [119, chapter 1]. In complex plasmas, dust particles can arrange them-
selves in liquid- or crystal-like structures and systems might even show phase
transitions. Complex plasmas exhibit, therefore, the remarkable characteristic
of mimicking nanophysics (i.e. intermolecular interactions of ordinary materi-
als) at a scale that can readily be observed [101]. This has resulted in complex
plasmas being a very active field of research.

Dusty plasmas are all around us. With some imagination, the common
candle flame can be regarded as a dusty plasma [120, p. 6], where the soot par-
ticles of roughly 10 nm in size significantly increase the free-electron density
of the ‘plasma’ by thermionic emission. A bit farther away from home, other
terrestrial dusty plasmas can be found. For example [119, chapter 1], rocket
exhausts, noctilucent clouds [53], thermonuclear fireballs and zodiacal light.
Farther away still, in outer space, the list of dusty plasmas is ever increasing.
Dusty plasmas can be found in interstellar space, nebulas, planetary rings, tails
of comets, solar coronas, and so on [119]. Most of these extra-terrestrial dusty
plasmas are of the ‘dust in a plasma’ type, however, see above.

In the laboratory, a dusty plasma can be created in two ways: by externally
introducing premanufactured dust particles into a pristine plasma, or by letting
the plasma grow the dust particles itself. For the latter, a suitable reactive feed
gas is necessary. Several gases have shown to initiate dust particle formation,
such as hydrocarbons [45, 115, 124], fluorocarbons [32] and silane [35, 125]. As a
result, these plasmas are sometimes also referred to as reactive plasmas. In this
thesis, the dusty plasmas are of the reactive type with acetylene (C2H2) as feed
gas.

1.2.1 Brief history

Already in 1924, Irving Langmuir encountered what would later be considered
a dusty plasma. In a low-pressure argon arc discharge, he observed millimeter-
sized ‘globules’ that were sputtered from a hot tungsten filament. He concluded
that they were negatively charged [91]. For a long time, however, dusty plasma
physics was pursued by only a handful of scholars [120, p. 3]. Dusty plasmas
became a ‘hot’ topic in the early 1980’s when observations made by the Voy-
ager spacecraft of peculiar features in the rings of Saturn (radial spokes, see
figure 1.3 on the facing page) could not be explained by gravity alone; dusty
plasma physics was needed. Numerous laboratory experiments were set up, the
results of which spawned new and further studies. Several years later, particle
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Figure 1.3 – View of the nearly radial ‘spokes’ in Saturn’s B-ring, taken by
the Voyager 2 spacecraft [103].

Figure 1.4 – One of the earliest observations of a plasma crystal.
Reprinted figure with permission from [38]. Copyright 1994 by the Amer-
ican Physical Society.
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Figure 1.5 – The anual number of publications as indexed by Web of Sci-
ence (www.webofknowledge.com), with search term <"dusty plasma"
OR "complex plasma">, created on January 4, 2016.

formation became an issue in processing plasmas, i.e. plasmas used in the mi-
crofabrication industry, see e.g. [117]. At that time, the ever decreasing feature
size ofmicroelectronics became similar to particulate contamination present in
the discharges used for the production of microelectronics. This, too, resulted
in countless experimental and theoretical studies. Coulomb crystals of nega-
tively charged dust particles levitated in a plasma, the so-called plasma crystals,
were predicted in 1986 [76]. They were experimentally observed in the mid-
1990’s [38, 135], see figure 1.4 on the previous page. Before long, dusty plasma
physics was ‘booming’ and since the mid-1980’s the number of publications
about dusty or complex plasmas is growing exponentially. The annual number
of publications seems to only recently level off, see figure 1.5.

1.2.2 Recent trends

In recent years, dusty plasma experiments almost transcend the imaginable. Il-
lustrative examples are the experiments conducted at (near) zero gravity. Dusty
plasma setups are taken on board parabolic flights [13] and are even shot into
space for experiments in space stations [54, 136]. In industry, the spontaneous
formation or presence of nanocontamination is still not completely mitigated.
In photolithography, dust particles present near or on the masks, can cause
unacceptable printing errors, resulting in the eventual failure of the produced
electronic circuit. In the next section, this will be discussed in light of the re-
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cent advancement of so-called extreme ultraviolet lithography. The industrial
challenges associated with nanocontamination are not limited to photolitho-
graphy; dust particles are also encountered in fusion devices. Here, the dust
particles pose problems in terms of radioactivity and chemical reactivity, but
they can also interfere with the discharge itself [142, 143]. Although exhibiting
extremely high temperatures, a fusion plasma even allows for particles to grow
inside such a device.

Dusty plasmas are not a mere nuisance; the progress in dusty plasma re-
search has also led to discoveries that benefit mankind. A prominent example
is the so-called quantum dot. Quantum dots are semiconductor nanocrystals
that are so small that they have quantum mechanical properties. Reactive plas-
mas turned out to be an efficient and controllable source of quantum dots [83].
Quantum dots can be applied — and have significant advantages over conven-
tional materials — in transistors, solar cells, light-emitting devices and as lumi-
nescent markers in biomedicine.

Outer space continues to be an almost inexhaustible source of new and
interesting dusty plasma physics. It never ceases to inspire dusty-plasma
physicists, resulting in the continued stream of space missions with a ‘dusty’
touch [105, pp. 163 – 172]. Amorphous carbonaceous particles produced by
reactive plasmas are also believed to be very similar to dust particles present in
outer space, the so-called cosmic dust, and are frequently referred to as ‘cosmic
dust analogues’, see e.g. [48, 85, 150].

1.3 Photolithography

The production of virtually all modern integrated circuits (ICs), e.g. micro-
processors and memory chips, relies on photolithography. In photolithogra-
phy, a so-called photomask contains the blueprint for a single IC. An image of
the mask is projected onto a thin light-sensitive layer, called the photoresist, on
top of a silicon wafer. The process is similar to ordinary photography, where en-
larged prints are obtained from negatives. In photolithography, however, the
image is reduced. The wafer will ultimately contain numerous copies of the
IC’s pattern. Subsequent (chemical) treatment selectively removes or adds to
the pattern in such a way that a working circuit is obtained (after stripping the
resist layer). For a modern IC, the process of exposing and treatment is usually
repeated many times. An illustration of the photolithography exposing step is
shown in figure 1.6 on the next page.

The size of the smallest features that can be printed is given by the resolution,

R = k1
λ

n sin θ
, (1.5)
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Figure 1.6 – Illustration of photolithography: the exposure of a mask and
subsequent imaging by a lens onto a wafer.

with λ the wavelength of the used light, n sin θ the so-called numerical aperture
of the lens system and k1 an empirical parameter related for example to resist
properties and the illumination properties of the lens system. For single expo-
sure lithography, the physical lower limit is k1 = 0.25. In air, n sin θ < 1, but the
resolution can be improved by increasing the refractive index of the medium
between the lens system and the wafer. This is successfully applied in immer-
sion lithography for which state-of-the-art systems use 193 nm light produced
by an ArF laser with imaging at a numerical aperture of 1.35. These systems
realize a resolution down to 36 nm, which is close to the physical limits [15]. A
new technology is needed for a further reduction in feature size. Extreme ul-
traviolet lithography (EUVL) realizes an improved resolution by a substantial
decrease in the wavelength of the used light. The technique will be discussed
in the next section.

1.3.1 Extreme ultraviolet lithography

To facilitate the next technological ‘node’ of photolithography, light with a
wavelength of 13.5 nm will be used. This wavelength lies in the soft X-ray or
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) part of the spectrum. Photolithography using this
light is therefore often referred to as extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL).
Highly ionized tin exhibits the required emission spectrum around 13.5 nm.

Original studies were done using light generated by a synchrotron, but such
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(a)DPP (b) LPP

Figure 1.7 – Schematic of (a): a discharge-produced EUV source and
(b): a laser-produced EUV source. Reprinted with permission from [15].
Copyright 2008, American Vacuum Society.

a device is not a viable option for operational EUVL [147]. Other sources were
studied, of which two remained feasible options and both are based on an emit-
ting plasma generated from the tin: a discharge-produced plasma (DPP) and
a laser-produced plasma (LPP) [15]. In the former, a high electrical current is
driven through tin coated wheels that generates a so-called pinch plasma. In
an LPP, a many-kW laser generates short pulses that evaporate and ionize a tin
droplet, generating a plasma. For both sources the generated light needs to be
directed to and focused onto the mask. At the moment of writing, practically
all production tools employ an LPP source. See figure 1.7 for schematics of both
sources.

EUV light is strongly absorbed by any material and even air at atmospheric
pressure. This means that conventional photolithography using refractive op-
tics will not work; it should instead be using reflective optics, i.e. mirrors. More-
over, the source chamber, optical chamber and wafer printing chamber should
be at a vacuum level [147]. Numerous challenges need to be overcome for a
successful implementation of EUVL. The mirrors are, for example, so-called
multilayer Bragg reflectors of about 40 bi-layers of silicon and molybdenum
having a layer thickness of only 6.8 nm [147]. As a result, both the collector and
focusing mirrors are extremely fragile parts of the system.

Contamination is an issue, both in the source and collector chambers (see
chapter 6). In a DPP source, the debris generated by the tin plasma is mitigated
by a so-called foil trap; the LPP source lacks such protection. The deposition of
tin on the collectormirrors as well as sputtering by high-energy tin ions remain
critical issues [15]. This thesis focuses, however, on nanocontamination present
in the region of the EUVL tool where the wafers are illuminated: the scanner
environment. A low-pressure (several Pa [73]) background gas is present in this
part to keep the negative impact of nanocontamination to a minimum.

11
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The presence of gas has a side effect, however: the formation of an EUV-
induced plasma inside the machine. After all, photons with a wavelength of
13.5 nm have an energy of roughly 92 eV, which is enough to ionize the atoms
and/or molecules in the background gas,

X + hν → X+ + e−, (1.6)

with X a neutral atom or molecule, e− an electron and hν symbolizes an EUV
photon. Moreover, after an ionization event, most energy is contained within
the released electron. In most cases, this energy is enough to ionize again, pro-
ducing secondary electrons,

X + e− → X+ + 2e−. (1.7)

In short, EUV photons in a low-pressure environment generate a rarefied
plasma through photoionization and subsequent secondary electron emis-
sion [73].

1.4 Scope of this thesis

Capacitive radio-frequency discharges are frequently used in industry for
plasma deposition, etching and plasma functionalization, collectively referred
to as plasma processing [92]. All these processes require a high control over the
plasma parameters and the formation of dust particles in the plasma volume
is often an unwanted side effect, especially in the production of microelectron-
ics [117, 123]. It is of the utmost importance that the dust particle formation
processes are understood and can be controlled or suppressed if necessary.
Chapter 5 broadens the fundamental understanding of the particle formation
processes in an acetylene discharge. In these experiments, the spontaneous
formation of a so-called dust void is observed.

A dust void is a macroscopic dust structure often present in laboratory and
industrial dusty plasmas. It is a region devoid of large nanoparticles. In experi-
ments, a void can easily be visualized using laser light scattering, see figure 1.8
on the next page for a cross section of a cylindrical dusty plasma. Ions acceler-
ating towards the wall transfer momentum to dust particles during collisions.
This means that flowing ions exert a force on dust particles that pushes them
towards the wall. This force is called the ion drag force and scales roughly qua-
dratically with dust particle radius. For small particles, the electric field present
in the plasma is large enough to confine them to a dense cloud, but for suffi-
ciently large particles the ion drag force becomes substantial and particles are
pushed outwards.
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1.4 SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

Figure 1.8 – Laser light scattering in a laboratory dusty plasma. A verti-
cal cross section of the cylindrical plasma is shown: white regions indi-
cate visible light scattering (i.e. the presence of coagulated nanoparticles),
whereas in black regions no visible light scattering is present (i.e. coagu-
lated nanoparticles are absent). A dust void is clearly visible.

Usually, the dust void size and shape do not vary in time if dust particles
of a fixed size are present in the discharge. An example of such an experiment
can be found in [102]. However, dust voids show a dynamic behavior (expan-
sion and contraction) if the plasma-confined dust particles are growing in the
plasma. The cyclic formation of dust particles in combination with the devel-
opment of a void has been observed for example in argon–silane [35], in argon–
acetylene [70, 115, 124], and in argon–methane [70, 115] low-pressure plasmas,
as well as in other types of radio-frequency discharges [114].

Recently, Couëdel et al. [40] reported the observation of a self-excited void
instability showing some similarities with the observations presented in chap-
ter 5 of this thesis. In [40], nanoparticles originated from sputtering of a poly-
mer layer present on the electrodes in an otherwise pristine argon discharge.
Many features of the void instability were not fully understood. In the ex-
periments discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis, nanoparticles are formed from
the reactive gas acetylene supplied to the discharge. Using an improved form
of microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy and by employing multiple reso-
nance modes, the electron density is not only determined non-intrusively dur-
ing the whole experiment, but the region inside the void is selectively probed.
The void dynamics are also explained by an analytical model for the domi-
nant forces working on the plasma-confined nanoparticles. Combined, the
model and powerful experimental techniques shed light upon the peculiar and
interesting void dynamics, as well as the particle formation process. For the
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first time, a direct experimental proof is given for the localized coagulation of
nanoparticles in the void. Scanning electron microscopy of particles collected
at different moments spanning several growth cycles provides a direct insight
into the (cyclic) growth dynamics of the nanoparticles.

Chapter 6 concerns the influence and behavior of nanocontamination in an
EUV environment. Nanoparticles can cause issues in several parts of an EUVL
tool. As alreadymentioned in section 1.3.1, nanoparticles present onmirror sur-
faces are detrimental to their performance (in terms of reflectivity, phase errors,
etc.). Moreover, particles as small as 25 nmpresent on or near themask result in
unacceptable printing errors [147]. In ordinary (radio-frequency) low-pressure
plasmas, dust particles charge up negatively. This effect opens up possibilities
for electromagnetic mitigation techniques, where particles are deflected from
fragile surfaces by electric and/or magnetic fields. Knowledge about the behav-
ior and influence of dust particles in an EUV environment is, however, limited.
This is mostly related to the relative low number of setups capable of gener-
ating EUV light, either in the form of EUVL research setups or synchrotrons.
Furthermore, nanoparticles similar to those detected in real EUVL (research)
tools are not readily available. Chapter 6 of this thesis addresses both points
by exposing plasma-grown nanoparticles to an EUV environment in an EUVL
research tool. The goal is to study the influence of the presence of nanoparticles
on the fast electron dynamics of an EUV-induced plasma.

The particles are grown by a simplified yet versatile reactive-plasma setup
capable of producing a constant flux of nanoparticles. This setup could not
have been designed without the knowledge attained from the dusty-plasma ex-
periments of chapter 5. For the first time, dust particles grown from a reac-
tive plasma are subjected directly to a low-pressure EUV environment. EUV-
induced plasmas were studied in EPG by Kieft [81], Van der Velden [138] and
Van der Horst [72], and in light of particle mitigation by Gielissen [57] and
Lammers [88].

In chapter 7, the potential of laser-induced incandescence as an in-situ
particle diagnostic for dusty plasmas is discussed. For laser-induced incan-
descence, plasma-confined nanoparticles are heated by short and intense laser
pulses. In EPG, the technique was pioneered by Stoffels and Stoffels in the
mid-1990’s [126]. In their experiments, 1 μm sized Teflon particles immersed
in a plasma were studied. In chapter 7, plasma-grown nanoparticles are heated
by short (150 ps) ultraviolet (355 nm) laser pulses. The emission spectrum is
collected and fitted to a modified black-body curve that includes the spectral
emissivity of the particles obtained through Mie theory. In doing so, the par-
ticle temperature and size can be obtained. The thermodynamic properties of
the particles can be deduced from fitting the solution of an energy balance to
the measured temperature decay. An accurate in-situ particle diagnostic is a
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must for laboratory and industrial dusty plasmas alike.
In this dissertation, microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy (MCRS) is

used as an electron density diagnostic in chapters 5 and 6. Microwave cavity
resonance spectroscopy is a well-established technique within the dusty plasma
community and has been used in the EPG group to study dusty plasmas for
over twenty years [11, 67, 122, 129, 140]. The technique is non-intrusive, elec-
tron densities between 1013 m−3 and about 1016 m−3 (see section 3.2.3) can be
detected and if experiments reproducewell, a time resolution down to 10 ns can
be achieved. This makes MCRS ideal to study electron density dynamics of re-
active/dusty plasmas. A notable example is the study of the electron dynamics
of a laser-induced photodetachment experiment, during which electrons are re-
leased from negative ions or dust particles by a powerful and short (couple ns)
UV laser pulse [140]. Section 3.2 of this thesis provides an in-depth discussion
of the technique and can serve as a reference for future experiments.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 provides in overview of the physics and chemistry of dusty plasmas.
The physics are discussed in terms of the forces that a plasma-confined
dust particle is subject to. The formation of so-called dust voids and
plasma crystals is discussed. Plasma and external radiation can both in-
fluence the charge of dust particles and both effects will be treated. The
formation pathways of plasma-grown dust particles are discussed with a
strong emphasis on acetylene plasmas.

Chapter 3 concerns the diagnostics employed in this research. Techniques
that yield information about the plasma and the dust particles will be
discussed in detail.

Chapter 4 gives an overview of the reactive plasma setups employed in this re-
search. All these setups make use of a two-electrode system, where the
radio-frequency driving voltage is coupled capacitively to the plasma. It
should be noted that chapter 4 focuses on the plasma setups only; the
complete setups employed in this research are discussed in detail in chap-
ters 5 to 7.

Chapter 5 presents a study on the development and dynamics of a dust void
present in our laboratory discharge. The plasma and void were studied in
detail by means of microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy, laser light
scattering, electron microscopy and modeling of the relevant forces in
order to unravel the intricate details of the physics and chemistry at play.
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Chapter 6 discusses the experiments inwhich plasma-growndust particles are
exposed to an EUV environment (containing both EUV photons and
EUV-induced plasma) to extend our knowledge of the influence of dust
particles on the fast electron dynamics in an EUV environment.

Chapter 7 discusses the effect of short and intense ultraviolet laser pulses on
the characteristics of a laboratory dusty plasma. Moreover, the potential
of laser-induced incandescence as an in-situ particle diagnostic for dusty
plasmas is studied.

Chapter 8 presents the general conclusions drawn from the research treated
in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Physics and chemistry of dusty
plasmas

This chapter discusses the physics and chemistry important to dusty (complex)
plasmas. Nanoparticle formation in reactive hydrocarbon plasmas can be ex-
plained using a four-step process, of which the third step— coagulation— is char-
acterized by a sudden change in discharge parameters. Several forces work on a
plasma-confined nanoparticle. In the laboratory dusty plasmas discussed in this
work, the ion drag force and electric force are dominant. The ion drag force is the
result of momentum exchange between the nanoparticles and ions accelerated in
the plasma potential. In our plasmas, particles attain a high net negative charge,
which is due to the high electron mobility. The flux of ions and electrons arriving
at the nanoparticle surface can be calculated using so-called orbital motion lim-
ited theory. However, external radiation can significantly influence the charge of
a particle in a plasma. A negatively charged particle experiences an electric force
that confines it in the plasma volume. Many of these particles mutually repel each
other. The electric and ion drag forces explain the formation of macroscopic dust
structures, such as plasma crystals and dust voids.
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2.1 Introduction

Dusty plasmas are rich in complex physics and chemistry. Our understanding
of the two has been steadily increasing since the early 1990’s, both through so-
phisticated experiments and theoretical models. At present, this allows us to
explain many of the interesting phenomena displayed by laboratory and indus-
trial dusty plasmas, such as the formation of dusty plasma crystals and dust
voids. This chapter provides a concise overview of, firstly, the chemistry in
reactive plasmas with a strong emphasis on the formation process from feed
gas molecules to nanoparticles bigger than several tens of nanometers. Subse-
quently, a brief overview of the forces exerted on plasma-confined particles is
given. These forces explain the possible formation of plasma crystals and dust
voids. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the charging mecha-
nisms of plasma-confined nanoparticles due to the plasma and external radia-
tion.

2.2 Nanoparticle formation in reactive plasmas

Following the early experiments of Boufendi, Bouchoule, and others in the
early 1990’s [25, 27, 28], dust particle formation in reactive plasmas has been
explained by a four-step process.

The first step is the dissociation of precursor molecules into particles that are
able to polymerize into bigger clusters. The likely candidates to survive
in a plasma environment are anions (negative species) which are actively
trapped within the glow region, whereas the cations (positive species)
are attracted by walls surrounding the plasma and the neutrals are lost
by diffusion and directed gas flow.

The second step is a brief period (several ms) of nucleation during which the
clusters reach a critical size (about 5 nm). At this stage, the charging
process is mostly governed by the random arrival of both positive and
negative species. Net nanoparticle charge will not be high (several ele-
mentary charges), and can therefore easily (temporarily) change sign.

In the third step, the particles abruptly coagulate when they reach a critical
density, pushing proto-particles together and ‘fusing’ them provided
they are not electrostatically repelling each other. The result is the for-
mation of relatively big particles of tens of nanometers. Charge carriers
(ions and electrons) continuously arrive at the surface of nanoparticles.
For big nanoparticles the flux of electrons surpasses that of the positive
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2.2 NANOPARTICLE FORMATION IN REACTIVE PLASMAS

ions and nanoparticles attain a large (thousands of electrons) and perma-
nent negative charge, similar to any macroscopic surface in contact with
plasma. As a result of this abrupt increase of electron sink, coagulation
is characterized by a drop in electron density. It is also characterized
by a jump in electron temperature/energy since the power deposited in
the plasma is now shared by fewer electrons. Pristine plasmas (i.e. plas-
mas containing no dust particles) can exist in two distinct modes: the
so-called α and γ modes. In the α mode, the electron temperature (and
other plasma parameters) is determined by a balance between volume
ionization and electron losses at the walls. In the γ mode, the structure
of the discharge changes dramatically. The position of maximum ioniza-
tion changes and (overall) plasma emission increases dramatically [110].
In dusty plasmas, it was found that during coagulation, the plasma tran-
sits from an α (pristine) mode to a mode bearing strong resemblance to
the γ mode. It is therefore referred to as γ′ mode [55, 69, 106]. In this
mode, the electron losses at the nanoparticles’ surface exceed wall losses.

The fourth phase is the surface growth of nanoparticles by accretion of plasma
ions and radicals. In this phase, the nanoparticle radius has been found
to increase roughly linearly with time, see [27] and chapter 5 of this thesis,
with a typical rate of 1 to 2 nm/s. The complete process is schematically
drawn in figure 2.1 on the following page.

Recently, however, models of the group of Girshick [4, 111] and in particu-
lar [5], seem to suggest a slightly different mechanism. Instead of a brief burst
of nucleation, the authors propose that nucleation continues in regions suffi-
ciently free of nanoparticles. This locally produces small neutral nanoparticles.
Coagulation is now of a very specific kind: “scavenging” of small neutral parti-
cles by the larger negatively charged nanoparticles formed previously. This scav-
enging is greatly enhanced by the image potential a charged particle induces in
a neutral particle. To date, there is no experimental evidence to substantiate
this hypothesis, however, and the proposed mechanism is also not observed in
the experiments discussed in this thesis (see chapter 5).

Theplasmas under extensive study in this research use the reactive gas acety-
lene (C2H2). In this case, the first step is the formation of negative ions. In
the case of acetylene this is the dissociative attachment of an electron (e−) to
an acetylene molecule to form the ethynyl anion (C2H−) and atomic hydrogen
(H) [43],

C2H2 + e− Ð→ C2H− +H, (2.1)

with an approximate maximum cross section of 7 × 10−24 m2 at electron ener-
gies of 2.5 and 7.5 eV (see figure 6.15 on page 141). Once C2H− is formed it can
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Figure 2.1 – Step-wise dust particle formation in reactive plasmas.
Adapted from figure 2.1 in [24]. Copyright © 1999 John Wiley & Sons
Ltd.

take part in the polymerization reaction [43]

C2nH− +C2H2 Ð→ C2n+2H− +H2, n = 1, 2, 3,…, (2.2)

where the initial polymerization of C2H− corresponds to n = 1.
It should be noted that it was recently proposed that electron attachment

onto acetylene might also yield the vinylidene anion (H2CC−) [93]:

C2H2 + e− Ð→ H2CC−. (2.3)

This, then, could also initiate dust particle formation through polymerization
according to

H2CC− +C2H2 Ð→ C4H−2 +H2, (2.4)
C2nH−2+C2H2 Ð→ C2n+2H−2 +H2, n = 2, 3, 4,… (2.5)

Note that the second step is similar to the polymerization reaction of equa-
tion 2.2. Thismechanismwas proposed to explainmass spectrometricmeasure-
ments of Deschenaux et al. [45]. However, modelers usually take the reaction
path with C2H− into account only, see for example [43, 130].
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2.3 Forces

Several forces work on a charged plasma-confined nanoparticle, stemming
from: gravity, neutral drag, thermophoresis, plasma electric field, mutual
Coulomb interaction, ion drag, and radiation. A distinction must be made re-
garding the number and position of the nanoparticles in the discharge. Many
(small) nanoparticles will arrange themselves in a dense cloud that shares its
boundary with the plasma, i.e. not many particles are present in the sheaths. If
there are only a few (big) nanoparticles, however, they will arrange themselves
into thin slices at the plasma–sheath edge, where the electric field is able to
balance for example gravity. The dusty plasmas discussed in this thesis (chap-
ters 5 to 7) are of the first type: a dense nanoparticle cloud almost completely
filling the plasma volume. A detailed analysis of the forces working on the
particles provides an explanation for what is happening on a macroscopic level,
i.e. the arrangement of nanoparticles in clouds or their dynamic behavior as
function of time. The PhD thesis of Beckers [10] and chapter 3 of the mono-
graph by Shukla and Mamun [119] provide such an overview. The following is
a summary of the relevant forces:

Gravity: The gravitational force experienced by a spherical particle of radius
rd and mass density ρd is

Fg =
4
3
πr3dρdg, (2.6)

with g the vectorial gravitational acceleration at the position of the parti-
cle. On Earth, ∣g∣ ≈ 9.81ms−2.

Neutral drag force: Momentum transfer between neutral gas particles and
(the surface of the) nanoparticles results in a force pointing in the same
direction as the gas flow. The expression from Epstein (kinetic regime,
relative dust particle speed smaller than neutral thermal speed, specular
reflection) is used (stationary dust particle),

Fn =
8
√

2π
3

πr 2
dmnnnvn,thun, (2.7)

with mn the mass, nn the number density, un the velocity and vn,th the
thermal speed of the neutral gas particles, and kB Boltzmann’s constant.
That, indeed, for a low-pressure dusty plasma the kinetic regime prevails
can be seen from the Knudsen number,

Kn =
ℓmfp,n

rd
. (2.8)
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Kn≫ 1 for all low-pressure dusty plasmas under investigation here. This
means that the mean free path for neutral particles (ℓmfp,n) is much larger
than the size of the nanoparticles. The difference in speed between the
neutral gas particles and the nanoparticles is indeed smaller than the neu-
tral thermal speed, for which the latter is given by

vn,th =
√

kBTn

mn
, (2.9)

with Tn the temperature of the neutral gas particles. The thermal speed is
roughly 250ms−1 for argon at room temperature, which is much larger
than the (directed) velocity of the neutral gas particles caused by their
flow: un is of the order of 0.1ms−1. The nanoparticles are assumed sta-
tionary in this approximation.

Thermophoretic force: A temperature gradient in the background gas results
in a force exerted on the nanoparticles pointing in the direction of de-
creasing temperature. This is caused by an increased momentum trans-
fer of neutral gas particles present at the ‘hot’ side of the nanoparticles,
compared to gas particles present at the ‘cold’ side. After all, gas particles
at the hot side have a higher thermal velocity, see above. With the approx-
imation by Talbot [132], Daugherty and Graves [41], the thermophoretic
force can be written as

Fth = −
5

4
√

2
( rd
σLJ
)

2

kB∇T, (2.10)

with σLJ the Lennard-Jones collision diameter of the gas particles and T
the spatially dependent gas temperature.

Electric force: An electric field exerts a force on a charged particle,

FE = QdE. (2.11)

The charge Qd a nanoparticle attains in a plasma can be calculated using
so-called orbital motion limited theory (OML), see section 2.4.1. One ar-
rives at a recursive expression for the dust particle floating potential Φs
(Φs < 0):

exp( eΦs

kBTe
) =
√

meTi

miTe
(1 − eΦs

kBTi
) , (2.12)

withme the mass and Te the temperature of electrons and Ti the tempera-
ture of the ions. The nanoparticle charge (in coulomb) follows from this
if the nanoparticle is approximated by a perfect spherical capacitor,

Qd = 4πε0rdΦs. (2.13)
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Mutual Coulomb interaction: Two charged point sources will attract or repel
each other depending on their charge. In vacuum, the force experienced
by particle 1 with charge Q1 due to a particle 2 with charge Q2 is

FC =
Q1Q2

4πε0∣r21∣2
r̂21, (2.14)

with ε0 the permittivity of free space and r21 the vector pointing from
particle 2 to particle 1 with length equal to the distance between the par-
ticles; r̂21 is the associated unit vector. In a plasma, sheaths form around
nanoparticles, so that their charge is (somewhat) shielded,

Qs = Q exp(− r
λD
) , (2.15)

with r the inter-particle distance and λD the characteristic screening
length at the position of the particle andQ the particle charge in absence
of screening. In the bulk plasma, the screening length is approximated
by the (electron) Debye length (equation 1.3). For the dusty plasmas pre-
sented in this thesis λD ≫ r, meaning that the screening is negligible, i.e.
Qs ≃ Q. This means that negatively charged nanoparticles will efficiently
repel each other.

Ion drag force: Ions can transfer momentum to a nanoparticle by direct ion
impact (collection component) and by a deflection of their trajectory due
to a Coulomb interaction between the charged nanoparticle and the ion
(orbit component). This results in a net force exerted in the same direc-
tion as the ion flow, referred to as ion drag force, and is given by (using
the results of Khrapak et al. [79])

Fi = πnimiui,dirui (b2
c + 4b2

π/2Γ) . (2.16)

This equation contains several terms. The directed ion velocity formono-
energetic ions as a result of the (local) electric field E is given by

ui,dir =
√

2Eeℓmfp,i

πmi
, (2.17)

with mi the mass of the ions. Here, ℓmfp,i = 1/(nnσin), with σin the ion–
neutral collision cross section, is the mean free path of the ions.
The ion speed corresponding to the total ion mean energy, i.e. the sum
of the directed kinetic energy and thermal energy, is given by

ui =
√

u2
i,dir +

8kBTi

πmi
. (2.18)
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Respectively, the impact parameters for the collection and orbit compo-
nent are given by

bc =

¿
ÁÁÀr 2

d (1 −
2eΦs

miu2
i
) (2.19)

and
bπ/2 = rp

−eΦs

miu2
i
. (2.20)

In this approximation, the so-called Coulomb logarithm Γ is given by

Γ = ln(λS + bπ/2

rp + bπ/2
) , (2.21)

with
λS =

λDi√
1 + λ2

Di/λ
2
De

(2.22)

the linearized Debye length given by, respectively, the electron and ion
Debye lengths

λDe =
√

ε0kBTe

e2ne
, (2.23)

λDi =
√

ε0kBTi

e2ni
. (2.24)

For a quasi-neutral plasma (valid in the void for example), ni = ne. Usu-
ally, Te ≫ Ti, so that λS ≃ λDi.

Radiation pressure: Photons can also transfer momentum to a nanoparticle.
This force will be significant for strong radiation fields, i.e. laser beams,
or for extra-terrestrial nanoparticles in stellar radiation fields. The force
is given by

Fr =
qnπr 2

d I0
c

, (2.25)

with n the refractive index of the medium surrounding the nanoparticle
and radiation field, I0 the irradiance (intensity) of the light, c the speed of
light and q a dimensionless parameter of order unity determined by the
optical properties of the particle. For laboratory experiments without
strong lasers, the radiation pressure is almost always negligible.

It is illustrative to regard two plasma-confined nanoparticles in close prox-
imity of each other, see figure 2.2 on the facing page. Strictly speaking, there is
only one point in the plasma where the electric field is identically zero. Around
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Figure 2.2 – An artist’s impression of the forces working on two plasma-
confined particles next to each other. Screening is assumed negligible.
Neutral gas flow, gravity and the temperature gradient are pointing down,
whereas the electric field points towards thewall on the left and is stronger
for the left particle. The nanoparticles have the same negative charge.

this point, the electric field points (roughly) to the nearest wall (in this case on
the left) and increases in magnitude as it comes closer to the wall. This electric
field is the so-called ambipolar field, i.e. the total field that the nanoparticles ex-
perience induced by all charge carriers (ions, electrons, charged nanoparticles)
present in the plasma. In this illustration, the particles have the same negative
charge,1 which means that the electric force is bigger for the left particle. Since,
related to this fact, the (positive) ions will have a higher (directed) speed closer
to the wall, also the ion drag force is bigger for the left particle.2 Radiation
pressure is ignored. The other forces follow intuitively from their mathemati-
cal expressions. The figure presents a qualitative picture of the forces working
on both particles.

Not all forces are important for a laboratory dusty plasma. Parameter val-
ues typical of (the bulk plasma of) the discharge discussed in chapter 5 are listed
in table 2.1 on the next page. A plot of the magnitude of the forces (ignoring
radiation pressure) working on a single plasma-confined nanoparticle as func-
tion of nanoparticle radius is shown in figure 2.3 on the following page. It can
be seen that the electric and ion drag force are the two dominant forces for par-
ticles up to about 1 μm. As a result, the ion drag force is of great importance
to dusty plasma physics. This force, and other drag forces, continue to be the
focus of many (theoretical) studies [13, 37, 80, 118]. It should be noted that,
in practice, bigger particles can be confined only in the sheath regions where
most values listed in table 2.1 will not be valid (e.g. the electric field will be
much higher than 75Vm−1 and the electron density will be much lower). Mu-

1In practice, the electron density decreases towards the wall and is practically zero at the
wall. This means that the electron flux to a particle closer to the wall is lower and, consequently,
it is less negatively charged.

2In practice, the ion drag force may exhibit a maximum between pre-sheath and wall.
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Table 2.1 – Parameter values for the laboratory dusty plasma of chapter 5.
The values are valid in the bulk plasma only.

Parameter (symbol) Value

Ion, neutral temperature (Ti,Tn) 300K
Electron temperature (Te) 2.5 eV
Ion, neutral (argon) mass (mi,mn) 6.64 × 10−26 kg
Lennard-Jones collision diameter for argon (σLJ) 3.76 × 10−10 m
Ion, electron density (ni,ne) 5 × 1014 m−3
Neutral gas density (nn) 2.41 × 1021 m−3
Neutral gas speed (un) 0.15ms−1
Dust particle mass density (ρd) 1.5 g cm−3
Electric field (E) 75Vm−1
Temperature gradient (∇T) 150Km−1
Ion-neutral collision cross section (σin) 8 × 10−19 m2
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Figure 2.3 – Magnitude of five of the most important forces working on a
single plasma-levitated nanoparticle as function of particle radius for the
conditions listed in table 2.1.
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tual Coulomb interaction is absent for a single plasma-confined nanoparticle,
but it is this force that facilitates the formation of a dense nanoparticle cloud or
plasma crystal, in which all nanoparticles repel each other. These phenomena
will be discussed in the next section.

2.3.1 Dust voids and crystals

Plasma-confined nanoparticles can arrange themselves in remarkable macro-
scopic structures, such as plasma crystals and dust voids (both already men-
tioned in chapter 1). A plasma crystal forms if the potential energy contained
within the mutual Coulomb repulsion exceeds the thermal energy of the
nanoparticles. The energy contained within the mutual Coulomb interaction
of two nanoparticles of equal charge Q and separation r is [119, chapter 1]

EC =
Q2

r
exp(− r

λD
) . (2.26)

The thermal energy of the nanoparticles is kBTd. The dusty plasma is said to be
strongly coupled if the so-called Coulomb coupling parameter

ΓC =
EC
kBTd

= Q2

kBTdr
exp(− r

λD
)≫ 1. (2.27)

In that case, plasma crystals are likely to form, provided other forces are unable
to break the structures.

A common observation in laboratory and industrial dusty plasmas is the
appearance of a macroscopic dust-free zone, generally referred to as the dust
void. It is a region devoid of large (i.e. coagulated) nanoparticles. See figure 1.8
on page 13 for a void in a laboratory dusty plasma made visible by laser light
scattering. The void develops as a result of momentum transfer from flowing
ions to dust particles, i.e. it is the ion drag force that pushes particles towards
the discharge walls [60]. Since the ion drag force is zero where the (ambipolar)
electric field of the plasma is zero, and points radially outwards from this point,
the ‘center’ of the voidwill generally be the point of zero electric field. In a recent
paper [5], the authors were able to reproduce the formation of a dust void in
their simulations and observed a greatly increased nucleation (see section 2.2)
rate within this dust-free region.

Formost laboratory experiments, the ion drag and electric force are the two
dominant forces (see figure 2.3 on the facing page). These forces will generally
oppose each other. The electric force confines negatively charged nanoparticles,
whereas the ion drag force pushes them away from the center of the discharge.
This means that the point where these two forces balance defines the void edge,
see figure 2.4 on the next page for a single virtual particle at the void edge. For
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Figure 2.4 –A single virtual particle (white dot) at the void edge (dashed).
At the void edge the electric force FE and ion drag force Fi balance. The
point of zero (ambipolar) electric field is also indicated (white cross).

a collection of particles, the mutual Coulomb repulsion results in an effective
surface tension (and energy) associated with the void edge [75, 101]. The void
edge will, therefore, generally behave as a single entity.

2.4 Charging

The charge of nanoparticles is fundamental to their behavior in plasma envi-
ronments. After all, many of the forces working on such particles are heavily
dependent on the charge state (see above), meaning that their collective behav-
ior, or even particle confinement itself, cannot be explained without taking into
account this charge. It is therefore important to know the processes influenc-
ing the charge of plasma-confined nanoparticles. Charging of plasma-confined
nanoparticles can be divided into two categories: due to plasma species (elec-
trons and ions), referred to as dynamic charging, and due to other charging
mechanisms that can also be present without plasma. The latter includes sec-
ondary electron emission, photoelectric emission, thermionic emission and
field emission [59]. Both pathways are discussed below.

2.4.1 Dynamic charging: OML theory

The charging of nanoparticles in a plasma by plasma electrons and ions is usu-
ally approximated by orbital motion limited theory (OML) [6]. OML was de-
veloped to describe the charging of probe tips (such as Langmuir probes), but
works well also for plasma-levitated nanoparticles. OML assumes that, under
steady-state conditions, the electron and ion current to a dust particle are equal,
and that every ion and electron arriving at the surface sticks to it. Electrons are
much more mobile than ions, so a steady state can never be obtained if the
particle remains neutral. Consequently, the particle charges up negatively so
that, in turn, electrons are repelled and ions are attracted, resulting, ultimately,
in a steady-state charge. OML further ignores the other charging mechanisms
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listed above.
The ion and electron currents can be determined analytically if several as-

sumptions are made [119, chapter 2]. Firstly, an isolated particle is regarded, i.e.
the presence of other particles does not affect the motion of electrons and ions
in the vicinity of a single particle. Secondly, the plasma sheath surrounding the
nanoparticle is collisionless (ℓmfp,i, ℓmfp,e ≫ λD). Thirdly, the ion directed speed
is much larger than the ion thermal speed. In that case,

Ie =
√

8πr 2
d neeve,th exp( eΦs

kBTe
) (2.28)

for the electron current and

Ii =
√

8πr 2
d nievi,th (1 −

eΦs

kBTi
) (2.29)

for the ion current. The first assumptionmay become problematic for the dense
dusty plasma discussed in chapter 5. For a Maxwellian energy distribution, the
thermal speeds are vβ,th =

√
kBTβ/mβ with β = (e, i) [92, chapter 2]. In steady

state,
dQ
dt
= Ii − Ie = 0. (2.30)

By assuming ne = ni which is, for example, valid in the quasi-neutral plasma
inside the void, one arrives at the recursive expression of equation 2.12 for the
floating potential Φs. The nanoparticle charge follows from equation 2.13.

A characteristic charging time of the particle was developed by Boeuf and
Punset [24],

τ = 2ε0
√
πmikBTi√

2e2rdn(1 − y0)
, (2.31)

with n = ne = ni and y0 = eΦs/(kBTe) < 0 the steady-state value of the reduced
potential. For the conditions of table 2.1 on page 26, the steady-state charge and
charging time are shown in figure 2.5 on the next page as function of particle
radius. For particles bigger than 10 nm, the charging time is less than amillisec-
ond. The number of electrons a particle attains is roughly 4.2rd if rd is given in
nanometers.

2.4.2 Other charging mechanisms

Other charging mechanisms important to plasma-confined nanoparticles are
secondary electron emission, photoelectric emission, thermionic emission and
field emission. Most of these processes increase the charge of a particle. If
these effects become substantial, a plasma-confined nanoparticle can become
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Figure 2.5 – Steady-state particle charge in number of electrons (solid)
and time to reach this charge (dashed) as function of particle radius for
the conditions listed in table 2.1.

positively charged. Under laboratory circumstances, this is likely to occur for
small (< 10nm) particles. This also means that OML is invalid for such parti-
cles [128].

Secondary electron emission is the release of an electron from a nanoparticle
upon the arrival of a high-energy electron or ion, sometimes called im-
pact ionization. This process can occur in non-plasma environments as
well, for example due to electrons released by an electron gun. The im-
pact energy and dust particle material both influence the secondary elec-
tron yield, which is much larger for electrons than ions. Furthermore,
secondary electron emission is greatly enhanced for nanoparticles com-
pared to bulk materials [59].

Photoelectric emission occurs when a photon arrives at the dust particle sur-
face and releases an electron by ionization of a surface atom or molecule.
It depends on the material properties (e.g. work function [128], ioniza-
tion energy or electron affinity), surface potential (since emitted photo-
electrons can be recaptured by a positive particle) and photon energy. In
chapter 7, ultraviolet laser pulses of 355 nm irradiate dust particles. This
corresponds to a photon energy of 3.49 eV. This is enough to detach elec-
trons from the C2H− anion present in the discharge, see table 2.2. The
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Table 2.2 – Threshold energies (i.e., electron affinities of the correspond-
ing neutral) of several photodetachment reactions. Taken from [133].

Reaction Threshold energy (eV)

C2H− + hν Ð→ C2H⋅ +e− 2.956 ± 0.020
C4H− + hν Ð→ C4H⋅ +e− 3.558 ± 0.015
C6H− + hν Ð→ C6H⋅ +e− 3.809 ± 0.015
C8H− + hν Ð→ C8H⋅ +e− 3.966 ± 0.010

ionization energy of acetylene (C2H2) is 11.40 eV [144] and it cannot be
ionized by these laser pulses. For nanoparticles, the work function is
substantially decreased compared to bulk materials [128] and could be
smaller than 3.49 eV. This means that intense 355 nm laser pulses could
substantially change the charge of plasma-confined nanoparticles. This
could result in a changed surface chemistry, i.e. growth process of the
particles.

Thermionic emission is the release of electrons or ions from a heated sur-
face [119, chapter 2]. This can become an important effect if the particles
are, for example, heated by intense laser pulses as in chapter 7.

Field emission is the release of electrons or ions due to a high electric field
pulling them out of the dust particle surface. This electric field results
from the high charge a particle, under certain conditions, attains in a
plasma. It is estimated that field emission becomes important for dust
particles bigger than about a micrometer [119, chapter 2]. Field emission,
consequently, limits the maximum charge big dust particles can attain.
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Chapter 3

Diagnostics

Three plasma diagnostics are employed in this research. The electron density is
determined non-intrusively using microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy. Op-
tical emission spectroscopy relates changes in plasma emission intensity to local
densities of excited species and provides an insight into the energetics of electrons.
The electrical characteristics of the discharge provide detailed information about
(changes in) the dusty plasma. Growing nanoparticles provide an ever increasing
sink for electrons, raising the resistivity of the discharge.

Three particle diagnostics are employed. Laser light scattering provides the
spatial distribution of the nanoparticles in the dusty plasma. The size and mor-
phology of collected nanoparticles can be obtained with nanometer resolution us-
ing transmission and scanning electron microscopy. Nanoparticles start to visibly
thermally radiate when heated to sufficient temperatures. Heating particles by in-
tense laser pulses is referred to as laser-induced incandescence. From the radiated
spectra not only the particle temperature can be deduced, but also their size and,
if the temperature decay is analyzed, thermodynamic properties.
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3.1 Introduction

To fully characterize a dusty plasma, we should know asmuch as possible about
the plasma and the particles levitated in it. To that end, accurate diagnostics are
needed that can be applied to a dusty plasma environment. Experimentally ob-
tained plasma or particle properties are themselves already an invaluable source
of information, but can also be combined to uncover the physics and chemistry
at play. This chapter provides an overview of the plasma and particle diagnos-
tics employed in this research.

The chapter is structured as follows. Sections 3.2 to 3.4 concern plasma
diagnostics. Section 3.2 discusses in detail microwave cavity resonance spec-
troscopy (MCRS). MCRS is a non-intrusive technique to determine the free-
electron density in (dusty) plasmas. Section 3.3 introduces optical emission
spectroscopy (OES). OES allows for the non-intrusive determination of plasma
parameters such as the free-electron density and electron temperature by ana-
lyzing the line radiation emitted by the plasma. The section also shortly intro-
duces plasma emission in general. Section 3.4 discusses the electric characteri-
zation of the plasma by a commercially available probe: the SmartPIM™.

Sections 3.5 to 3.7 focus on particle diagnostics. Section 3.5 discusses laser
light scattering (LLS). LLS is a technique to visualize the spatial distribution
of (growing) nanoparticles levitated in a plasma, provided they are big enough.
The qualitative and quantitative properties of LLS will be discussed. In this
research, both transmission and scanning electron microscopy is used to deter-
mine the size and shape of plasma-grown nanoparticles. Both will be discussed
in section 3.6. Section 3.7 discusses laser-induced incandescence (LII). LII is
the thermal radiation emitted by laser-heated nanoparticles. In this research,
plasma-confined nanoparticles are heated by short and intense ultraviolet laser
pulses. With this technique, particle properties like size, mass density and heat
capacity can be deduced from the radiation spectrum and temperature decay.

3.2 Microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy

One of the most fundamental plasma parameters is the (free) electron den-
sity, ne (see, e.g., [99]). A vast amount of research has been and continues
to be devoted to the development of versatile diagnostics that probe the elec-
tron density (and energy). The intention is for the method to be accurate, non-
intrusive, and resolved in space and time. No technique to date fulfills all these
criteria simultaneously, but several techniques are currently in widespread use
both in fundamental research and industrial plasma applications. Notable ex-
amples are Langmuir probes, optical emission spectroscopy, Thomson scatter-
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ing, microwave interferometry and microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy,
each with its advantages and drawbacks. For this research, a reliable method
is needed for dusty plasmas. The advantage of Langmuir probes is that the
spatial resolution is mostly limited to the size of the probe tip and the accuracy
with which it can be moved through the discharge volume [121]. However, they
are inherently intrusive [99], an effect that is enhanced in dusty plasmas where
Langmuir probes will change the dust particle distribution in the vicinity of the
probe tip. Progress is, however, made towards using this effect to gain informa-
tion about the plasma and its constituents [49]. Another drawback is that in
reactive plasmas the probe (tip) can become contaminated over time and lose
its conductive properties. Furthermore, a model is needed to interpret themea-
surement data, which is also hampered by negative ions that are usually present
in dusty plasmas. InRFdischarges, time resolution is a couple of RF periods [92,
section 6.6]. Optical emission spectroscopy is a non-intrusive technique and
relatively easy to set up. The latter can, however, not be said about the interpre-
tation of the results. Moreover, most low-pressure plasmas (dusty plasmas in
particular) are not in Boltzmann equilibrium [58], hindering straightforward
analysis even more so. Advanced (collisional-radiative) models describing the
population of all the measured levels are often required to provide accurate
electron density and/or energy values [99]. Temporal resolution is limited by
sample rate and jitter of the detector and can be down to several ns [8]. Thom-
son scattering is a well-established and accurate technique with excellent tem-
poral resolution down to 5 ns, but cannot be used in dusty plasmas due to its
relatively high electron density detection limit of at least 1017 m−3 [34]. Typi-
cal low-pressure dusty plasmas at moderate RF power (<50W) show electron
densities of at most several times 1015 m−3. The biggest problem is, however,
the unwanted and strong scattering on dust particles, which seriously hampers
the application of this technique to dusty plasmas. Microwave interferome-
try is successfully applied both to pristine plasmas [44, 104] and dusty plas-
mas [19]. In this case, electron densities are averaged over a line of sight. Tem-
poral resolution will usually not be better than 1 μs due to the suppression of
frequencies from the RF driving frequency and up (≥13.56MHz) by low-pass
filters [36]. The technique can, however, readily be applied to dusty plasmas, is
non-intrusive and relatively easy to set up.

During this research, microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy (MCRS)
is used as an electron density diagnostic. The technique is similar to mi-
crowave interferometry in the sense that low-power microwaves lie at its
basis. Electron density values determined using MCRS are weighted by the
squared electric field pattern of the used resonant mode, see section 3.2.3. To
get spatial information, multiple resonant modes have to be combined and/or
prior knowledge of the electron density profile is needed. In order, the fol-
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lowing seven sections discuss (1) resonant cavities, (2) the electromagnetic
fields present in a resonating ideal cylindrical cavity, (3) how to relate a shift in
resonance frequency to a free-electron density, (4) the practical implications
of non-idealities (quality factor) and their effect on the cavity response time,
(5) methods for determining the electron density with MCRS in practice, both
for pulsed plasmas and long-running dusty plasma experiments, (6) the influ-
ence of dielectric perturbations and how to experimentally obtain the electric
field pattern of a resonant mode, and (7) cavity design considerations, mostly
pertaining to the way resonances are excited.

3.2.1 Resonant cavities

Hollow metal conductors facilitate the propagation or excitation of electromag-
netic (EM) waves. Waves can propagate within such a structure if it lacks end
faces, in which case it is aptly called a waveguide. Waveguides are commonly
used in microwave applications (the rectangular form is particularly popular)
where they serve as transmission lines that generally connect transmitters and
receivers to their antennas. In contrast, a (resonant) cavity is a structure that
does contain end faces. In that case, EM waves cannot propagate in the usual
sense due to the additional boundary conditions, but rather emerge as stand-
ing waves. For simple geometries (such as rectangular and cylindrical), the EM
fields of resonant modes are known analytically [77]. For most practical appli-
cations, excitation occurs using sinusoidally varying signals, exp(iωt), with ω
the angular excitation frequency and t the time. A sinusoidally varying signal
will also be assumed for the remainder of this thesis.

3.2.2 Electromagnetic fields in an ideal cylindrical cavity

An ideal cavity is characterized by an infinitely conductive boundary that is
(electrically) completely closed. This is of course a practical impossibility; the
metal from which the cavity is made will not have an infinite conductivity and
microwaves need to be somehow coupled into the cavity. In practice, a small
(loop) antenna inside the cavity is connected in an electrically insulated man-
ner through the cavity wall to an external oscillator. A similar second antenna
completes the transmitter–receiver pair. As a result, the wave patterns as well
as resonant frequencies will differ slightly from the ideal case. The resonance
frequency is the frequency with which the standing wave pattern oscillates be-
tween its extremes and it is characteristic of the mode and cavity geometry, see
below. A more accurate picture of the wave patterns for practical situations
can be obtained using dedicated software such as CST Microwave Studio [1]
or EPG’s Plasimo [2]. In practice, the actual wave patterns can be measured
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Figure 3.1 – Left: Cartesian coordinate system and definition of a cylin-
drical cavity, with radius R and height d. Right: The usual cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ, z).

by locally and systematically disturbing the cavity medium by a small piece of
dielectric as discussed in section 3.2.6. However, the exact wave patterns of
the resonant mode are important only if the spatial distribution of the electron
density is of interest. For electron density measurements, any discrepancy be-
tween theoretical and actual resonant frequencies is not important since the
actual measured (shift in) resonant frequency is used anyway.

To calculate the fields in an ideal cavity, the medium is assumed to be loss-
less, isotropic in its response and characterized by a (uniform) permittivity ε
and permeability μ. This means that the electric field E and electric displace-
ment field D are related by D = εE. For the magnetic fields a similar relation
holds: B = μH. In this thesis, B is called the magnetic field and its auxiliary
field H is referred to as the magnetizing field, following David Griffiths in his
monumental treatise on classical electrodynamics (page 271 of [64]), although
he refrains from labeling H.

No electromagnetic fields can exist inside a perfect conductor, meaning that
charges are expected to respond instantaneously to changing fields, no matter
how fast these fields are changing. This produces the correct surface charge
density σ (in Cm−2, see figure 2.5 of [64]) to yield zero electric field inside the
conductor:

n̂ ⋅D = σ, (3.1)

with n̂ a unit normal at the cavity surface pointing towards the medium. The
same holds for changing magnetic fields, where charges need to respond to tan-
gential magnetic fields to give the correct vectorial surface current density K
(current per unit width-perpendicular-to-flow in Am−1, see figure 5.13 of [64])
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to give zero magnetic field inside the conductor:

n̂ ×H = K. (3.2)

On the other hand, the tangential component of the electric field and the nor-
mal component of themagnetic field need to be continuous across the interface
(meaning they are zero at the surface). Therefore, on the inner surface of a cav-
ity:

n̂ × E = 0, (3.3a)
n̂ ⋅ B = 0. (3.3b)

Plugging these boundary conditions into Maxwell’s equations for sinusoidally
varying signals and for a cylindrical cavity geometry results in the possible ap-
pearance of two types of resonant mode: transverse magnetic (TM) and trans-
verse electric (TE). Transverse (=perpendicular) is with respect to the central
axis of the cylinder, for which the cylindrical coordinate z is taken (see figure 3.1
on the preceding page). For TM modes there can only be non-zero magnetic
field components transverse to z (i.e., Br and Bθ), hence the name transverse
magnetic. Consequently, Bz = 0 everywhere. Analogously for TE modes where
Ez = 0 everywhere.

The expressions for the electric and magnetic fields are summarized in ta-
ble 3.1 on the next page, with ε the permittivity and μ the permeability of the (lin-
ear, isotropic and uniform) cavity medium. For unmagnetized plasmas μ = μ0,
which will also be assumed in this thesis. Note that in this case B = μ0H. In
vacuum,√με =√ε0μ0 = 1/c, with c the speed of light. In this thesis, the symbol
ω denotes angular frequencies and f = ω/2π symbolizes ordinary frequencies.
The (angular) frequency at which a certain resonant mode oscillates between
its extremes, i.e. the resonance frequency, is ω0. To obtain the full wave expres-
sion, each field component should be multiplied by the time factor exp(iω0t),
where it must be noted that to obtain physically meaningful results the real part
of any resulting complex expression should be taken. Note that the phase dif-
ference between the electric and magnetic field is 90°. Consequently, during
the oscillation there are moments in time where the instantaneous energy is
completely contained within the electric field, whereas a quarter-cycle later it
is stored completely in the magnetic field. Outside these times, the electric and
magnetic field both contribute to the instantaneous energy.

Each resonant mode is characterized by three integer indices m, n and p
associated with the morphology of the standing wave pattern, related to the
number of nodes in the θ-, r- and z-direction, respectively. A specific mode is
referred to as TMmnp or TEmnp. In general, m,p ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1, whereas for TE
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Table 3.1 – Overview of TM and TE modes for an ideal cylindrical cavity,
adapted from [68, 141]. Jm(ξ) is the Bessel function of the first kind, i.e. it
is the solution to ξ2 d

2y
dξ2 +ξ

dy
dξ +(ξ

2−m2)y = 0. The symbols xmn and x′mn are
the ξ for the nth (non-trivial) root of Jm(ξ) and dJm(ξ)/dξ, respectively.
The expressions for the field components (Er,Eθ,Ez,Br,Bθ,Bz) should all
be multiplied by the time factor exp(iω0t) to obtain the full wave. A phys-
ically meaningful result is obtained after taking the real part of the result-
ing expressions. Note that (consequently) the phase difference between
the electric and magnetic field is 90°. Gray-colored expressions are the
same for both TM and TE modes.

Transverse magnetic (TM) Transverse electric (TE)

Er −E0
kz
kr
J′m(krr) cos(mθ) sin(kzz) −imE0

Jm(krr)
krr

sin(mθ) sin(kzz)

Eθ mE0
kz
kr
Jm(krr)
krr

sin(mθ) sin(kzz) −iE0J′m(krr) cos(mθ) sin(kzz)

Ez E0Jm(krr) cos(mθ) cos(kzz) 0

Br imB0
Jm(krr)
krr

sin(mθ) cos(kzz) B0
kz
kr
J′m(krr) cos(mθ) cos(kzz)

Bθ iB0J′m(krr) cos(mθ) cos(kzz) −mB0
kz
kr
Jm(krr)
krr

sin(mθ) cos(kzz)

Bz 0 B0Jm(krr) cos(mθ) sin(kzz)

kr
xmn

R
x′mn
R

kz
pπ
d

pπ
d

E0 Pre-factor in Vm−1 ω0B0

kr
B0

εμω0E0

kr
Pre-factor in T

ω0

√
k2
r + k2

z
με

√
k2
r + k2

z
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Figure 3.2 – Computed field magnitude and field lines for TM011 for the
electric field (left) and magnetic field (right). A color saturation of zero
(i.e. white) corresponds with a magnitude of zero, whereas a full color
saturation means E = E0 (left) and B = B0 (right).

modes p ≥ 1 as well. The magnitude of a certain field is given by

E =
√
E2
r + E2

θ + E2
z , (3.4a)

B =
√
B2
r + B2

θ + B2
z , (3.4b)

which, taking into account the time factor exp(iω0t), is time dependent. How-
ever, in the remainder of this thesis, magnitudes denoted by E and B denote
the magnitude at one of the extremes of the standing wave oscillation of the re-
spective field. In other words, E and B are calculated with the field components
as listed literally in table 3.1, i.e. with a time factor of unity. The temporally de-
pendent magnitudes are referred to as E(t) and B(t), i.e. by printing the time
dependence explicitly.

Of practical interest is the special case p = 0, for which the only non-zero
electric field component for TM is Ez, which in addition is independent of
height (z). TMmn0 modes are therefore often preferred over other modes for
electron density measurements, see section 3.2.3.

Modern mathematical computer packages (such as MATLAB) are well
suited for the calculation and visualization of the field patterns and field lines
for a given mode. Figure 3.2 shows an example for the TM011 mode. Note that
for this mode Eθ = 0 everywhere, and in addition Er = 0 at z = 0,d. This gener-
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ally results in field lines in the r, z-plane and in the absence of radial field lines
at the end faces of the cavity. The only non-zero magnetic field component is
Bθ, resulting in azimuthal field lines. However, this component is zero at r = 0
and z = d/2.

The reason that microwaves are used for plasma diagnostics is related to
the propagation of waves in a plasma. A transverse electromagnetic wave can
only penetrate a plasma if its frequency is higher than the plasma (electron)
frequency ωpe [21, chapter 16],

ωpe =
√

nee2
ε0me

, (3.5)

with me the mass and e the charge of an electron. A typical electron density
in dusty plasmas is 1015 m−3, see chapter 5. If ne is given in units of 1015 m−3,
equation 3.5 reduces to

fpe = 0.28
√
n∗e GHz, n∗e ≡

ne

1015 m−3
. (3.6)

Since f0 > fpe must be satisfied, it should come as no surprise that microwaves
(1 to 10GHz) are used for the excitation of resonant modes. It is advisable to
consult table 3.1 on page 39 during the design of a cavity and choice of resonant
mode. It is clear that the oscillator should be able to generate the frequency as-
sociated with the resonance of interest for a certain cavity geometry. For cavity
design considerations, see also section 3.2.7.

3.2.3 Electron density

The presence of free electrons in a resonant cavity due to a plasma will change
the cavity medium permittivity. Generally speaking, imagine a cavity in which
a resonant mode with resonant frequency ωvac and field patterns E andH is ex-
cited. The cavity medium is characterized by a permittivity ε and permeability
μ. This is our starting point and all properties are known exactly. We are inter-
ested in the change in resonant frequency resulting from a change in ε and/or μ.
In the new situation the fields are oscillating at a frequency ωp and are given by
Ep andHp. The medium permittivity is given by ε+Δε and the permeability by
μ+Δμ. The change in resonant frequency can be determined by substituting the
new situation in Maxwell’s equations and comparing this to the unperturbed
case, which results in [66, chapter 7]

ωp − ωvac

ωp
= −
∭
cav

(ΔεEp ⋅ E∗ + ΔμHp ⋅H∗) d3x

∭
cav

(εEp ⋅ E∗ + μHp ⋅H∗) d3x
. (3.7)
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An asterisk (∗) denotes the complex conjugate. It is worth noting that equa-
tion 3.7 is an exact result and is sometimes referred to as Slater’s perturba-
tion formula [92, chapter 4]. The integrals are evaluated over the total cavity
medium volume, indicated by the subscript “cav”. The new fields Ep andHp are,
however, unknown and cannot be determined analytically. This problem can
be circumvented by looking at small changes in ε and μ. In the limit Δε, Δμ → 0,
we can approximate Ep, Hp and ωp by E, H and ωvac and equation 3.7 reduces
to

ωp − ωvac

ωvac
= −
∭
cav

(ΔεE2 + ΔμH2) d3x

∭
cav

(εE2 + μH2) d3x
. (3.8)

In practice, we often compare an empty cavity (ε = ε0, μ = μ0) with that con-
taining a plasma. Furthermore, the plasmas discussed in this thesis are unmag-
netized, which results in Δμ = 0 (exactly). Substituting this into equation 3.8
results in1

ωp − ωvac

ωvac
= −
∭
cav

ΔεE2 d3x

2ε0∭
cav

E2 d3x
, (3.9)

where Δε (as well as E of course) is allowed to vary in space. Equation 3.9 con-
nects a change in permittivity to a change in resonance frequency. In turn,
the permittivity change can be connected to the density of free electrons in the
plasma, ne. Generally, a relative permittivity (εr = ε/ε0) is a complex number,
ε̃r ≡ ε̄r + iε̂r, the real part associated with the energy stored in the dielectric
medium and the imaginary part related to the dissipation or loss of energy in
the medium. A wave with (real) frequency ωp present in a plasma-filled cavity
is subject to the following relative permittivity [122],

ε̃r,p = 1 −
ω2

pe

ωp(ωp + iνm)
+ i 1

Q0
. (3.10)

Here, the loss of energy due to the cavity being non-ideal (e.g. walls not infi-
nitely conductive) is captured in a single loss term Q−10 , with Q0 the so-called
quality factor of the cavity, see section 3.2.4. The first two terms combined is
the relative permittivity of a plasma (cold-ion approximation [92, chapter 4]),
with ωpe the plasma-electron frequency and νm the electron-neutral collision

1For a cavity at resonance [66, chapter 2]:∭
cav

εE2 d3x =∭
cav

μH2 d3x.
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rate. Grouping the real and imaginary parts results in

ε̃r,p = 1 −
ω2

pe

ω2
p + ν2

m
+ i 1

Q
, (3.11)

with
1
Q
≡ 1
Q0
+

ω2
pe

ω2
p + ν2

m

νm

ωp
. (3.12)

It is immediately seen that the plasma introduces an extra source of dissipation
due to electrons losing energy during collisions with heavy particles. It is now
further assumed that these collisions play only a minor role: the plasma is col-
lisionless, νm ≪ ωp, which is a fair assumption for low-pressure plasmas [92,
chapter 4]. More specifically, at a driving frequency of 13.56MHz and a pres-
sure of 10 Pa, νm ≈ 0.2GHz [110, p. 5]. Another assumption is that the plasma-
electron frequency is much smaller than the frequency of the wave: ωpe ≪ ωp.
Sincemicrowaves are used as diagnostic and the plasma is RF driven, this condi-
tion is also fulfilled, see equation 3.6. The relative permittivity of a plasma-filled
cavity reduces to

ε̃r,p = 1 −
ω2

pe

ω2
p
+ i 1

Q0
(3.13)

This means that the relative permittivity of an empty cavity (ωpe = 0) is

ε̃r,0 = 1 + i 1
Q0

. (3.14)

The change in permittivity induced by a plasma in a cavity compared to an
empty one is, therefore,

Δε = ε0(ε̃r,p − ε̃r,0) = −ε0
ω2

pe

ω2
p
. (3.15)

Substituting the plasma-electron frequency (equation 3.5) into this equation
yields

Δε = − nee2
meω2

p
, (3.16)

which connects a change in permittivity to an electron density. It should be
noted that the electrons are generally not homogeneously distributed over the
cavity volume; ne (and Δε) can be space dependent. Substituting equation 3.16
into equation 3.9 gives

ne =
2meε0ω2

p

e2
ωp − ωvac

ωvac
. (3.17)
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Figure 3.3 – Left: Mode pattern (electric field) for TM030 shown at one
of its extremes. Right: Normalized squared electric field ((E/E0)2) for
TM030 as a function of radial position in the cavity. An electron density
ne determined using this mode is weighted by E2. For clarity, the corre-
sponding sensitivity to free electrons in the cavity is also indicated in this
graph.

The left quantity is referred to as the field-averaged electron density (writing
spatial dependencies explicitly):

ne ≡
∭
cav

ne(x)E2(x)d3x

∭
cav

E2(x)d3x
. (3.18)

In summary, a low-pressure plasma inside a resonant cavity will push the
resonant frequency from the value in vacuo ωvac to the value ωp with plasma.
The field-averaged electron density follows from equation 3.17, provided the
change in resonance frequency is small: ωp − ωvac ≪ ωvac. This assumption be-
comes invalid for electron density values greater than about 1016 m−3. Further-
more, at such high electron densities the quality factor of the cavity is usually
so low (resulting in a very broad resonance peak) that reliable determination of
the resonance frequency is impossible (by fitting, see section 3.2.5). The tech-
nique that determines electron densities by measuring a shift in resonance fre-
quency is known as microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy (MCRS). Several
limitations and cavity design considerations are discussed in [107].

As previously stated, the electron density calculated with equation 3.17 is
weighted by the squared electric field pattern of the used resonant mode. As a
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result, the spatial information of the electron density is hidden inside this value.
Essentially, the mode pattern corresponds to the sensitivity of this mode to free
electrons locally present, as visualized in figure 3.3 on the facing page for the
TM030 mode.

3.2.4 Quality factor and response time

If a resonant cavity were ideal, it could be excited exclusively by frequencies ω0
as given in table 3.1 on page 39. In practice, the cavity material (by having a fi-
nite conductivity) and the medium inside the cavity introduce (Ohmic) losses.
The result is twofold. The cavity can also be efficiently excited by frequencies in
the vicinity of the ideal resonance frequency and the most efficient frequency
to drive the cavity will differ slightly from the ideal case. This results in a broad-
ened as well as slightly shifted resonance peak.

The so-called quality factor, Q-factor or simply Q of the cavity was already
briefly mentioned in section 3.2.3 and relates to the dissipation or loss of en-
ergy in a cavity. Generally, the electric field of a resonant mode in a cylindrical
cavity (refer to figure 3.1 on page 37) can be written as (an appropriate linear
combination of) [77, chapter 8]

E(x, t) = E0(x, y) exp (i[±kzz − ω̃t]) , (3.19)

where ±ikzz refers to its standing wave character, with kz = pπ/d the vertical
wave number. The frequency ω̃ can be complex: ω̃ ≡ ω̄ − iω̂, its real part re-
lated to the wave’s oscillatory behavior and the imaginary part to the damping
introduced by losses. The minus sign is a consequence of our earlier definition
of the complex relative permittivity, ε̃r ≡ ε̄r + iε̂r. For strictly dielectric media,
the associated dispersion relation reads (see table 3.1)

ω̃ = c√
ε̃r

√
k2
r + k2

z . (3.20)

For εr close to unity this can be linearized to yield

ω̃ ≃ c
√
k2
r + k2

z (1 −
ε̃r − 1

2
) . (3.21)

The wave expression for a plasma-filled cavity is obtained by substitution of
equation 3.11 into this equation,

ω̃ = ω0 + δω − i
ω0

2Q
, (3.22)
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Figure 3.4 – Resonance peak shape for a lossy cavity (equation 3.25). The
peak is broadened with a full width at half maximum of Γ = ω0/Q and
shifted δω to the right.

with

ω0 ≡ c
√
k2
r + k2

z , (3.23a)

δω ≡ 1
2
ω0

ω2
pe

ω2 + ν2
m
. (3.23b)

The wave expression for a resonant mode in a plasma-filled cavity becomes

E(x, t) = E0(x, y) exp(±ikzz) exp (−i[ω0 + δω]t) exp(−
ω0

2Q
t) (3.24)

for which the frequency distribution of the mode energy follows a Lorentzian,

∣E(ω)∣2 ∝ [(ω − ω0 − δω)2 + (
ω0

2Q
)

2
]
−1

, (3.25)

where E(ω) is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the time dependent
part of equation 3.24. The distribution is visualized in figure 3.4.

The instantaneous energy stored in the electric field of a resonant mode can
be calculated from equation 3.24:

u(t)∝ ∣E(x, t)∣2 = E2
0 cos2 [±kzz − (ω0 + δω)t] exp(−

ω0

Q
t) , (3.26)

This oscillation is damped according to

E(t) = E0
2

exp(−ω0

Q
t) , (3.27)
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Figure 3.5 – The instantaneous energy u(t) stored in the electric field of
a resonance mode (solid) for z = 0, ω0 = 1, δω = 0.1, Q = 10 and E0 = 1.
At t = 0, the mode contains an energy E0 and no energy is added to the
system for t > 0. The dashed line is the envelope of u(t). The dash-dotted
line is the average energy E(t) stored in the electric field.

with E the averaged stored energy and E0 the energy initially stored in the elec-
tric field, see figure 3.5. Taking the time derivative gives

−∂E
∂t
= ω0

Q
E , (3.28)

with −∂E/∂t the energy loss per unit of time. This can be written as

Q = ω0
averaged energy stored
energy loss per second

(3.29)

or2

Q = 2πaveraged energy stored
energy loss per cycle

. (3.30)

The quality factor is essential for the response time of the cavity. Imagine a
resonant mode oscillating at a certain peak frequency ω1. When this frequency
suddenly changes to another value ω2 (e.g. due to a change in cavity medium
permittivity), the oscillation at ω1 will decay with a time constant of

τ = 2Q
ω1

. (3.31)

2Energy loss per second = f0⋅ energy loss per cycle = ω0
2π ⋅ energy loss per cycle.
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During this decay, both oscillations will exist and ω2 will only be seen as the
resonant frequency when the ω1 resonance has decayed significantly. It is for
this reason that τ is used as a measure for the response time of a cavity:

A change in resonant frequency can be measured with a temporal
resolution of roughly τ = 2Q/ω0.

It is worth noting that to obtain a high temporal resolution (small τ), the cavity
should have a low Q. To obtain a temporal resolution of 10 ns for a resonance
at 3.5GHz, the Q should not exceed about 100. This is quite a low value for
microwave cavities, where Q’s in excess of several hundreds or even thousands
are not an exception. It is therefore advisable to intentionally lower the quality
of the cavity if a high temporal resolution is required. Lowering the Q will,
however, result in a broader resonance peak, which consequently decreases the
resolution with which the electron density can be determined through fitting,
see section 3.2.5.

3.2.5 Measuring the electron density

To obtain a resonant peak (such as the one in figure 3.4) in practice, the fre-
quency applied to one antenna in the cavity is scanned over a region that en-
compasses the resonance frequency. The second antenna is connected to a
transducer (e.g. crystal detector) that converts RF power levels to proportional
DC voltages. This signal is collected as function of excitation frequency. An ex-
ample of a raw data set is shown in figure 3.6 on the next page. To improve the
accuracy of the determined resonant frequency as well as to account for possi-
ble peak asymmetries, the data points are fitted with a trigonometric Fourier
series consisting of N harmonics (usually N = 2),

Vfit ( f ) = a0 +
N
∑
n=1
[an cos (nνf ) + bn sin (nνf )] , (3.32)

with a0, an, bn and ν the fitting parameters. The resulting fit is shown in gray.
The resonance frequency is where this function has its maximum.

Pulsed experiments For experiments that require a high temporal resolu-
tion for the resonance frequency (i.e. electron density), several plasma experi-
ments are done successively in a cyclic and reproducible fashion. The only thing
that differs between experiments is the excitation frequency, i.e. the frequency
applied to the transmitting antenna in the cavity, not the driving frequency
of the plasma. The first experiment uses a frequency fstart and for each suc-
cessive experiment this is increased by Δf. This process is repeated until the
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Figure 3.6 – Example cavity response around a resonance (dots) fitted
with a two-component Fourier series (curve). The frequency at which
this function is maximum is taken as the resonance frequency.
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Figure 3.7 – A raw data set of an MCRS measurement for a pristine ar-
gon plasma. The cavity response is plotted as shades of gray (white: low
signal, black: high signal) as a function of both time and frequency. The
moments at which the plasma is switched on and off are indicated. The
resonance frequency is given by the dashed white line. The resonance
frequency in absence of plasma is taken as fvac. Plugging this into equa-
tion 3.33 enables one to construct the right vertical axis.
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last experiment with frequency fend is completed. For the data set in figure 3.6,
fstart = 4.3052GHz, fend = 4.3067GHz and Δf = 20kHz. To ultimately obtain the
resonance frequency temporally resolved, the cavity response is acquired over
a finite timespan (e.g. 19ms) for each experiment and sampled with a high
frequency (e.g. 100MHz). A raw data set can be conveniently represented by
plotting time on the horizontal axis, the excitation frequency on the vertical axis
and by color coding the cavity response as in figure 3.7 on the preceding page.
In doing so, one can reconstruct a picture as presented in figure 3.6 at each time
step (of which there are in this example 19ms×100MHz = 1.9 × 106). This cor-
responds to the cavity response along a vertical line in the graph of figure 3.7.
The dashed line in figure 3.7 represents the fitted resonance frequency. This
measurement was carried out in a pristine argon plasma. For each separate ex-
periment, the power was switched on at time 0, and switched off at about 13ms.
The vacuum frequency fvac, i.e. the resonance frequency in absence of plasma,
is also indicated. This value, as well as the resonance frequency at every time
step f(t) should be substituted (after proper conversion to angular frequencies)
into equation 3.17 to yield the electron density at every time step,

ne(t) =
8π2meε0f 2(t)

e2
f(t) − fvac

fvac
, (3.33)

resulting in the right vertical axis in the figure. It should be noted again that
besides the excitation frequency the experiments should be the same, i.e. must
have the same experimental conditions such as power and gas pressure. This
means that this technique can work only for experiments that reproduce well.
Moreover, caremust be taken to properly trigger each experiment, so that some
pre-defined event (such as plasma on) occurs at the same time step for each
experiment (taking into account any jitter associated with these events). In
practice, one should also wait long enough between experiments for the cavity
to return to its initial conditions, e.g. with no left-over plasma species.

FM method Although the technique above has been successfully used be-
fore [140] and is also used in this thesis, see chapter 6, it is far from practical
for long-running (dusty plasma) experiments. It can easily take up to several
hours to complete a single measurement series, neglecting any necessary clean-
ing steps in between. Moreover, reproducibility at the sub-second timescale
cannot be guaranteed between successive dusty plasma experiments, since es-
pecially the onset of dust particle formation depends heavily on previous exper-
iments. We are looking for a technique that samples the resonance frequency
as a function of time for a single experiment. One way to achieve this is to fre-
quencymodulate (FM) themicrowave generator. Each time step should consist
of a known frequency sweep over a fixed frequency range (encompassing the
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Figure 3.8 – Example of a raw data set for the FM method. The cavity
response (black dots) is sampled at 1 kHz and is plotted on the left axis.
The frequency sweeps (gray line) are plotted on the right axis and have a
period of 25ms.

resonance frequency of the excited mode in question). For each time step, the
resonance frequency can be determined through fitting (as above), yielding the
temporal evolution of the resonance frequency if these measurements are put
after each other. The duration of the time step is now mostly limited by the
generator’s ability to produce a well-defined frequency sweep over a predefined
range, since this time step is usually much larger than the cavity response time
(see section 3.2.4). It is assumed that the plasma stays constant during the sweep.
The cavity response is continually sampled at a much higher frequency, but nat-
urally synchronized to the frequency sweeps. An example of what a raw data
set could look like is presented in figure 3.8. Here, the time step τFM = 25ms
and the sample frequency is 1 kHz, resulting in a sample time step of τS = 1ms
and 25 measurements per frequency sweep. A total of five sweeps from 3.00 to
3.02GHz are shown. The linear frequency sweep is plotted on the right axis.
Per frequency sweep, the cavity response signal can be plotted as function of
excitation frequency, as visualized in figure 3.9 on the following page and can
be fitted as before (dotted lines). This yields the resonance frequency for each
frequency sweep, which can be plotted also as function of (experimental) time
if a choice is made about what time to associate with each sweep. For this the
first measurement for each sweep is taken, resulting in resonance frequencies
determined at 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100ms. The resonance frequency as function
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Figure 3.9 – Reconstruction of the measurement of figure 3.8 to fre-
quency space. Thefirstmeasurement of each sweep is taken as the (experi-
mental) time associated with each sweep, resulting in the times annotated
in the figure. These peaks can be fitted as before (dotted lines), resulting
in the resonance frequency at the five time steps, which is presented in
figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 – The resulting temporal evolution of the resonance fre-
quency for the raw measurement presented in figure 3.8.
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of (this) time is plotted in figure 3.10 on the preceding page. The FM method
will be extensively used in chapter 5.

3.2.6 Perturbation by dielectric materials

In this section, the influence of dielectric perturbations of the cavity medium
are discussed in terms of the resulting change in resonant frequency. Relatively
large perturbations can be used as a probe for the local squared electric field of
the resonance mode under consideration. This section also discusses the influ-
ence of a cloud of nanoparticles. It will be shown that under our experimental
conditions, such a cloud does not significantly change the resonance frequency.
This means that under present conditions, growing nanoparticles in a plasma
do not negatively impact the accuracy of electron densities determined using
MCRS.

If an otherwise empty cavity contains a piece of dielectric with relative per-
mittivity εr, the resonance frequency changes to a value ωε compared to the
value in vacuo ωvac according to equation 3.9,

ωvac − ωε

ωvac
=
∭
cav

Δεr(x)E2(x)d3x

2∭
cav

E2(x)d3x
. (3.34)

Here Δεr(x) = εr(x) − 1 is the difference in relative permittivity of the cavity
medium at a position x = (r, θ, z) in space. This includes the space with the
dielectric, i.e. Δεr = 0 in the region outside the dielectric and Δεr = εr − 1 in
the region of the dielectric. The top integral can therefore be split in two parts:
that of the piece of dielectric and that of the surrounding space:

∭
cav

Δεr(x)E2(x)d3x =∭
diel

(εr − 1)E2(x)d3x +∭
cav−diel

0 ⋅ E2(x)d3x

= (εr − 1)∭
diel

E2(x)d3x.
(3.35)

The frequency shift due to a piece of dielectric can therefore be written as

ωvac − ωε

ωvac
= εr − 1

2

∭
diel

E2(x)d3x

∭
cav

E2(x)d3x
, (3.36)

provided the change in permittivity is small.
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From equation 3.36 it is apparent that a dielectric material will always result
in a shift to lower frequencies (since εr > 1): ωε < ωvac. Equation 3.36 lies at
the heart of the technique used by Sorokin [122] to measure the electric field
distribution of the mode he was exciting. To that end, he placed a small piece
of PVC in the cavity at several radial positions andmeasured the frequency shift
with respect to the resonance frequency in absence of a dielectric. By assuming
that the piece of dielectric is so small that the electric field is constant over its
spatial extent, equation 3.36 transforms into

ωvac − ωε

ωvac
= εr − 1

2
VdielE2(xdiel)

∭
cav

E2(x)d3x
⇒

E2(xdiel)∝
ωvac − ωε

ωvac

(3.37)

for a (small) dielectric with volume Vdiel placed at a position xdiel. In words, by
placing a small piece of dielectric at several positions xdiel and measuring the
resulting frequency shift, one is able to sample the local squared electric field
of the resonant mode in question with a resolution of roughly the size of the
dielectric. This technique will also be used in this thesis, see chapter 5.

Equation 3.36 can also be used to predict the frequency change due to a
dielectric perturbation. In section 3.2.3, the effect of free electrons on the reso-
nance frequency present in a cavity is described. However, nanoparticles grown
in acetylene plasmas are dielectrics and could influence the accuracy of this
method.

If all nanoparticles present in the discharge are assumed to have the same
εr, the upper integral in equation 3.36 can be replaced by a sum of integrals over
all nanoparticles (of which there are Nd),

∭
diel

E2(x)d3x =
Nd

∑
n=1
∭

d

E2(xn)d3x, (3.38)

where the right integral is evaluated over a single nanoparticle at a position
xn. Since the nanoparticles are so small that the electric field can be assumed
constant over their spatial extent, E2(xn) can be taken outside the integral:

Nd

∑
n=1
∭

d

E2(xn)d3x ≃
Nd

∑
n=1

E2(xn)Vd,n = Vd

Nd

∑
n=1

E2(xn), (3.39)

where particle n has a volumeVd,n. In the last step, the particles are assumed to
bemonodispersewith a single particle volumeVd. This assumption is often valid
for particles synthesized in reactive plasmas, see chapter 5. For an arbitrary
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resonant mode, equation 3.36 can now numerically be evaluated for a certain
spatial distribution of particles.

For a homogeneous particle distribution and Nd ≫ 1,

∭
diel

E2(x)d3x ≃ NdVd

Vcav
∭
cav

E2(x)d3x = ndVd∭
cav

E2(x)d3x, (3.40)

with nd the particle number density. Note that 0 ≤ ndVd ≤ 1 is the volume frac-
tion of nanoparticles in the cavity. Substituting equation 3.40 in equation 3.36
yields

ωvac − ωε

ωvac
≃ εr − 1

2
ndVd, (3.41)

which is independent of resonant mode, scaling linearly in nd and εr, and scaling
with the cube of particle radius rd (Vd = 4

3πr3d). A typical particle density is
1014 m−3 and a typical particle radius is 100 nm, yielding a volume fraction of
about 4 × 10−7. So, generally, ndVd ≪ 1, meaning that it is indeed allowed to
use equation 3.36, provided εr is not too high. Introducing the frequency shift
Δω ≡ ωvac − ωε one finds

Δω = 1
2
ωvac(εr − 1)ndVd =

2π
3
ωvac(εr − 1)ndr3d. (3.42)

This shows that in practice the frequency shift (to a lower frequency) due to a
rarefied homogeneous particle cloud follows a rather simple rule. It is directly
proportional to ωvac, nd, Vd, and εr − 1.

The effect of nanoparticles present in a dusty plasma on the accuracy of an
electron density determined with MCRS is now estimated for typical experi-
mental values. Using refractive index data for amorphous carbon particles gen-
erated by an arc discharge operated in argon at 10mbar [150] and extrapolating
this data from the mm-wavelength region to the cm region, one finds a (real)
εr of about 70. As an upper limit for particles generated in a reactive plasma,
a value of 100 is taken. As estimated before, the typical volume fraction of
nanoparticles is about 4 × 10−7. For a resonance at 6GHz, this means that the
resonance frequency changes by

Δω = 1
2
⋅ 2π ⋅ 6GHz ⋅ 99 ⋅ 4 × 10−7 ≈ 750 × 103 rad s−1⇒

Δf = Δω
2π
= 120kHz.

(3.43)

This is only somewhat higher than the practical noise level of about 100 kHz.
The frequency shift induced by a cloud of nanoparticles formed by the dusty
plasmas used in this research will therefore be close to the noise floor, if not
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Figure 3.11 – An antenna connected through a cavity wall using a coax-
ial connection. The central conductor protrudes the cavity medium and
serves as antenna; it is driven by a microwave signal. The outer conduc-
tor of the coaxial connector/cable is grounded and connects to the cavity
wall.

concealed by it since quite a high εr was assumed. Since electron density mea-
surements are done far away from the noise floor, it is expected that nanopar-
ticles will not significantly influence electron density measurements in these
plasmas.

3.2.7 Excitation of resonances

To excite a resonance, energy has to be coupled into the cavity. A straightfor-
ward way of doing so is by placing wire antennas inside the cavity, connected
in an electrically insulated manner through the cavity wall to an external oscil-
lator, see figure 3.11. Either a loop antenna enclosing magnetic field lines or a
straight antenna in line with the electric field lines — of the desired mode —
can be used. In both cases the best coupling will be achieved if the antenna is
placed at the position of the highest magnitude of the field the antenna couples
to [122, p. 55]. The same holds for a second antenna used for measuring the
response of the cavity.

For efficient energy coupling, it is therefore of vital importance that the an-
tenna placement/shape, cavity geometry and choice of resonant mode all fit
together. A certain resonant mode might induce surface currents that a par-
ticular cavity geometry simply does not allow for. A practical example can be
found in this thesis, where the cavity simultaneously plays the role of discharge
chamber. For capacitive plasma generation, two metallic parts (electrodes) are
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(a) TM010

K

B

(b) TE011

B

K

Figure 3.12 – (a): Magnetic field lines (gray) and associated surface cur-
rent K = μ−10 n̂ × B (black, solid) for TM010 during one half-cycle. In this
case, a current will flow between the ends. (b): A similar analysis for
TE011. Now, there are azimuthal surface currents only.

needed over which a voltage can be applied. This means that a cavity that also
serves as discharge chamber needs to be made of (at least) two discrete (elec-
trically insulated) parts over which a voltage can be applied. For the cavity
used in this thesis, the top end face is not in electrical contact with the cavity
circumferential wall and bottom end face, see chapter 4. This means that no
conduction current can flow between the ends. This seriously limits the choice
of resonant mode that can be efficiently excited in such a cavity. Take for ex-
ample TM010, for which several magnetic field lines are shown in figure 3.12a.
It should come as no surprise that the magnetic field lines are azimuthal, since
the only non-zero magnetic field component is Bθ (see table 3.1 on page 39).
Applying equation 3.2 at a point on the end faces for which 0 < r < R and on a
point on the side wall for which 0 < z < d, one finds a surface current flowing
between both end faces via the side wall, as indicated by the black arrows. For
a cavity geometry where the end faces are not in electrical contact, this mode
(and most other TM modes for that matter) cannot be excited without serious
losses. A solution can be found inmodes that have no azimuthal magnetic field,
avoiding any up- or downward directed currents. This criterion is fulfilled by
TE0np modes (again, have a look at table 3.1 on page 39). Take for example TE011
for which an analogous analysis results in figure 3.12b. For these modes, there
are azimuthal surface currents only, lifting the need for an electrical connection
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between the end faces.
It should be noted that any hole in the cavity material changes not only the

wave pattern of resonant modes, but also the shape of a plasma if it is present.
Holes are, for example, needed to connect the aforementioned microwave an-
tennas to the cavity. Another example is the use of ametal mesh instead of solid
material for parts of the cavity, as is the case for the experiments presented in
chapter 5. The effects will be minimized if a characteristic length cannot fit in
the hole. The cavity will behave close to an ideal cavity resonator if the holes are
smaller than the microwave wavelength (λ = c/f ), which in practice is several
centimeters. Plasma will still be confined to the space enclosed by the cavity if
the holes are smaller than the screening length of the plasma. This is usually
several Debye lengths long,

λD =
√

ε0kBTe

nee2
, (3.44)

with kB Boltzmann’s constant and Te the electron temperature. For the RF plas-
mas discussed in this thesis, λD ∼ 0.5mm.

3.3 Optical emission spectroscopy

Plasmas emit and absorb electromagnetic radiation. Three types of radiation
can be distinguished based on the way the electron is bound during a radiative
transition [87, chapter 6]:

Bremsstrahlung: continuum radiation caused by the deflection and resulting
deceleration of free electrons around ions. This is also called a free–free
transition, since the electron before and after the process is unbound.

Recombination radiation: continuum radiation emitted when electrons re-
combine with ions. It is therefore aptly called a free–bound transition.
The emission spectrum (intensity versus wavelength) shows sharp fea-
tures (‘edges’) at characteristic wavelengths.

Line radiation: radiation that is emitted when bound electrons transit from a
higher to a lower energy level in atoms, ions and molecules. It is referred
to as a bound–bound transition.

Each transition can also occur in the opposite direction by absorption of a pho-
ton with the correct energy. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is the study
of radiation emitted by a plasma, which is recorded spectrally resolved in or-
der to obtain properties of the plasma and/or its constituent radiating atoms,
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ions and molecules. Properties that can be obtained with OES are for example
species densities and energies. Excellent textbooks and papers are published
about OES and plasma spectroscopy in general. Noteworthy are the mono-
graphs by Griem [63] and Kunze [87], so the discussion here will be brief and
applied to the experiments presented in this thesis.

3.3.1 Line radiation in argon

In this thesis, the line emission from argon is analyzed to gain information
about the (dusty) plasma, see chapter 5. When a bound electron undergoes a
transition from an upper level pwith energy E(p) to a lower level qwith energy
E(q), a photon will be emitted with an energy equal to the energy difference of
the subsequent states:

hνpq = E(p) − E(q), (3.45)

with h Planck’s constant and νpq = c/λpq the frequency and λpq the wavelength
of the photon. If the process is spontaneous, the decay is proportional to the
density of the excited species, n(p), and the so-called Einstein coefficient for
spontaneous emission, A(p→ q), which is transition (and species) specific,

dn(p)
dt
= −A(p→ q)n(p). (3.46)

In this form, this equation does not yet establish a link between emission inten-
sity (as measured by a spectrometer for example) and the density of the excited
species n(p).

To that end, the so-called local emission coefficient ε(r) at a position r in
the plasma is introduced,

ε(r) = d2Φ(r)
dVdΩ

, (3.47)

with dΦ(r) the radiant flux (in watt) from a volume element dV at r into a solid
angle dΩ. In practice, the emission (radiance in Wm−2 sr−1) is collected over
a line of sight. This means that for inhomogeneous plasmas, a local emission
coefficient cannot readily be given. However, for plasmas exhibiting cylindrical
symmetries this is possible using Abel inversion. The low-pressure RF-driven
plasmas in this thesis are assumed to be cylindrically symmetric. Suppose L(y)
is the radiance of the plasma measured over the cross section of the plasma
column, see figure 3.13 on the next page. It follows that for optically thin plasma
(no absorption)

ε(r) = − 1
π

R

∫
r

dL(y)
dy

dy√
y2 − r2

. (3.48)
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Figure 3.13 – Left: Emission geometry for a cylindrical plasma column
with radius R and central axis along the z-axis, with a small surface ele-
ment dxdy at radial position r. Right: The plasma emission (radiance L)
is collected parallel to the y-axis as function of y. It is apparent that L(y)
are line-of-sight values. An Abel inversion is necessary to reconstruct the
radial profile. After figure 2.6 in [87].

Though analytically correct, the derivative dL(y)/dy makes this inversion very
sensitive to noise in the measured spatial profile L(y). In practice, fitting the
measured profile with a smooth function prior to inversion greatly broadens
equation 3.48’s applicability. Other inversions have been proposed that circum-
vent the derivative completely, such as Fourier-based algorithms [109].

To link equation 3.46 to the emission coefficient, it is important to realize
that every transition releases a photon with energy hνpq, so that3

ε(r,p→ q) =
hνpq
4π

A(p→ q)n(r,p), (3.49)

This connects the local emission coefficient to the density of the excited species,
provided the transition probability is known. This establishes OES’s quantita-
tive properties.

Two types of radiative transitions can occur: electric and magnetic multi-
pole transitions. In neutral atoms, electric dipole transitions are allowed only.
Table 3.2 on the facing page lists the selection rules within the so-called LS cou-
pling scheme (appropriate for transitions in argon). In this scheme, the quan-
tum numbers are L, S and J, related to the total orbital angular momentum,
total spin and total angular momentum of the electrons, respectively.

3Using dΦ = dn(p)
dt

hνpq dV and dΩ = 4π.
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Table 3.2 – Selection rules within the LS coupling framework. X = x↮ y
symbolizes a forbidden transition between X = x and X = y. Adapted
from [46, 87].

Electric dipole Magnetic dipole Electric quadrupole

ΔL = 0,±1 ΔL = 0 ΔL = 0,±1,±2
ΔS = 0 ΔS = 0 ΔS = 0
ΔJ = 0,±1 ΔJ = 0,±1 ΔJ = 0,±1,±2
L, J = 0↮ 0 L, J = 0↮ 0 L, J = 0↮ 0, 1

J = 1
2 ↮

1
2

Figure 3.14 – Energy level diagram for the first two excited configurations
of argon: [Ne]3s23p54s and [Ne]3s23p54p. Energies relative to the ground
state are given on the left in electronvolt. Adapted from figure 2 in [22].
Courtesy of J.B. Boffard, © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission.
All rights reserved.

The ground state of argon has the configuration 1s22s22p63s23p6, which
can be written as [Ne]3s23p6. All occupied sub-shells are filled completely, it
is a noble gas after all, making its so-called term symbol 1S0, i.e. J = 0. In
low-pressure argon plasmas, the emission is mostly caused by transitions be-
tween the first and second excited electron configurations [22]: [Ne]3s23p54s
and [Ne]3s23p54p. An energy level diagram for these transitions is shown in
figure 3.14, with energies given in electronvolt: 1 eV = 1.602 × 10−19 J. The
notations 1sx and 2py are numbered shorthands (called Paschen notation) for
the different possible excited levels. In chapter 5, two transitions are impor-
tant: the one with vacuum wavelength 750.39 nm (between levels 1S0 and 1P1,
see [78]) and the one with vacuum wavelength 763.51 nm (both initial and
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final levels are 3P2, see [78]). This means that the transition at 750.39 nm ends
at a J,L = 1 level. The transition from this level to the ground state (with
J,L = 0) is therefore an electric dipole transition, see table 3.2. The transition
is allowed. Allowed transitions terminating at the ground state are usually
referred to as resonant transitions. However, the 763.51 nm transition ends at
a J = 2,L = 1 level. During the transition from this level to the ground state
ΔJ = 2 and is therefore dipole forbidden. Any excited atom in this state will relax
only very slowly to the ground state, which is why such a level is referred to
as metastable. Transitions from higher to metastable levels usually suffer from
re-absorption, which means that the released photon is prone to absorption by
a nearby metastable, since the build-up of metastables can be quite significant.

In this research, a two-dimensional emission profile of a single argon tran-
sition is recorded by a video camera. This means that, after Abel inversion, a
spatially resolved emission coefficient, see equation 3.49, is obtained for each
video frame. The system was not calibrated absolutely, so relative emission
values are obtained. In spite of this, changes in the emission over time can
be linked to changes in the density of the excited species, provided the plasma
is optically thin for the used transition. If a transition is used that ends on a
metastable state, i.e. the 763.51 nm one, this is (as discussed above) not likely
to be true. So, the fact that a transition ending at a metastable level of argon is
used, complicates the analysis of the associated emission. However, the sever-
ity of re-absorption can be checked for in practice by comparing the emission
for this transition to a transition not ending on a metastable, i.e. one that is
not prone to severe re-absorption. This has been done for the measurements
presented in chapter 5.

3.4 Electrical characterization of plasmas: Smart-
PIM™

TheRF-driven plasmas used in this research are electrically characterized using
a commercially available probe: the Scientific Systems SmartPIM™, where PIM
is an abbreviation of Plasma Impedance Monitor. This device uses a patented
detector to measure the RF voltage and RF current (see section 4.2). The de-
tector contains a figure-of-eight current pickup coil and a capacitive voltage
probe. It is placed between the matching circuit and powered electrode of
the plasma (see chapter 4). As will be discussed in section 4.2.1, the plasma
deforms the strictly sinusoidal source RF signal; introducing higher harmon-
ics with respect to the fundamental RF frequency of fRF = 13.56MHz. The
SmartPIM™ measures the voltage and current up to the fifth harmonic, i.e. at
fn = nfRF,n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, with f1 = fRF. The power absorbed by the plasma P
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Figure 3.15 – The relative error in the powermeasurement resulting from
a 1% error in the phase angle, equation 3.51.

is calculated using the phase φ between the voltage and current (for every har-
monic component, see also section 4.2.2) using their root-mean-square values
Vrms and Irms:

P = VrmsIrms cosφ. (3.50)

Also, the magnitude of the plasma impedance (Z) can be derived from these
measurements, see section 4.2.2. Calculated values are displayed in (near) real-
time with a maximum time resolution of 100ms. In short, the SmartPIM™ de-
termines, as function of time, the voltage, current, phase, power and impedance
of the plasma at the fundamental RF frequency and the next four harmonics.

It should be noted that the accuracy of the power calculation gets increas-
ingly worse for phase angles approaching ±90°, −90° being the phase angle for
an ideal capacitor, see section 4.2.2. The relative error in the power measure-
ment due to a relative error in the phase angle follows directly fromequation 3.50:

Δrel
P = Δrel

φ φ tanφ, (3.51)

with φ in radian. Scientific Systems guarantee an accuracy of at least 1% for the
phase angle measurement. The induced error in the power calculation is visual-
ized in figure 3.15. As a result, the power calculation (measurement) might be-
come inaccurate for typical capacitively coupled plasmas. In practice, ∣φ∣ < 86°,
so errors will typically be smaller than 20%. It is, however, better to judge
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(changes in) the plasma by current, voltage and phase.
As will be discussed in section 4.2.3, growing nanoparticles in a plasma

change the plasma on a global scale. In section 4.2.2, it will be shown that
the RF current flowing through a pristine capacitive discharge will lead the RF
voltage across the discharge by roughly 90°, i.e. φ ≈ −90°. Plasma-confined
nanoparticles will charge up negatively due to their relative big size and the
high electron mobility, just as any macroscopic surface submerged in a plasma
does. Nanoparticles are, therefore, an efficient sink for free electrons. As such,
nanoparticles increase the energy dissipation of the plasma, which will result in
the plasma acting slightly more resistive (φ increases towards 0). Consequently,
the nanoparticle formation process can be followed (in detail) by inspecting,
predominantly, the phase angle as measured by the SmartPIM™ [11, 12, 115, 122].
This has extensively been used in chapter 5, where the plasma needed to be
switched off at specific stages of the dust particle formation cycle.

Related to the previous point is the usage of electrical properties of a plasma
(as measured by the SmartPIM™) to guarantee that multiple experiments are
equivalent. Plasmas are clearlynot equivalent if the feed gas andpressure are the
same, but the measured voltage, current, phase and derived quantities power
and impedance still differ between experiments. After all, these parameters
electrically define/describe the discharge and determine its behavior. If, by
tuning the matching or power amplification similar values are obtained, the
plasmas will behave similarly. Equivalent plasmas are vital to dusty plasma ex-
periments because the dust particle formation process depends heavily on the
plasma conditions.

3.5 Laser light scattering

Particles levitated in plasmas are often visualized using light scattering. In this
case, we restrict ourselves to elastic scattering: materials re-radiate (some part
of the) incident radiation at the same wavelength in all directions (not neces-
sarily isotropically). Usually, visible light is used so that the scattering trace
is directly observable. Any sufficiently intense light source can be used and it
can, in principle, be polychromatic. In practice, however, lasers are preferred
over other light sources due to their stability, beam confinement, easy of beam
shaping and intensity. For visualization purposes, scattering should be the only
physical effect induced by the laser beam. Its intensity and wavelength should
be chosen such that other effects like particle heating, radiation pressure and
detachment of electrons remain negligible. In this thesis, the laser beam will be
shaped into a thin (< 1mm) plane directed vertically through the center of the
discharge to obtain a two-dimensional slice of the particle cloud, see chapter 5.
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3.5.1 Scattering by (a cloud of) nanoparticles

If the particle cloud is dilute, single scattering can be assumed. In that case, the
scattered light intensity is proportional to the amount of particles in the laser
beam volume Vbeam [139]:

Isca ∝ ndVbeam, (3.52)
with nd the nanoparticle number density. If the particles (with radius rd) are
much smaller than the used wavelength λ, rd ≪ λ, they will obey so-called
Rayleigh scattering. If the incident light is unpolarized, the scattered intensity
at a distance R from a single particle in vacuum is [23, chapter 5]

Isca =
8π4r 6

d

λ4R2
∣m

2 − 1
m2 + 2

∣
2

(1 + cos2 θ)I0, (3.53)

with θ the scattering angle (the angle between the incoming beam and the line
of sight),m = n+ ik the complex refractive index of the nanoparticles and I0 the
intensity of the incoming beam. For light propagating in the z-direction, the
energy crossing a spherical surface with radius R around the particle is

Wsca = R2
2π

∫
0

dφ
π

∫
0

Isca sin θ dθ =
8
3
16π5r 6

d

λ4 ∣m
2 − 1

m2 + 2
∣
2

I0. (3.54)

The so-called scattering cross-section Csca normalizes this with respect to the
incoming beam intensity, Csca = Wsca/I0. The so-called scattering efficiency is
given by Qsca = Csca/πr 2

d ,

Qsca =
8
3
(2πrd

λ
)

4
∣m

2 − 1
m2 + 2

∣
2

. (3.55)

At a constant wavelength, Wsca ∝ r 6
d for a single particle much smaller

than the wavelength of the used light. The radiative energy emitted by a di-
lute nanoparticle cloud is given by Wscand. This means that both an increasing
nd and rd will result in an increased scattering signal, though much stronger for
rd. If nothing else is known about nd and rd, it is impossible to determine both
rd and nd from a single Rayleigh scattering experiment of a dilute nanoparticle
cloud.

In dusty plasma experiments, particles can grow to sizes similar to or even
larger than the wavelength of the used light, rd ⪆ λ. Scattering and absorption
will not follow the simple Rayleigh approximation anymore and one enters the
so-calledMie regime. Mie theory is a set of solutions — generally applicable —
for the scattering and absorption of plane EM waves by spherical particles. It is
named after Gustav Mie who developed it in the early 1900’s [100]. The contri-
butions of LordRayleigh, RichardGans, PeterDebye andLudvig Lorenz should,
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Figure 3.16 – Scattering efficiency of an idealized water droplet with con-
stant real refractive index of 1.33 as a function of droplet radius rd nor-
malized to wavelength λ. Calculated with Christian Mätzler’s MATLAB
version [96] of the FORTRAN BHMIE algorithm [23, appendix A].

however, not be forgotten. In this case, both the particle size and number den-
sity still influence the scattering intensity, but due to the characteristic behavior
of the Mie solution as function of, e.g., scattering angle and wavelength of the
used light, a decoupling is possible. Figure 3.16 shows the scattering efficiency
of an idealized water droplet (m = 1.33, i.e. constant over the wavelength range)
in vacuum as a function of particle size normalized to the laser wavelength.
The (in)famous Mie fringes are clearly visible, as are the smaller ripples in the
inset. The former results from interference of the incident beam with the scat-
tered light. The smaller ripples are not so easily physically explained and are
mathematically caused by certain scattering coefficients used within Mie the-
ory being equal to zero [23, chapter 4]. The ripple structure will be observed
only if the used light is monochromatic, if the particles are monodisperse and
if they absorb only mildly. In realistic situations, the ripple structure smears
out and will not be recognizable. Both the fringes and ripples are not captured
by the Rayleigh approximation. From the graph in figure 3.16 it becomes ap-
parent that the Rayleigh approximation is valid for particle radii up to about
one-tenth of the wavelength of the used light. It should come as no surprise
thatMie theory is often employed to obtain nanoparticle properties (such as re-
fractive index and size) in dusty plasmas where the Rayleigh approximation is
clearly inadequate. Popular techniques include angle-resolved scattering [127]
and ellipsometry [62].
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If the particles are much larger than the wavelength, we enter the realm of
geometrical optics, where light assumes the form of rays and interacts macro-
scopically with materials. In that case, the scattering can be approximated by
diffraction theories such as Fresnel or Fraunhofer diffraction.

For the experiments in this research, laser light scattering (LLS) is used only
to obtain a qualitative picture of the nanoparticle distribution. As mentioned
before, it is set up in such a way that a vertical plane of light is directed through
the center of the discharge. As such, it will provide a two-dimensional pic-
ture of the distribution of nanoparticles (the plasma and nanoparticle cloud is
assumed axially symmetric). However, as is clear from the discussion above,
the scattering intensity is highly dependent on the size of the particles; in the
Rayleigh regime with r 6

d . It is estimated that in practice particles exceeding a
diameter of roughly 50 nm start to scatter observably. The early stages of dust
particle formation can therefore not be probed with LLS in this research. The
scattering intensity itself is only superficially used to determine the boundary
between the particle cloud and the so-called void. The void is a macroscopic re-
gion in the plasma devoid of coagulated particles. No quantitative conclusions
about dust particle sizes or densities will be drawn from these measurements.
It suffices to know where (larger) nanoparticles are.

3.6 Electron microscopy

Thediameter of nanoparticles formed by the dusty plasmas in this research will
not exceed about 500 nm. Optical microscopy is therefore not suited to accu-
rately determine the size and morphology of these particles. Diffraction lim-
its the resolution to about 200 nm in practice [42]. Moreover, during the early
stages of dust particle formation, see section 2.2, particles aremuch smaller and
will not be resolved by an optical microscope. Electron microscopes are much
more suited for this job, with resolutions down to the sub-nanometer level [50,
chapter 1]. In the following, the working principles of transmission electron
microscopes (TEM) and scanning electron microscopes (SEM) will be briefly
discussed. TEM and SEM are the two types of electron microscope employed
in this research (see chapters 5 and 7). For an in-depth presentation of electron
microscopy and its underlying physics, the reader is referred to the excellent
textbooks by Egerton [50] and Reimer & Kohl [113].

3.6.1 Transmission electron microscopy

In a transmission electron microscope, a beam of electrons is sent through a
thin sample. This beam has a uniform current density and contains electrons
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with a high energy. After the beam has passed through the sample, it is mag-
nified using a suitable lens system. The image is projected onto a film or, as is
common nowadays, onto a fluorescent screen coupled to a charge-coupled de-
vice (CCD) for digital presentation. This process is similar to that of an optical
transmission microscope (the type generally used for biological samples). A
schematic of a TEM is shown in figure 3.17a. For common accelerating voltages
of 100 to 200 kV, the resolution can be as good as 0.3 nm [113, chapter 1]. The
sample should be thin, so that (part of) the electrons are, indeed, transmitted
since there is a strong interaction between atoms and electrons by means of
inelastic and elastic scattering. This limits the thickness of samples to roughly
300 nm at 100 kV, depending on the sample composition (density) and opera-
tional mode of the TEM [113, chapter 4]. In electron microscopes, the electrons
move close to the optical axis of the lens system. Consequently, the depth of
focus is large, meaning that the image remains sharp upon moving the viewing
plane. The depth of field is a related quantity and is a measure for how much
the sample is allowed to move along the optical axis and still produce a sharp
image at the (now fixed) image plane. Or to put it differently, how much the
sample topography may vary in the vertical direction for a fixed sample. A typ-
ical value is 40 nm, whichmeans that for most thin samples, both the intruding
and protruding features will be imaged sharply [50, chapter 3].

3.6.2 Scanning electron microscopy

Whereas in a TEM each exposure (with a stationary incident beam) results in
an image of the complete field of view of a sample, in a scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) the electron beam is focused onto a small spot on the sample.
Instead of looking at the transmitted electrons through the sample, the scattered
electrons from the sample are collected (between the sample and lens system).
The scattered electrons are, in general, secondary electrons emitted by the sam-
ple upon exposure by the electron beam. Secondary electrons are electrons
emitted from the sample material resulting from inelastic collisions with the
incident electrons (such as excitation and ionization). The incident electrons
penetrate a certain depth into the sample, called penetration depth. Along their
journey, secondary electrons are released of which a fraction is actually able
to escape the material, related to the so-called escape depth. The penetration
depth for an electron with 1 keV is about 50 nm in carbon and about 10 nm
in gold [50, chapter 5]. Backscattered electrons are also generated, resulting
from elastic collisions with atomic nuclei (through Coulomb interactions). As
a result, secondaries have a much lower energy (typically < 1keV) than the
backscattered electrons (typically comparable to the accelerating voltage). Also,
since backscattered electrons interact with the atomic nuclei they will yield in-
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Figure 3.17 – Schematic of (a): a transmission electron microscope
(TEM) and (b): a scanning electron microscope (SEM). After figures 1.1
and 1.3 in [113].

formation about the elemental composition of the sample, whereas secondaries
relate to the topography of the sample.

An image can be formed by recording the intensity of the scattered elec-
trons (be it secondaries or backscattered ones) for a certain spot on the sample,
while scanning this spot (systematically) over the sample surface, by cleverly
modulating the scanning lenses of the lens system. As a consequence, imaging
lenses (as employed in a TEM, see figure 3.17a) are not needed. A schematic of a
SEM is shown in figure 3.17b. It is obvious that the resolution is now limited by
the spot size. Modern SEMs achieve a spot size, and hence resolution, between
1 and 10 nm. This is less than a TEM, but an SEM has the advantage that it
can directly image the surface of a sample, irrespective of the sample thickness.
This makes an SEM the equivalent of an optical microscope using reflective il-
lumination. The depth of field depends on the used magnification and other
operational parameters, but will usually be greater than 1 μm.
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3.6.3 TEM/SEM on plasma-produced nanoparticles

Theuse of TEM in this research is fairly limited. It is used only if an accurate pic-
ture of the morphology (and size) of the collected dust particles is required (at
the nanometer scale). For TEM analysis, the nanoparticles should be collected
on so-called TEM grids, which are small square frames containing a small win-
dow made of a material highly transparent to high-energy electrons. A TEM
grid basically serves as sample holder inside a TEM. Plasma-grown nanoparti-
cles are deposited onto these TEM grids by fixing the grids several centimeters
below the grounded (mesh) electrode of the discharge. During a dusty plasma
experiment, some of the grown nanoparticles will continuously fall down, but
will fall en masse when the RF power is switched off. Some of them eventu-
ally end up on a TEM grid, after which they can be imaged with a TEM. See
chapter 5 for more details.

SEM is used to a much greater extent, which has several reasons. Firstly, it
does not have strict requirements for the sample geometry and thickness, mak-
ing SEM much more versatile than TEM. For this research, simple pieces of
silicon wafer sufficed onto which nanoparticles were deposited in a manner
similar to the TEM experiments. Secondly, an SEM was readily available in
the lab, streamlining experiments and analysis substantially. The lower resolu-
tion of the SEM (which in this case is estimated to be roughly 20 nm) has to be
taken into account. For the samples analyzed with SEM, the morphology at the
nanometer level is relatively unimportant, however. The aim is to obtain a gen-
eral picture of the size of the growing nanoparticles. The fact that features below
25 nm cannot be resolved does not negatively impact this. Moreover, plasma-
grown nanoparticles are highly spherical, as the TEM micrographs show, ren-
dering morphological features at the nanometer scale unimportant for these
experiments.

3.7 Laser-induced incandescence

All objects with a temperature above absolute zero emit electromagnetic radia-
tion generated by the thermal motion of charged particles. In the most general
case, this is referred to as thermal radiation. It is polychromatic in nature. If
a significant amount of the thermal radiation is in the form of visible light, it
is commonly referred to as incandescence. This is, for example, how the incan-
descent light bulb got its name. The name is slightly misleading, since most
radiation is (still) infrared, indicative of the lamp’s poor lighting efficiency. In-
candescence can be used to obtain properties from nanoparticles grown by and
levitated in a plasma [52, 126]. To that end, they need to attain a high enough
temperature so that thermal radiation becomes observable. In this research,
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Figure 3.18 – Radiation spectra for a black body at four temperatures.

the particles are heated by short and intense ultraviolet (355 nm) laser pulses.
Apart from the particles’ (instantaneous) temperature, the emitted radiation de-
pends strongly on particle properties such as size and refractive index, which
makes the radiated spectrum act like a fingerprint for the particles.

In the following sections, the physical background of thermal radiation will
be discussed, as well as the corrections needed for the particles’ non-idealities.
Lastly, the methods employed and assumptions needed to distill particle prop-
erties from measured spectra are treated.

3.7.1 Thermal radiation

A black body is a conceptualized object in thermal equilibrium (at temperature
T) that absorbs completely and for all wavelengths any incoming radiation. In
turn, it is an ideal emitter. This means that the radiation is isotropic, it being a
function solely of the temperatureT, and it is given by Planck’s radiation law [7],

Lλ(T) =
2hc2

λ5 [exp(
hc

λkBT
) − 1]

−1
, (3.56)

with Lλ(T) the spectral radiance: the power radiated per unit area of body, per
unit solid angle and per unit wavelength, i.e. in SI units: [Lλ] = Wsr−1 m−3.
No material properties other than the temperature enter this equation. It is
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n̂
ŝ

φ

dΩ

Figure 3.19 – Emission by a patch of black body (gray disk) with unit
normal n̂ into a hemisphere (dashed). The irradiance is calculated along
the unit direction ŝ into a solid angle dΩ. After figure 3.4 in [7].

visualized in figure 3.18 on the previous page for four temperatures.
For a patch of black body, the spectral irradiance (in Wm−3) is obtained by

integrating over a hemisphere, see figure 3.19,

Fλ(T) = ∫
hemisphere

Lλ(T)n̂ ⋅ ŝ dΩ = Lλ(T) ∫
hemisphere

cosφ dΩ, (3.57)

with n̂ a unit normal, and dΩ a solid angle element in the (unit) direction ŝ.
Since the radiation is isotropic, Lλ can be taken outside the integral. A radiator
obeying this ‘cosine rule’ is referred to as Lambertian. In spherical coordinates,
dΩ = sinφ dφ dθ, with θ the azimuthal angle, see figure 3.1 on page 37. This
yields

Fλ(T) = Lλ(T)
2π

∫
0

dθ
π/2

∫
0

sinφ cosφ dφ = πLλ(T)

= 2πhc2

λ5 [exp( hc
λkBT

) − 1]
−1

.

(3.58)

The irradiance (in Wm−2, sometimes called intensity) of such a patch is ob-
tained by integrating Fλ over all wavelengths,

F(T) =
∞

∫
0

Fλ(T)dλ = σT 4, (3.59)

with σ = 2π5k4
B/(15h3c2) the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. A spherical black

body can be thought of as comprised of many of these unit-area patches. The
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total emitted power (in watt) through thermal radiation will be given by the
product of F and the total surface area of the particle,

P(T) = 4πr 2
d σT 4. (3.60)

Black bodies do not exist in reality, a fate that has befallen many idealized
concepts in physics. Real objects will always radiate less efficiently than a black
body.4 This efficiency is called emissivity, defined as

ε(T) ≡
P(T)∣real

P(T)∣black body
< 1. (3.61)

The emissivity is, generally, a function of wavelength; giving rise to the spectral
emissivity ελ(T). The spectral irradiance of a real body (sometimes referred to
as gray body if the emissivity is independent of wavelength) becomes

Fλ(T) =
2πhc2

λ5
ελ(T)

exp ( hc
λkBT) − 1

. (3.62)

Note the temperature dependence; the emissivitymay vary as function of mate-
rial temperature. However, for most dielectric materials, the emissivity is only
a weak function of temperature, see section 3.7.2.

Nanoparticle properties enter the spectral irradiance via the spectral emis-
sivity, ελ(T). As a result, these properties can be deduced from a measurement
of the emission of a heated nanoparticle. The emissivity of nanoparticles will
be discussed in detail in the next section.

3.7.2 Nanoparticle emissivity

It can be shown (using the principle of detailed balancing [23, p. 125]) that for a
spherical particle the emissivity equals the so-called absorption efficiency, Qabs.
The scattering efficiency of a particle was already introduced in section 3.5.1. The
absorption efficiency is related to the scattering efficiency through the following
fundamental identity of scattering theory:

Qext = Qabs +Qsca, (3.63)

with Qext the extinction efficiency. Extinction is the combined effect of scatter-
ing and absorption. If a particle is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave, part

4The emissivity is indeed always smaller than unity for objects with a surface curvature
much larger than the wavelength of the incident radiation. Particles (much) smaller than the
wavelength can exhibit, counterintuitively, emissivities greater than unity, see [23, p. 125]. The
latter can be the case for plasma-grown dust particles.
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of the incoming energy is re-radiated by means of scattering. The complemen-
tary part is absorbed by the particle and does not, primarily, result in radiation;
it is internally converted into other forms of energy.

Scattering theory can be used to calculate Qabs and therefore ε. The input
parameters for this calculation, i.e. the physical properties of the particle, can
be varied and the resulting emissivity can be fitted to measured emission spec-
tra. A converged fit then yields the corresponding particle properties for the
emitting particle in question.

In this research, the emission is collected using a spectrometer in the visible
to near-infrared region, for details see section 7.2. This means that the particles
grown in the dusty plasmas under investigation can have a diameter similar to
or even larger than the wavelength (of the radiated photons). The appropriate
scattering theory in that case (see section 3.5.1), is Mie theory.

Within the Mie framework, a scattering problem for a spherical particle is
completely defined by two parameters: the size parameter (x ≡ 2πrd/λ, with λ
the wavelength of the radiation) and the complex refractive index (m = n + ik).
For a detailed discussion and derivation of Mie theory, the reader is referred
to chapter 4 of [23]. For a spectral emission measurement, the wavelength is
known; it is simply the wavelength axis of the spectrogram. If, now, the re-
fractive index is also known, the particle radius remains the only unknown.
Inspection of the spectral irradiance for an incandescent particle (ε → Qabs),

Fλ(T) =
2πhc2

λ5
Qabs( 2πrdλ ,m,T)
exp ( hc

λkBT) − 1
, (3.64)

results in the conclusion that two particle properties can be obtained from fit-
ting this function to a measured spectrum (printed in red): the nanoparti-
cle temperature (entering in the calculation of the absorption efficiency and
through the thermal radiation of a black body) and the nanoparticle radius.
This is the crucial point of laser-induced incandescence as a nanoparticle diag-
nostic. It should be noted that the above assumes single scattering. This means
that in the practical situation of a nanoparticle cloud, the cloud is assumed suf-
ficiently dilute to not significantly alter the scattering parameters for a single
particle.

The particles formed by the dusty plasmas in this research are amorphous
hydrogenated carbonaceous particles. For these particles, the complex refrac-
tive index (as function of wavelength and temperature) is not readily available.
Refractive index values will be taken from literature for comparable particles.
Zubko et al. determined the refractive index for nanoparticles produced in an
arc discharge operated in a 10mbar ambient of either argon or hydrogen [150].
These samples are referred to as ‘ACAR’ and ‘ACH2’, respectively. The particles
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were produced in both cases from sputtering the carbon electrodes (and possi-
ble subsequent growth in the plasma). The diameter of the produced particles
ranges between 10 and 12 nm. Optical constants were derived from extinction
measurements using theoretical models (modified continuous distribution of
ellipsoids).

Standard refractive index data for graphite is used as a third source and is
merely chosen for comparison. Data from the hexagonal α form of graphite
was used, using linearly polarized light with the electric field perpendicular to
the c-axis of the hexagonal crystal structure [3].

All refractive index data (ACAR, ACH2 and graphite) were obtained at
room temperature. This could pose problems since, ideally, the refractive in-
dex data should be known as function of temperature in the range relevant to
our laser-heated particles. After all, the only way a temperature dependence
could enter the Mie framework is through a temperature dependent refractive
index. The practical implications are assumed to be small, however, since the
emissivity is generally a weak function of temperature for non-metallics, see
for example [112] and figure 2 in [84].

Look-up tables for Qabs are produced for the three sample data (ACAR,
ACH2 and graphite) at the wavelengths given by the input data and for particle
radii between 1 and 1000 nm in steps of 1 nm. Qabs is calculated with Chris-
tian Mätzler’s MATLAB version [96] of the FORTRAN BHMIE algorithm [23,
appendix A]. The results are visualized in figure 3.20 on the following page.

Incandescence emission profiles are fitted in MATLAB (using the so-called
robust bisquare weighting method [95]) with the function

f(λ) = f0 +
a
λ5

Qabs( 2πrdλ ,m)
exp ( hc

λkBT) − 1
. (3.65)

This yields two rather unimportant fit parameters f0 (y-intercept) and a (nor-
malization) and the two parameters of interest: the nanoparticle radius rd and
temperature T (note that the temperature dependence of the absorption coef-
ficient is ignored). The fit algorithm internally determines Qabs by linear inter-
polation of the look-up tables presented in figure 3.20.

3.7.3 Energy balance

Nanoparticles will cool down after they have been hit by the laser pulse. This
temperature decay is driven by the nanoparticle properties and environmen-
tal conditions, meaning that this decay can also be used to gain information
about the particles. To this end, the energy balance of the particles is consid-
ered. Nanoparticles can gain energy fromand lose energy to their surroundings
by several processes [52, 98, 126]:
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Figure 3.20 – Visualization of the look-up tables for the three refractive
index samples: ACAR, ACH2 and graphite. The dips present near 100 nm
(particularly visible for ACH2 and graphite) are real and are caused by the
rich behavior of the refractive index in the visible part of the spectrum.
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Radiative cooling, which is the process that produces the thermal radiation
discussed above. It is most significant at high temperatures (radiated in-
tensity goes with T 4), i.e. just after laser-induced heating.

Heat transfer to the surrounding gas Nanoparticles can heat up the sur-
rounding gas atoms and molecules by conduction, lowering the particle
temperature.
For the low pressure plasmas considered here, the Knudsen number with
respect to the nanoparticle size (equation 2.8) is much larger than unity.
This means that the mean free path (distance between consecutive col-
lisions) for the neutrals is much larger than the nanoparticle radius [52,
126]. More specifically, using kinetic theory [9], themean free path for ar-
gon at room temperature and 10 Pa is about 0.7mm, yielding a Knudsen
number of Kn = 7 × 103 for a typical particle radius of 100 nm. For such
a particle at a typical laser-heated temperature of 3000K, the power loss
due to conduction to argon gas at room temperature is about 4πr 2

d κ(T−
Ta)/rp(1 + GKn) = 1 × 10−9 W, compared to about 4πr 2

d σ(T 4 − T 4
a ) =

6 × 10−7 W for radiative cooling, with κ = 17.7mWm−1 K−1 the ther-
mal conductivity of argon at Ta = 300K [145] and G ≈ 8 a geometry-
dependent heat transfer factor [98]. This means that conduction is in-
significant under our conditions.

Melting, where solid nanoparticle material is converted to the liquid phase. It
can subsequently be brought to the gas phase through evaporation. Both
are endothermic reactions.
Evaporationwill show as a decrease of particle size as function of time. As
can be seen from figure 7.12 on page 175, the particle radius stays constant
within the recorded time span. Consequently, cooling through evapora-
tion is also unimportant. Though melting can be quite important during
the initial particle heating, effectively limiting the maximum tempera-
ture a particle can attain [126], it plays only a minor role during the decay
phase.

Energetic surface reactions In dusty plasmas, positive ions continuously
bombard the negatively charged nanoparticles, transferring their kinetic
energy to the nanoparticle surface. Moreover, it is almost certain that at
impact an ion recombines with an electron, during which the electron
is liberated from the nanoparticle surface. The net energy released is,
therefore, the difference between the ionization energy and the nanopar-
ticle work function. Another means of energy transfer is thermionic
emission, where electrons overcome the work function and are released
into the surrounding plasma. This results in cooling.
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The significance of energetic surface reactions can only be estimated. For
thermionic emission the important parameters are the work function
and available energy. The particles do not attain a temperature higher
than 3000K, see figure 7.11. This means that the available energy kBT ≈
0.25 eV. The work function is at present unknown for charged nanopar-
ticles in a plasma. However, comparable environments are dust grains
in the interstellar medium [150]. For these particles, typical work func-
tions of 6 eV are quoted [14]. It is unlikely that the work function for
nanoparticles levitated in a plasma comes close to 0.25 eV. Moreover,
the emission intensity scales exponentially with the particle temperature,
∝ T 2 exp(−W/kBT), with W the work function [47]. It is therefore as-
sumed that thermionic emission can be neglected.
An ion striking a nanoparticle will most likely recombine on it, trans-
ferring part of the ionization energy as well as its kinetic energy to the
nanoparticle surface. Since nanoparticles in a plasma are negatively
charged, positive ions are attracted to it and ion bombardment is highly
enhanced compared to the case of neutral nanoparticles. Both the
number of ions and their kinetic energy is (much) higher. The whole
phenomenon is discussed in detail by Ignatov [74] for conditions applic-
able to this research. In our case, a typical ion density is 1015 m−3 and the
neutral density is 2.4 × 1021 m−3. It follows from the paper that under
these conditions the effect of heating by ion bombardment is negligible.
As a result, also surface reactions involving neutrals can be neglected
since the collision frequency is much lower and any associated energies
are at most comparable to ionic reactions.

With these assumptions, the only heating or cooling mechanism of note is
radiative cooling. The radiated power is obtained by integrating equation 3.62
over all wavelengths andmultiplying it by the nanoparticle surface area, in com-
plete analogy with equations 3.59 and 3.60,

P−(T) = 4πr 2
d εσT 4, (3.66)

with ε a wavelength-averaged emissivity. The radiative power received by the
particle from the surrounding gas is

P+(T) = 4πr 2
d εσT 4

a , (3.67)

with Ta the temperature of the ambient gas. This means that the net power
radiated away is

P(T) = 4πr 2
d εσ(T 4 − T 4

a ). (3.68)
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The change in internal energy of the particle is given by

R(T) = C(T)dT
dt
= 4

3
πr 3

d ρd(T)Cs(T)
dT
dt

, (3.69)

withC the particle heat capacity, ρd itsmass density andCs its specific heat. This
results in the following power balance

dT
dt
= 3σε
ρd(T)Cs(T)rd

(T 4 − T 4
a ). (3.70)

If ρd(T)Cs(T) is assumed to be temperature independent in the temperature
range of interest, equation 3.70 reduces to an ordinary differential equation and
can easily be solved and fitted to a measured temperature decay. This will yield
the combined particle property ρdCs.

To recapitulate, by measuring the emission spectrum of laser-heated par-
ticles their size and temperature is readily obtained from fitting the spectrum
with an emissivity-corrected black-body curve. This emissivity is calculated
using Mie theory by using nanoparticle refractive index data from literature.
The temperature decay of the laser-heated nanoparticles is, to good approxima-
tion, governed by thermal radiation. This enables us to determine the thermo-
dynamic properties of the nanoparticles as well. In practice, this means that
emission spectra should be obtained at several delays with respect to the laser
pulse.

Laser-induced incandescence was earlier applied to dusty plasmas by Stof-
fels et al. [126] and Eom et al. [52]. The former looked mostly at attained parti-
cle temperatures and the energy balance, whereas the latter determined particle
sizes by calibrating against ex-situ size measurements by electron microscopy.
Both did not calculate/model the emissivity or determine the thermodynamic
properties of the dust particles.

In-situ diagnostics for plasma-confined particles are an indispensable tool
for the understanding of the physics and chemistry in dusty plasmas. Espe-
cially the particle size provides an insight into the underlying physics. Knowl-
edge about the thermodynamics properties is important as well, since reactive
plasmas are also used for nanoparticle fabrication. Any information obtained
about these particles when they are still inside the plasma opens up possibilities
for better on-line control.
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Chapter 4

Reactive-plasma setups

This chapter introduces gas discharges driven capacitively by a radio-frequency
(RF) voltage. The adverb ‘capacitively’ relates to the similarity of these discharges
to ordinary capacitors, such as the 90° phase difference between the RF current
and voltage. Due to the inherent impedance of a discharge, which usually dif-
fers from the impedance of the power source, a matching circuit is placed between
these components. This maximizes the power dissipated by the plasma. Plasma-
confined nanoparticles influence the electrical properties of the plasma, most no-
tably the resistance due to the increased loss of free electrons when big particles are
formed. Three plasma setups of the capacitive RF type are used in this research,
which have several components in common: a power source, a matching circuit, a
vacuum vessel, electrodes and a commercially available probe that measures the
electrical characteristics of the plasma.
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4.1 Introduction

Three reactive-plasma setups have been used during this research. Those are:

Setup I to study dust void dynamics forwhich the results are discussed in chap-
ter 5.

Setup II to study laser-induced incandescence for which the results are dis-
cussed in chapter 7.

Setup III to study nanoparticles in an extreme ultraviolet environment for
which the results are discussed in chapter 6.

Setup I and II are very similar; they differ only slightly in discharge chamber
geometry. In contrast, setup III differs on multiple levels. All reactive-plasma
setups can, however, be broken down into a two-electrode system, where the
plasma is driven capacitively by a radio-frequency voltage. All setups are fed
by a constant flow of feed gas to enable a continued formation of nanoparticles
when using reactive gases. The inherent similarity of the setups merits a cen-
tralized discussion of them. This chapter first introduces capacitive discharges,
after which the actual setups used in this research are treated.

4.2 Capacitive discharges

In this section, discharges driven capacitively by a radio-frequency (RF) voltage
will be discussed. Many of the concepts introduced in section 1.1 apply also to
RF discharges, such as a quasi-neutral plasma surrounded by sheaths. In the
following, an electropositive plasma will be assumed. That is, the plasma is
generated and sustained by electron-impact ionization reactions of the form

X + e− Ð→ X+ + 2e−, (4.1)

which for argon is
Ar + e− Ð→ Ar+ + 2e−. (4.2)

In electronegative plasmas also negative ions form, such as in the case of acety-
lene:

C2H2 + e− Ð→ C2H− + 2e−. (4.3)

The adjective ‘capacitive’ relates to the resemblance of these discharges to
ordinary capacitors. Capacitive RF discharges usually consist of two parallel
electrodes separated by some distance over which an RF voltage is applied. Fur-
thermore, at least some part of the current flowing between the electrodes is
displacement current.
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ṼT

RT

iXD

RD

Discharge

Ṽrf

Ĩrf

Figure 4.1 – Circuit model of a gas discharge (right) driven by an AC
source with resistance RT. In this case, power coupling will be inefficient.

Consider a rather simple discharge: two flat electrodes parallel to each
other, with area much larger than the distance between them, over which a
sinusoidal RF (10 to 100MHz) voltage is applied. This results in a plasma
between the electrodes. The mobile electrons respond to the instantaneous
electric field, whereas the heavy (positive) ions react only to time-averaged
fields. In other words, an electron cloud moves back and forth within the
positive space charge cloud of the ions. The excess positive charge present
outside the electron cloud defines the sheaths. This generates a strong time-
averaged electric field in the sheath region, pointing from the plasma to the wall
(electrode), accelerating (positive) ions towards it. The sheaths simultaneously
prevent electrons from entering the sheath and hitting the electrodes. Since
ions continuously bombard the electrodes, quasi-neutrality of the plasma can
only be maintained if the sheath at some point during the RF cycle collapses
(accompanied by a substantial decrease in sheath voltage), so that just the right
amount of electrons can escape. So long as the RF voltage is applied over the
electrodes, this process is repeated. Each RF cycle, the sheath collapses first at
one electrode and subsequently at the other electrode.

4.2.1 Impedance matching

Typical capacitive RF discharges can be modeled as a load, with resistance RD
and reactance XD, i.e. having impedance ZD = RD + iXD [92, chapter 11]. Note
that XD < 0, since XD = −(ωC)−1, with C > 0 the discharge capacitance and
ω the angular driving frequency. The power source produces a complex RF
voltage ṼT and is terminated by a load RT (yielding a source impedance of ZT =
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Figure 4.2 – Circuit model of a gas discharge (right) matched to an AC
source with resistance RT. By cleverly tuning the two capacitors, efficient
power coupling can be achieved.

RT), usually RT = 50Ω, see figure 4.1 on the preceding page. A current Ĩrf is
driven through the plasma, producing a voltage drop Ṽrf across the discharge.
This voltage drop can be split up into several parts each caused by different
components of the discharge: the sheaths, the plasma and the cables (between
the electrodes and measuring device). Consequently, if accurate data about
the plasma is to be obtained, cables between the electrodes and measurement
equipment should be as short as possible.

Especially the sheaths react non-linearly to the RF driving voltage. This
introduces higher harmonics of the RF driving frequency (13.56MHz) into
Ṽrf(t) [92, chapter 11]. In turn, the harmonic content is highly sensitive to
changes in the plasma and can therefore be used as a diagnostic, see sec-
tion 4.2.3.

For optimal power coupling, ZT = Z∗L , with Z∗L the complex conjugate of
the load impedance. That is, the resistance of the source should be equal to
the load resistance and the reactance of the source and load should be equal
and opposite in sign [116]. In the model of figure 4.1, the power source is purely
resistive, so it is clear that for that reason alone, power coupling will be far from
optimal.

This can be solved by placing a matching network between the source and
the plasma. Matching networks of the L-type (referring to their shape in dia-
grams) are popular of which an example with a fixed inductance and variable
series and parallel capacitance (with respect to the transmission line) is shown
in figure 4.2. The parallel capacitance is referred to as load capacitor (as it is
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supposed to match the plasma resistance to the source resistance) and the one
in series as the tune capacitor (since it tunes out the plasma reactance). It can
be shown that for maximum power coupling [108],

X1 = ±RT

√
RD

RT − RD
, (4.4a)

X3 = ±
√
RD (RT − RD) − (XD + X2) . (4.4b)

It should be noted that X1,X3,XD < 0, since they represent capacitors, whereas
X2 > 0 for the inductor. This means that in equation 4.4a the minus sign should
be chosen. Proper matching can indeed be achieved over a large parameter
range of RD and XD by cleverly tuning X1 and X3. Equation 4.4 shows that
proper matching can be achieved if RT > RD, i.e. if the plasma resistance is
smaller than 50Ω. If this is not the case, proper matching can still be obtained
if the capacitor with reactance X1 is placed in parallel between the capacitor
with reactance X3 and the discharge.

4.2.2 Phase and power

From the previous section it is clear that the plasma has a resistive and reac-
tive part. This means that the plasma introduces a phase shift between the RF
voltage and RF current (similar expressions exist for the higher harmonics):

Ṽrf(t) = V0 exp(iωt), (4.5a)
Ĩrf(t) = I0 exp(i[ωt − φ]), (4.5b)

with V0 and I0 the (real) amplitude of the voltage and current, respectively, and
φ the phase (or phase angle).

The averagepower absorbed by a plasmawith impedance Z̃D ≡ Ṽrf/̃Irf = RD+
iXD (cf. figure 4.2 on the facing page) is calculated over one cycle (τ = 2π/ω),

Pabs =
1
τ

τ

∫
0

R{Ṽrf(t)̃I∗rf(t)} dt

= V0I0
τ

τ

∫
0

cos(ωt) cos(ωt − φ) dt

= 1
2
V0I0 cosφ = VrmsIrms cosφ,

(4.6)

with Vrms ≡ V0/
√

2 and Irms ≡ I0/
√

2 the root-mean-square values of the volt-
age and current amplitude. It should be noted that the plasma resistance and
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reactance can be calculated from the voltage, current and phase by inspecting
the complex impedance:

Z̃D ≡
Ṽrf

Ĩrf
= V0

I0
cosφ + iV0

I0
sinφ. (4.7)

That is,

RD =
V0

I0
cosφ, (4.8a)

XD =
V0

I0
sinφ. (4.8b)

Both power and impedance relations are crucial to the inner workings of the
SmartPIM™, a device that determines the plasma-absorbed power and imped-
ance from measurements of the plasma voltage, current and phase angle, see
section 3.4.

For an ideal capacitor, the complex impedance is Z̃ = −i/(ωC), i.e. RD = 0
and XD = −1/(ωC). From equation 4.8, it is apparent that φ = −π/2, i.e. the
current leads the voltage by 90°.

The plasma resistance is caused predominantly by collisions of electrons
with heavy particles [92, chapter 11]. For low-pressure plasmas (< 133Pa [92,
chapter 1]), these collisions play only a minor role, but can become important
for dusty plasmas, see section 4.2.3. So, typically, for pristine capacitive RF plas-
mas XD ≫ RD. This means that the plasma impedance can be approximated by
ZD = −i/(ωCD), with CD the (effective) capacitance of the plasma. In other
words, a capacitive plasma behaves to a good approximation as an ideal capac-
itor. As a result, in a pristine plasma, the phase angle will be close to −90°.

4.2.3 Influence of nanoparticles

For the experiments discussed in this thesis, the gas discharge is matched prior
to an experiment, but throughout it the matching is left untouched. This is
referred to as constant matching. In practice, plasmas change over time. For
example, electrode material might be sputtered away or the temperature of the
walls and/or gas change. All these factors influence the complex impedance of
the plasma, see above. Consequently, by using constant matching, a changing
plasma is visible and quantifiable by a change in the discharge parameters con-
sisting of voltage, current, phase, absorbed power and impedance. For dusty
plasmas, this effect is even more apparent. Growing dust particles pose an ever
increasing sink of electrons, effectively increasing the resistivity of the plasma.
The formation of dust particles can, therefore, be followed in detail by analyz-
ing the discharge parameters (and their harmonics), as has been exploited by
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic of the capacitive RF discharges used in this thesis.

several authors, e.g. [12, 29, 70, 122]. This technique also works when adaptive
matching is used, but in that case a changing plasma follows from changing
matching parameters (i.e. values of X1 and X3, see figure 4.2 on page 84).

4.3 Plasma setups

A schematic of all capacitive RF discharges used in this research is shown in
figure 4.3. Please note that the complete experimental setups, of which the ca-
pacitive RF setups are a part of, used in this research will be discussed in chap-
ters 5 to 7. In this chapter, focus is solely on the capacitive RF setups themselves.
Each capacitive RF setup consists of the following components:

Electrodes: Metallic electrodes couple the electrical energy into the plasma.
They are electrically insulated from each other. One of the electrodes
connects to the line of the function generator, amplifier and matching
network (referred to as driven electrode). The other one is grounded, as
is the vacuum vessel.

Power source: A function generator outputs a sinusoidal voltage at 13.56MHz
and is amplified by an RF amplifier (Amplifier Research model 75A250)
to appropriate power levels.

Vacuum vessel: Avacuumvessel confines the sub-atmospheric gas and houses
the electrodes. Gas inlets provide a feed gas to the system. Gas is pumped
away by a pumping system consisting of a rotary pre-pump and turbo-
molecular pump.
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Figure 4.4 – (a): Schematic of the shower head electrode with the cap
removed. (b): Schematic of the shower head as it is installed in the setup.
Dimensions are in mm. The RF power is connected to this shower head.

Matching network: An L-type matching circuit as presented in figure 4.2 on
page 84 (in-house built) matches the power source to the load of the
plasma.

SmartPIM™: A commercially available probe is connected between thematch-
ing network and the driven electrode of the discharge: the SmartPIM™,
see section 3.4. As mentioned before, it should be positioned as close to
the driven electrode as possible to provide accurate data.

Three different reactive-plasma setups are used in this research:

Setup I: Cavity setup used for the void expansion experiments, see chapter 5.

Setup II: Parallel-plate setup used for the laser-induced incandescence exper-
iments, see chapter 7.

Setup III: Parallel-plate setup used as a particle source for the experiments in
extreme ultraviolet environments, see chapter 6.

For setup I, the plasma is ignited in a discharge chamberwhich also serves as
microwave cavity (see section 3.2). It is composed of two flat circular aluminum
electrodes and a cylindrical side wall made of a stainless steel mesh (thread
width 0.35mm,mesh size 1.06mm, translucency 57%). Gas enters the vacuum
vessel through the RF-driven top electrode. This electrode has a shower-head
geometry where the gas enters the vessel through a plate containing 331 holes
of 0.5mm diameter, see figure 4.4. The shower head is screwed into a stainless
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steel cylinder that tightly encloses the shower head. The two are electrically
insulated from each other by rings made of Teflon. The cavity mesh wall and
bottom electrode are both grounded through this stainless steel cylinder. Two
variations of this setup are used: setup IA and IB. For setup IA, the bottom
electrode contains a metal disk with a regular pattern of small holes (1mm
diameter) and a slit 2mm wide along the diameter of the disk. For setup IB,
this disk is replaced by a mesh disk (without slit), where the mesh is the same
in terms of thread width and mesh size as the side wall, see figure 4.5a and 4.5c.
Setup IB is used for the particle-collection experiments.

Setup II does not have a cavity geometry, but comprises two flat circular
electrodes separated by 40mm. The top electrode is the same as for setup I:
an RF-driven shower head. Both acetylene and argon are used as feed gases.
Acetylene and/or argon enter the vacuum vessel through the shower-head top
electrode, whereas argon can also enter the vessel through a side port. A circu-
lar platform is suspended 25mm below the lower electrode. This has a similar
configuration as the lower electrode, i.e. a supporting aluminum disk with a
stainless steel mesh cap. During a dusty plasma experiment, nanoparticles will
fall down (especially when the RF power is switched off). These particles can
be collected on (silicon) wafers placed on this platform for ex-situ analysis. See
figure 4.5b for a schematic of Setup II.

For both setups I and II, the gas flows are regulated bymass flow controllers
(Brooks model 5850E) and the gas pressure inside the vessel is kept constant
by means of a computer-controlled butterfly valve between the vessel and the
pumps.

Setup III is a simple parallel-plate system, consisting of two circular alu-
minum electrodes separated by 25 mm. Gas enters the system through a side
port of the vessel, see figure 4.6 on page 91.

Table 4.1 on page 91 presents an overview of the three setups, completed
with several important experimental conditions such as gas pressures and gas
flows.
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Figure 4.5 – Schematics of (a): setup IA and (b): setup II. For setup IB the
bottom electrode contains a stainless steel mesh instead of an aluminum
disk with holes, as shown in (c). For setup I, gas enters solely through
the shower-head top electrode. For setup II, acetylene and/or argon enter
through the shower head, whereas argon can also enter through a side
port of the vessel. A plasma will be ignited in the 40mm space. For both
setups, the RF power is connected to the shower head, whereas the rest of
the cavity/discharge chamber is grounded. Dimensions are in mm. Mesh
sizes are exaggerated for clarity.
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Figure 4.6 – Schematic cross section of the parallel-plate setup III. Gas
enters through a side port of the vessel. Dimensions are in mm.

Table 4.1 – Overview of the three used capacitive RF setups.

Setup I II III

Experiment Void expansion Laser-induced EUV
incandescence

Electrode/cavity 175 150 98
diameter (mm)

Electrode 65 40 25
distance (mm)

Bottom IA: Plate (holes and slit) Mesh Plate
electrode IB: Mesh

Gas entrance Shower head Vessel port (Ar) Vessel port
Shower head (C2H2/Ar)

Cavity Yes No No

Pressure (Pa) 10 10 1 – 38

Ar flow (sccm) 17.4 16.4 0 – 207

C2H2 flow (sccm) 2.3 0.9 0 – 45
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Chapter 5

Fast and interrupted expansion in
cyclic void growth in dusty plasma

Low-pressure acetylene plasmas are able to spontaneously form nanoparticles. This re-
sults, under certain conditions, in a dense cloud of plasma-confined dust particles. The
formed particles can grow up to several hundred nanometers.

During our experiments, the development of a macroscopic dust-free region is ob-
served: the so-called dust void. The void shows consecutive periods of steady expansion,
rapid expansion, sudden contraction, and steady expansion. During the second steady ex-
pansion, a new void develops within the expanding void. Until the plasma is switched off,
expanding and contracting voids appear consecutively in a periodic and reproducible fash-
ion. The expansion interruption is dubbed ‘hiccup’. Several diagnostics are employed to
explain this unexpected phenomenon. The electron density is determined non-intrusively
using microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy. Moreover, video imaging of laser light
scattering of the nanoparticles provides their spatial distribution. The emission inten-
sity of a single argon transition is recorded by video camera as well. Electron microscopy
provides a quantitative picture of the development of the nanoparticle size during the ex-
periment. We prove for the first time that the expanding void is an environment in which
a new cycle of nanoparticle formation can start and that the hiccup is caused by a sudden
and collective coagulation of growing nanoparticles in the void.

The void dynamics preceding the hiccup are also investigated by modeling the two
dominant forces (ion drag and electric force) working on plasma-confined nanoparticles
in the size range under investigation. The model results qualitatively reproduce the mea-
surements.

Parts of this chapter are published as F.M.J.H. van de Wetering, R.J.C. Brooimans, S.
Nijdam, J. Beckers and G.M.W. Kroesen. J. Phys. D, 48:035204, 2015. doi: 10.1088/0022-
3727/48/3/035204.
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CHAPTER 5. CYCLIC VOID GROWTH IN DUSTY PLASMA

5.1 Introduction

Industrial plasma applications require a sensitive control over the experimen-
tal parameters. The spontaneous formation of nanoparticles in the plasma vol-
ume is often an unwanted side effect, especially in the semiconductor industry,
where reactive gases are for example used in etching plasmas or for the produc-
tion of thin photosensitive films for solar cell applications [117, 123]. Nanoparti-
cles (originating from the walls or vacuum system) in the low-pressure plasma
environment of the projection optics and the wafer stage of (extreme ultravio-
let) optical lithography devices can severely limit the life-time of these optical
components, but also negatively impact image quality and therefore limit over-
all process yield [30, 131]. It is of the utmost importance that the nanoparticle
formation processes are understood and can be controlled or suppressed if nec-
essary.

The formation of nanoparticles in processing plasmas is often accompanied
by the development of a dust void (see section 2.3.1). In this chapter, the devel-
opment and dynamics of such a void in a capacitive RF discharge are discussed.
Thedusty plasma is characterized in detail by sophisticated diagnostics resolved
in space and/or time. A one-dimensional force model is used as a tool to un-
derstand the expansion phase of the void. The intricate physics underlying the
peculiar void dynamics are unraveled. This greatly expands the fundamental
understanding of the dust void and nanoparticle formation processes. It also
enables better process control for future industrial plasma applications.

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.2, the experimental setup
and methods are discussed. In section 5.3, the global dynamics of the dusty
plasma are presented and characterized. The different phases of dust particle
formation are discussed. A peculiar dynamic of the void — the ‘hiccup’ — is
explained in section 5.4 using the results of a multitude of sophisticated diag-
nostics. In section 5.5, the particle morphology as obtained using transmission
electron microscopy is discussed. The fast expansion of the void is explained
using an analytical force model in section 5.6. Subsequently, conclusions are
drawn from the results. The chapter concludes with recommendations and an
outlook.

5.2 Experimental details

The experimental setup is schematically shown in figure 5.1 on the facing page.
The discharge is setup IA, as depicted in figure 4.5a on page 90. The discharge
parameters are as follows. Gas pressure: 10 Pa, argon flow rate: 17.4 sccm,
acetylene flow rate: 2.3 sccm and plasma-dissipated power: about 19W. To
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 5.1 – Schematic of the experimental setup. A dusty plasma is gen-
erated in setup IA (see figure 4.5a on page 90 and table 4.1 on page 91)
residing in a vacuum vessel. See text for details.
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Figure 5.2 – Measurement geometry to determine the squared electric
field of a resonant mode using a small PVC cube (gray), which is sus-
pended 48mm above (75% of the cavity height) the 2mm wide slit. For
clarity, the top disk and shower head are not shown, but are in place dur-
ing the measurements.

study the dynamics of the low-pressure dusty argon–acetylene RF plasma, sev-
eral temporally resolved and/or spatially resolved measurement techniques are
employed.

The free-electron density is determined with microwave cavity resonance
spectroscopy (MCRS) using the frequency modulation (FM) method (see sec-
tion 3.2.5) with a 50ms time resolution (i.e. τFM = 50ms) and a sample fre-
quency of 1 kHz (i.e. τS = 1ms). The microwave antennas can be seen in fig-
ure 4.5a on page 90, figure 5.2 and in figure 5.5 on page 99.

Two resonant modes are employed to provide a better picture of where in
terms of position changes in the electron density occur. To this end, the ac-
tual field patterns inside the cavity are determined by locally and systemati-
cally disturbing the cavity medium (without plasma) with a small PVC cube
(10mm × 10mm × 5mm) suspended radially by a thin (0.3mm diameter) ny-
lon string, see figure 5.2. The local squared electric field of the resonant mode
follows from the measured frequency shift with dielectric perturbation at that
specific position compared to the case without, see equation 3.37. The result-
ing measured electric field patterns are shown in figure 5.3 on the facing page.
As described in detail in section 3.2.3 and shown in particular in figure 3.3 on
page 44, the squared electric field of a resonant mode reflects the sensitivity
of MCRS to the presence of free electrons (see equation 3.18). The (measured)
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Figure 5.3 – Squared electric field profile of two resonant modes near
6.2GHz measured close to the upper electrode and in the direction of
the 2mm wide slit (see figure 5.2 on the facing page). Analogous to fig-
ure 3.3b, this figure shows the sensitivity of both modes to free electrons
as a function of radial position in the cavity. The dashed lines guide the
eye.

modes A and B presented in figure 5.3 loosely follow each other near the edges
of the cavity (∣r∣ > 4 cm). However, near the center (∣r∣ < 4 cm), mode B ex-
hibits much higher electric field values than mode A. Consequently, compared
to mode A, mode B is much more sensitive to the presence of free electrons
surrounding the central axis of the cavity.

The plasma-levitated nanoparticle cloud is visualized using laser light scat-
tering (LLS). To that end, a laser beam emitted by a laser diode (532 nm, 20mW
continuous-wave) is shaped into a (vertical) plane of about 0.5mm thickness
using two collimating lenses and a cylindrical lens. The light plane enters the
vessel through a small port. An ordinary plane mirror guides the light plane
through the 2mm wide slit radially aligned in the discharge chamber’s bottom
electrode (see figure 5.2) and the light terminates at the RF-driven top electrode.
The intensity of the scattered laser light is a function of the nanoparticle size,
number density and refractive index. As discussed in detail in section 3.5.1,
even if the refractive index is assumed constant over the growth cycle of the
particles (which is questionable), it is with the present setup impossible to de-
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Figure 5.4 – Plasma emission intensity (gray) of a dusty argon–acetylene
plasma and the transmission of the optical filter (black). The optical filter
is roughly 5 times more sensitive to the 763.51 nm transition than to the
ones around 750 nm. Other atomic transitions are negligible.

termine both the particle size and number density from the intensity of the
scattered light. The technique is, however, well suited for the detection of a dust
void. The size and shape of the void (two-dimensional cross-sectional area, see
figure 5.7 on page 101) is tracked using so-called Canny edge detection in MAT-
LAB [94]. To that end, the light is collected at an angle of 90° and imaged onto
a CMOS chip. This will be discussed in the next paragraph.

The light coming from the discharge volume (containing both scattered
laser light and plasma emission) exits the vessel through one of its main win-
dows. A beam splitter separates this light in two equal parts, with each path
being recorded by one CMOS camera. The optical path is approximately 1m
and as such minimizes perspective distortion. One camera is equipped with
a dielectric optical filter with a 10 nm FWHM (full width at half maximum)
window centered on 759 nm. The transmission of the filter was measured us-
ing a halogen lamp and an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer. The plasma
emission of a dusty argon–acetylene discharge was obtained using an Ocean
Optics HR2000+ spectrometer. Both spectra are corrected for the spectrom-
eter sensitivity and are shown in figure 5.4. The filter transmission is roughly
five times greater for the 763.51 nm transition of neutral argon compared to
the ones around 750 nm. It can be seen that radiation below 740 nm and above
780 nm is blocked completely by the filter. The 763.51 nm line was selected be-
cause it is fairly isolated within the spectrum. Analogously, the other camera
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Figure 5.5 – The bottom electrode of setup IB with the sample holder as
installed for the particle-collection experiment. The sample holder is a
perspex strip containing four 1.5mm deep 6mm × 6mm holes in which
small silicon wafers can be placed. One of the holes is directly below the
center of the cavity. The microwave antennas are also indicated. Mesh
size is exaggerated for clarity.

records light centered on the laser diode wavelength of 532 nm (same FWHM).
In this spectral region the plasma itself shows no line radiation and the con-
tinuum radiation is negligible compared to the scattered laser light intensity
(confirmed with an Ocean Optics HR2000+ spectrometer). After the dielectric
filter, the light is focused on the CMOS chip using an f = 25mm collimating
lens.

The cameras are synchronized to each other by triggering them externally
using a pulse generator set to 10Hz. The signal from the pulse generator is also
fed to a second channel of the data acquisition system responsible for recording
the electron density. This creates a common timebase between these temporally
resolved measurements.

Information about the morphology of the nanoparticles (at the nanometer
level) is obtained using transmission electron microscopy. The size (distribu-
tion) of the nanoparticles growing in time, however, is determined with scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. To this end, several dusty plasmas
are run successively under the same experimental conditions. The combined
set of runs is referred to as particle-collection experiment and is carried outwith
setup IB (see figure 4.5). A perspex sample holder is placed 51mm below the
bottom electrode. Small silicon wafers are placed in 1.5mm deep 6mm×6mm
holes in the sample holder. One of the holes is directly below the center of the
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cavity, whereas a second hole is close to the edge of the cavity, see figure 5.5 on
the preceding page. During a dusty plasma run, nanoparticles will be ejected
from the cavity when the plasma cannot confine them any longer. They will
fall en masse when the power is switched off. The runs differ solely in the time
after which the plasma is switched off. For each run, the wafers are replaced by
new ones subject to the following scheme. After a dusty-plasma run, the vessel
is evacuated and subsequently vented. The samples are removed after which
the vessel is closed and evacuated again. For cleaning purposes, a pure oxy-
gen plasma is run for fifteen minutes. The oxygen line is closed and the vessel
is evacuated and subsequently vented. New samples are placed in the sample
holder and the vessel is evacuated. This defines the start of a new run and the
scheme is completed again after a dusty-plasma run. The particles collected by
the wafers are analyzed using SEM and for each sample a size distribution is
constructed (see section 5.4.4).

5.3 Growth phases and void development

After switching on the plasma, light scattering becomes visible after about 20 s.
At that time, a small void is already discernible. In the following moments
the void steadily expands. Concurrently, the intensity of the light scattered
by nanoparticles present outside the void increases. This is designated phase
I. At some moment in time, the void rapidly expands (phase II), while exter-
nal conditions are not changed. The defining difference between phase I and
II is the expansion speed. The expansion stops and the void contracts a small
amount: the ‘hiccup’ (phase III). The void then continues its expansion (phase
IV). During phase IV, a scattering signal starts appearing from within the void,
indicative of a new batch of nanoparticles that have formed within the void. At
this point the formation of a new void also becomes visible and the situation is
identical to the start of phase I.Thewhole process repeats itself until the plasma
is switched off. The phenomenon is illustrated in figure 5.6. A video file can be
downloaded from http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0022-3727/48/3/035204 or the cata-
log web page of this thesis at the Eindhoven University of Technology library.

The void size is calculated as the area enclosed by the void edge, see figure 5.7
on the next page. The result is shown in figure 5.8 on page 102. The electron
density, as determined with MCRS, is also shown in this figure. The plasma
is switched on at 0 s. The first void is detected at about 37 s. At about 231 s,
the plasma is switched off. For this particular experiment, four cycles of void
formation and expansion have occurred and would have continued had the
power not been switched off. This was verified by running an equivalent dusty-
plasma experiment, which showed no sign of discontinuation of the periodic
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Figure 5.6 – Illustration of the cyclic behavior of the dust void expansion.
The dashed vertical line in panel a is used for figure 5.14. To guide the eye,
the dashed curve in panel c indicates the position of the void edge at the
time of panel d.

Figure 5.7 – One video frame of the nanoparticle laser light scattering
with the detected void in blue. The area of this shape (in cm2) is taken as
the void size.

behavior over the course of half an hour. The four cycles, and within them the
expansion hiccups are clearly visible. A zoom of the first cycle around the rapid
void expansion and hiccup is shown in figure 5.9 on the next page. This shows
that the void expansion is accompanied by an increase in electron density and
the void hiccup by a similar decrease. The phases as illustrated in figure 5.6 are
also annotated.

Figure 5.10 on page 103 shows the plasma phase angle and electron den-
sity up to the second hiccup. Beckers et al. [10, 11] have previously shown that
the initial formation of dust particles, i.e. the formation of negative ions (equa-
tion 2.1 and 2.3) and subsequent nucleation, is accompanied by a fairly flat phase
angle. Due to electron attachment, the electron density slightly goes down. This
phase can also be observed in our experiment and is annotated with the letter
“n”.
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Figure 5.8 – Electron density (weighted with the scared electric field of
the resonantmode)measuredwithMCRSduring one dusty plasma exper-
iment (left axis) and the void cross-sectional area (right axis). The plasma
is switched on at 0 s and switched off about 231 s later.
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Figure 5.9 – Rescaled zoom of the graphs in figure 5.8 around the first
hiccup. The Roman numerals correspond with the phases in figure 5.6.
The light gray curve is the raw measured electron density, whereas it is
smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter for the black curve. The time spans
t1 and t2 are each five frames long and are important for figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.10 – Electron density (black) and the plasma phase angle (gray)
up to 120 s after ignition. Formation of negative ions and subsequent nu-
cleation: n. Coagulation: c. Steady growth/accretion: a.

During coagulation the electron density will rapidly go down. This dra-
matic loss of free electrons increases the resistivity of the plasma. Consequently,
during coagulation the plasma phase angle will (rapidly) increase. This is also
observed and is annotated with the letter “c”. Beckers showed that during the
steady growth (accretion) phase, the phase angle decreases slightly, which is
also observed (annotated “a”).

There could be two reasons for the increase in weighted electron density
during phase II. Firstly, the quickly expanding void pushes nanoparticles at the
edge of the chamber out of the plasma volume (recall that the walls are made
of a metal mesh). During this process the electron density can temporarily
go up while the plasma responds to the new situation of fewer nanoparticles
and therefore lower electron sink. Secondly, since the electron density in the
void is higher than in the dusty region [89], a quickly expanding void therefore
results in a higher (volume-averaged) electron density asmeasured withMCRS.
Both phenomena are likely to contribute to the observed increase in weighted
electron density.
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5.4 Periodic behavior: hiccup

Phase III is the sudden contraction of the expanding dust void, which we re-
fer to as ‘hiccup’. We presume the hiccup is caused by coagulation of a new
generation of growing nanoparticles within the expanding void. Coagulation
is accompanied by a decrease in electron density due to the increased loss of
free electrons to big nanoparticles, as well as by an increase in electron energy,
see section 2.2. The void contraction indicates a smaller ion drag force. This is
the result of fewer ions being created in the contracting void due to the lower
electron density. This would result in a lower ion flux towards the particles at
the void edge and hence result in a smaller ion drag force.

Several sophisticated diagnostics are combined to substantiate the claim of
a localized coagulation of nanoparticles inside the void that cause the void to
contract. In the following four sections, the electron density, plasma emission
and scattering intensity are analyzed during the hiccup. In the final section, the
results of the particle-collection experiment combined with SEM analysis are
presented. The particle-collection experiment provides the most direct proof
of coagulation.

5.4.1 Electron density

As mentioned briefly in section 5.2, the electron density during the dusty
plasma experiment is determined also using two other resonant modes to ob-
tainmore information about where in terms of position changes in the electron
density occur. The experimental conditions are equal to the experiment dis-
cussed above. For each experiment, the electron density is determined using a
different resonant mode, see figure 5.3 on page 97 for the electric field patterns,
i.e. local sensitivity of MCRS to the presence of free electrons. The measured
electron densities are shown in figure 5.11 on the facing page. With mode A, an
electron density is obtained that is fairly flat after the initial period. The char-
acteristic jumps during the void hiccups are absent. These jumps are present
when measuring with mode B, as well as in the measurement presented earlier
in figure 5.8 (which was obtained using a resonance around 7.51GHz).

During the hiccup, a decrease in electron density is observed, but only for
the microwave resonance mode that is most sensitive to electrons in the void
region, i.e. close to the cavity’s center. The electron density determined with
the MCRS mode probing near the edges — outside the void — remains unin-
fluenced by the hiccups. This is consistent with sudden a coagulation event
occurring within the void.
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Figure 5.11 – Electron densities measured with MCRS using resonance
modes A and B in figure 5.3 on page 97. The jumps in electron density dur-
ing the void hiccup are much less pronounced in the measurement with
mode A. Note that these were consecutive measurements, so the timing
can vary slightly.

5.4.2 Plasma emission

A plot of the relative change in emission of the 763.51 nm argon line during
the void hiccup is shown in figure 5.12 on the next page. Red values indicate a
relative increase in emission during the hiccup, whereas blue values signify a
relative decrease. The color white signifies no change at all. The dashed curve
corresponds to the void size at the onset of the void hiccup.

It should be noted that the 763.51 nm line ends on a metastable state of ar-
gon and is therefore prone to re-absorption, see section 3.3.1, an effect that is
enhanced for a high metastable density. A high metastable density has been ob-
served in dusty plasmas before [26]. The transition at 750.39 nm does not end
on a metastable (the transition from this level to the ground state is resonant)
and is therefore not influenced by re-absorption. To check for the severity of
re-absorption of the 763.51 nm line, the plasma emission was collected from
the center of the discharge using an Ocean Optics HR2000+ spectrometer. The
ratio of the intensity from the lines at 763.51 nm and 750.39 nm stays constant
during the whole dusty plasma experiment, as shown in figure 5.13 on page 107.
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Figure 5.12 – Relative change in emission of Ar I at predominantly
763.51 nm during the first void hiccup. The values are calculated on a
per-pixel basis using (I2 − I1)/I1, where Ii is the averaged emission inten-
sity during time span ti (i = 1, 2) as annotated in figure 5.9. The time spans
comprise five video frames (0.5 s) each. The dashed curve indicates the
position of the void edge at the onset of the hiccup. It is seen that during
the void hiccup the plasma emission increases substantially and almost
exclusively within the void region.

Thismeans that the line at 763.51 nm behaves similarly as the line at 750.39 nm.
Consequently, under our experimental conditions, also the 763.51 nm line is
not significantly influenced by re-absorption. It is therefore possible to link
changes in emission intensity to changes in excited species density by way of
equation 3.49.

An increase in plasma emission intensity (from mostly the 763.51 nm tran-
sition) is seen and primarily located within the void region. This is caused by
an increase of the density of the excited species (see equation 3.49) responsible
for this transition inside the void during the hiccup. The increased density of
the excited species is indicative of a higher electron energy. This means that
the electron energy increases within the void region during the hiccup, which
also points towards a coagulation event occurring within the void during the
hiccup.
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Figure 5.13 – Ratio of plasma emission of the transition at 763.51 nm
and at 750.39 nm (I763.51/I750.39) for a dusty argon–acetylene experiment
(black). The electron density as measured using MCRS is also shown
(gray). It is clear that both transitions behave similarly.

5.4.3 Scattering intensity

The scattering intensity along the vertical dashed line in figure 5.6a is plotted as
a function of time in figure 5.14. All the phases I through IV are also clearly visi-
ble in this figure. Close examination reveals that during phase III (the hiccups)
the scattering intensity (most visibly within the void region) briefly goes up.
Scattering intensity is highly sensitive to nanoparticle size (for Rayleigh∝ r 6

p ).
Since coagulation is the sudden increase of particle size, it would therefore also
result in a sudden increase in scattering intensity.

5.4.4 SEM analysis

As discussed in the experimental details section, several dusty plasmas are run
successively under the same experimental conditions. In order to obtain a
temporal picture of the size distribution for the dusty-plasma experiment as
a whole, the time after which the plasma is switched off (τoff) for each run is
correlated to the first (and longest) run. This correlation is realized by synchro-
nizing the runs to the onset of the first coagulation event, see figure 5.15a, which
is the time after which the phase angle increases rapidly (see section 5.3). This
creates a common time base between all runs, which enables us to plot τoff for
each run in the graph of run 1, see figure 5.15b.
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Figure 5.14 – Scattering intensity of the central region of the discharge
(along the vertical dashed line in figure 5.6a). The top of the graph coin-
cides with the upper electrode, the bottom of the graph with the lower
electrode. The phases as illustrated in figure 5.6 are also annotated.

For each sample, about twenty micrographs are analyzed yielding size dis-
tributions of roughly 100 particles. Each individual micrograph is analyzed
in MATLAB, which automatically detects and keeps track of circular patterns
(meaning spherical particles) in the micrograph, see figure 5.16 on page 110 for
one such example.

Histograms for the samples collected below the center of the discharge and
analyzed using SEM are shown in figures 5.17 on page 111 and 5.18 on page 112.
The histograms are shown in order of increasing τoff. It is expected that nu-
cleated particles collectively and simultaneously coagulate and that they subse-
quently grow (linearly) in time. Each group of nanoparticles that coagulates at
a different time is referred to as a generation. Particle generations show up as
clusters in a histogram. For example, run 2 shows one generation, run 5 shows
two generations and run 1 shows three generations. Each run corresponds to
a certain time after which the plasma was switched off, see figure 5.15 on the
facing page. It is therefore possible to plot the mean radius of each generation
as function of this time. The result for both particle collection positions (center
and edge, figure 5.5 on page 99) is shown in figure 5.19 on page 113. The second
generation becomes visible at about 137 s (directly after the first hiccup) and
the third generation at the end of the graph around 188 s (directly after the sec-
ond hiccup). The near-linear growth is also clearly visible, as was previously
observed by, e.g., Berndt et al. [20] and Bouchoule and Boufendi [25]. The first
generation has a radial growth rate of roughly 1.2 nm/s, the second generation
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Figure 5.15 – (a): Phase-angle measurements of all particle-collection
runs. The numbers at the left indicate the order of the runs. Each graph
was shifted in the vertical direction for clarity, indicated by the numbers at
the right. The discharge was switched on at the beginning of each curve
and switched off at the end of each curve. The runs were synchronized
with respect to the onset of coagulation τcoag, which is the time afterwhich
the phase angle increases rapidly. In doing so, each run shares the same
time base, meaning that the time after which the plasma is switched off for
each run can also be plotted on top of the graph for run 1. This is shown
in (b).
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Figure 5.16 – (a): A typical SEM micrograph of a small region of a single
particle-collection sample. (b): Red circles visualize the result of auto-
matic recognition of circular patterns by the MATLAB program.
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Figure 5.17 – Histograms of the samples collected below the center of the
cavity for the first eight runs as in figure 5.15b. The number of particles in
each histograms is also listed. Arrows point in the direction of increasing
time after which the plasma is switched off (τoff).
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Figure 5.18 – Histograms of the samples collected below the center of the
cavity for the last three runs as in figure 5.15b. The number of particles in
each histograms is also listed.

of about 1.8 nm/s. It is also seen that the particle growth is similar for both
positions of sample collection (center and edge).

A new generation of (smaller) nanoparticles appears in the SEM measure-
ments right after the hiccups. The number of particle generations is the same
as the number of observed void expansion cycles. The lower detection limit of
the SEM is estimated (from the analyzed SEM images) to be 20 nm. Coagulated
nanoparticles are expected to be at least this size. So, the fact that a new gener-
ation of nanoparticles starts to appear right after the hiccups leaves little room
for alternate explanations as to what causes the void hiccup. This also means
that coagulation is suppressed in dusty regions, where precursor molecules or
nucleated particles efficiently adsorb on the big coagulated particles.

Multiple particle generations combined with a growing dust void were ob-
served previously in a rather indirect way [35]. However, never before was the
particle size directly probed using SEM in a temporarily resolvedmanner as pre-
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Figure 5.19 –Mean particle radius for each generation as function of time
for particles collected directly below the center (black) and near the edge
of the cavity (red). The size of the dots indicates the fraction of that gener-
ationwithin an individual sample. Error bars signify two sample standard
deviations. The plasma phase angle is plotted in gray for reference.

sented in this chapter, where the results so clearly show the growth processes
and their cyclic behavior.

5.5 Particle morphology

Figure 5.20 on the next page shows four typical transmission electron micro-
graphs of the nanoparticles collected below the center of the cavity on a single
TEM grid. The plasma was switched off at the maximum of the third jump in
electron density, see figure 5.8. The experimental conditions differed slightly
from the other experiments discussed in this chapter; the plasma-dissipated
power was 23W compared to about 19W. The flows of argon and acetylene
were 16.4 sccm and 3.4 sccm, respectively. It can be seen that the particles are
spherical, a fact which is used for the automatic detection of particles, see fig-
ure 5.16 on page 110. The particles seem to be a collection of smaller spheroids
of about 18 nm in diameter, of which some probably came loose upon sample
impact. These smaller spheroids cannot be resolved by the SEM used in this
research.
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Figure 5.20 – Four typical transmission electronmicrographs of nanopar-
ticles collected below the center of the cavity on a single TEM grid. The
plasma was switched off at the maximum of the third jump in electron
density, see figure 5.8. The flows of argon and acetylene were 16.4 sccm
and 3.4 sccm, respectively. The plasma-dissipated power was a bit higher
compared to the other experiments in this chapter: about 23Wcompared
to about 19W.
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5.6 Model for phase I and II

Now that the origin of the hiccup has been uncovered, the phases leading up to
the hiccup deserve a closer look. To this end, a simple analytical model for the
dominant forces working on a plasma-confined nanoparticle is solved that re-
gards an isolated nanoparticle at the void edge in a one-dimensional discharge.
At the void edge, the most dominant forces are the ion drag force (Fi) and the
electric force (FE = QdE) resulting from the local (ambipolar) electric field (E)
working on the nanoparticle with chargeQd. Other forces (gravity, neutral drag,
radiation pressure and thermophoresis) are estimated to be at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the electric and ion drag force (for particle radii up
to several hundred nm), as shown in figure 2.3 on page 26. The time to reach
charge equilibrium is much smaller (< 1ms for particles bigger than 10 nm
in diameter) than characteristic time scales in our experiment (seconds), see
section 2.4.1.

For nanoparticles at a stationary void edge, henceforth referred to as ‘edge
particles’, Fi balances FE, see figure 2.4 on page 28. The ion drag force increases
roughly quadratically with particle radius (see section 2.3), whereas the charge,
and therefore electric force, scales linearly (Qd = 4πε0rdΦs, with Φs the floating
potential at its surface). Growing nanoparticles experience an increasing ion
drag force which pushes the edge particles to a position where, again, FE = Fi,
i.e. farther away from the void center, and the void expands. The formation of
a three-dimensional void and nanoparticle cloud is caused bymutual Coulomb
interaction.

It is estimated that nanoparticles detectably scatter green laser light if they
are at least 50 nm in diameter, meaning that they are in the steady growth, or
accretion phase (see section 2.2). During this phase, particles increase in size
with an almost constant growth rate up to several nm per second, depending
on the experimental conditions [25], as shown in figure 5.19 on page 113.

For a certain particle radius, the model determines the equilibrium charge
using OML theory (see section 2.4.1). The particle equilibrium position follows
from determining at what position the electric force equals the ion drag force,
i.e. x where Fi(x) = FE(x). To calculate the local electric force working on the
edge particle, the actual electric field profile of the dusty plasma,E(x), is needed,
since FE = QdE. Under realistic conditions, the plasma potential profile Φ, and
therefore the electric field E = −∇Φ, has a rather complex shape. Due to the
particle growth, both FE and Fi will increase. If the rate of increase of both
forces is almost comparable, the equilibrium position will change only slightly.
If, however, FE cannot keep up, as it were, with Fi, the equilibrium position is
reached increasingly farther away from the void center. In other words, the
void expansion would accelerate.
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Figure 5.21 – (a): Profile of the plasma potential for an argon–silane dusty
plasma. (b): Zoom between 88 and 96V. The gray rectangles signify the
sheath areas. Data obtained by Agarwal et al. [5].
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Figure 5.22 – Position of one edge particle where the ion drag force bal-
ances the electric force (equilibrium position) as function of particle ra-
dius and, for a growth rate of 1.8 nm/s, also as a function of time.
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This acceleration is observed during phase II. The qualitative picture above
is quantified by solving the force balance as discussed above: an equilibriumpo-
sition is calculated as a function of nanoparticle radius rd. As mentioned, the
spatial profile for the electric field E(x) is needed. No accurate experimentally
determined electric-field profiles for dusty plasmas exist. Therefore, a repre-
sentative plasma potential for a comparable low-pressure dusty plasma as pre-
sented in figure 7 of [5] is taken. This potential is reproduced in figure 5.21 on
the facing page. In [5], the authors developed an extensive self-consistent nu-
merical model for a dusty argon–silane plasma. The potential includes effects
from all charged species (electrons, ions and nanoparticles) and can therefore
be taken as the local potential experienced by a nanoparticle at a certain posi-
tion. The associated one-dimensional electric field has a high gradient close to
the void center at x = 0 (where however E = 0) and decreases to a near-constant
value up to the pre-sheath about a cm away. Between pre-sheath and electrode
it of course increases dramatically (again). In our experiments, the downward
void expansion is observed far from the sheath regions. This means that we
may limit ourselves to positions between void center and pre-sheath. As a rep-
resentative one-dimensional electric field profile an exponential is taken,

E(x) = E0 [1 − exp(− x
xw
)] , (5.1)

with xw = 5mm. To clarify (again), this model describes the electric field up
to the pre-sheath only. The equilibrium position is calculated as function of
nanoparticle radius, and therefore also as function of time if a linear growth is
assumed. A growth rate of 1.8 nm/s is taken, which corresponds to the growth
rate of the second generation as presented in figure 5.19 on page 113. This yields
a metric particle radius of rp(t) = 1.8 × 10−9t, with t in seconds, neglecting the
growth phases preceding accretion. The results are shown in figure 5.22 on the
facing page.

This graph qualitatively corresponds to what is observed between phase I
and II in figure 5.9 on page 102. This means that the complex interplay between
the ion drag force and the electric force is a likely cause for what is observed.
The slightly different profile can be attributed to the choice of electric field pro-
file, to the omission of mutual (screened) Coulomb interaction between the
charged nanoparticles and the fact that the model regards a one-dimensional
(∝ x) void, whereas the measurements represent the void cross-sectional area
(∝ x2). It is, however, worth noting that despite the relative simplicity of the
model and the uncertainty of the input parameters, the model results make
sense on a quantitative level as well. If a value of 75Vm−1 is taken for E0, the
model correctly predicts the rapid expansion to occur for particle radii of 100
to 120 nm (see figure 5.19 on page 113). It should be noted that E0 ≈ 200Vm−1
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in [5]. The lower value found here can be attributed to a lower RF voltage and
larger electrode distance in our experiments. The fast expansion is predicted
to occur about 1 cm away from the void center and it takes about 60 s to reach
this stage, both close to what is observed. However, going beyond this simple
estimate/model is difficult, since accurate experimental data (e.g. the potential
profile) are lacking. Moreover, a quantitative model would necessarily need
to solve the complete system self-consistently, including Boltzmann’s equation,
Poisson’s equation and the nanoparticle growth and dynamics.

5.7 Conclusions

Cyclic nanoparticle formation in a low-pressure argon–acetylene discharge was
observed. Within each cycle, a dust-free zone (dust void) develops. Its expan-
sion can be characterized by four phases: a steady expansion, a rapid expansion,
a contraction (dubbed ‘hiccup’), and finally a continued expansion.

The void hiccup is caused by a sudden coagulation of nucleated nanoparti-
cles within the expanding void. This also means that coagulation is suppressed
in dusty regions, where precursor molecules or nucleated particles efficiently
adsorb on the big coagulated particles. The void contracts due to a smaller
ion drag force, which is caused by a sudden drop in electron density (in the
void) resulting from the sudden coagulation event in the void. This is the first
time that a direct experimental proof is given for the localized coagulation of
nanoparticles in the void by employing a multitude of diagnostics. SEM analy-
sis of particles collected at different moments spanning several growth cycles
provides a direct insight into the (cyclic) growth dynamics of the nanoparticles.

The observed growth processes are consistent with the step-wise nanopar-
ticle formation proposed by Boufendi and Bouchoule [25, 27, 28]. A continued
coagulation as proposed by the group of Girshick [5] (see section 2.2) is not
observed.

A simple analyticalmodel for the two dominant forcesworking on a plasma-
confined nanoparticle at the void edge (ion drag force and electric force) quali-
tatively, and to some extent also quantitatively, reproduces the steady and rapid
expansion. The validity of the assumption that the ion drag force and electric
force are dominant under present conditions is strengthened by the agreement
between the experimental and model results. The complex interplay between
these two forces is a likely cause for the observed rapid void expansion.

The fact that each generation of nanoparticles grows linearly in time and
shows a narrow size distribution is very useful to industry. These characteris-
tics make a low-pressure reactive plasma extremely suitable for the production
of well-defined particles. Since the particles grow linearly in time and a new
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generation comes into existence whenever the void hiccups, the particle con-
tent of collected samples can easily be tailored to the manufacturer’s needs (by
switching off the discharge at specific moments in time). Other ways of collect-
ing particles are also possible, of which one example is inserting an extended
cold object into the plasma (e.g. a cooled metal rod) onto which nanoparticles
will deposit during plasma operation.

5.8 Recommendations and outlook

The experiments in this chapter have shown, once again, the great complex-
ity of reactive plasmas. By employing sophisticated diagnostics and modeling,
the fundamental understanding of the dust void and nanoparticle formation
is greatly expanded upon. This enables better process control for future indus-
trial plasma applications. An example is the controlled formation of nanoparti-
cles, i.e. of given and narrow size distribution, where the existence of multiple
nanoparticle generations should be avoided.

Couëdel et al. [40] hypothesized that the void instability they observed is
due to the formation of a new batch of nanoparticles in the void. We under-
score this reasoning, although the timescales and dynamics of their void insta-
bility differs greatly from ours. Their experiments were done in a pristine argon
plasma at pressures ranging from 20 to 200 Pa at a relative low dissipated power
of up to 4W. Their particles originated from sputtering of a polymer (melamine
formaldehyde) layer present on the electrodes. By employing similar measure-
ment techniques as presented in this chapter, in particular microwave cavity
resonance spectroscopy and particle collection, as well as simple modeling of
the void dynamics, more light can be shed also on that particular experiment.

Several straightforward improvements can be made to our setup and meth-
ods to increase the understanding of the particle formation process and void
dynamics even further. The accuracy of the electron density dynamics as func-
tion of position in the cavity can be improved by determining the electric field
pattern of the used resonant modes (figure 5.3) at more positions in the cavity.
Related to this, more resonant modes could be employed. Other argon transi-
tions could be used for the emissionmeasurements. By using different filters or
a spectrometer, more lines can be incorporated in the analysis, yielding more
accurate data about the electron energy and electron density. The SEM mea-
surements could be extended in time to see if the observed trend continues
and to check whether, as expected, earlier generations are ultimately lost from
the discharge. Imaging more particles per sample and automating this process
will greatly improve the statistics. The force model could also be improved, but
this is not an easy task. It is probably better to adapt an already existing dusty
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plasma/void model to the experimental conditions of interest.
Apart from the straightforward improvements discussed above, the setup

can also be employed for completely new experiments. One such experiment
is subjecting the dusty plasma with growing dust void to high-intensity (UV)
laser pulses. These pulses are able to detach electrons from the particles present
in the plasma, such as the dust particles to which electrons are probably bound
the weakest, but also from ions and neutrals if the wavelength is sufficiently
short. A lot can be learned from studying the void dynamics in relation to the
intensity and focal point of the laser beam in the plasma volume. Is it for ex-
ample possible to induce a void contraction or expansion by such a laser pulse?
This will provide an unprecedented insight into the processes and forces under-
lying the dust-void dynamics. The influence of the (local) electron density on
the ion drag force can, in particular, be studied.

Particles could also be injected into the dusty plasma. For the experiments
discussed in this chapter, the dust particles were grown by the plasma itself.
What happens if other (bigger) particles are introduced to this environment?
Is it possible to break the void edge by shooting big particles through it? From
these experiments more can be learned about the surface tension that is associ-
ated with the void–plasma boundary.

Dusty plasmas show a myriad of flow phenomena and the dusty plasma
discussed in this chapter is no exception. It was out of the scope of this thesis
to dig deeper into these fascinating phenomena. At present, little is known
about the flow patterns in our discharge. Subjecting the plasma to luminescent
particles opens up the possibility for particle image velocimetry. This will not
only provide the flow patterns (particle transport) present in the discharge, but
also enables us to study the effect of a (forced) changed flow on the discharge
characteristics.
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Chapter 6

Dust particles in extreme
ultraviolet environments

For the first time, particles grown by a simplified yet versatile reactive-plasma setup are
subjected directly to an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) environment. The influence of parti-
cles on the electron dynamics are studied in detail using microwave cavity resonance spec-
troscopy (MCRS). The EUV environment consists of high-energy (92 electronvolt) EUV
photons that generate a plasma from the background gas. The radio-frequency plasma
that grows the particles and the gas flow that transports them through the EUV environ-
ment could all negatively impact the accuracy and applicability of MCRS. It is verified
that this is not the case. The maximum electron density attained in pure (dust-free) EUV-
induced argon and acetylene plasmas follows the Beer–Lambert law. The cross sections
obtained from these measurements emphasize the importance of electron-impact ioniza-
tion to the production of free electrons. Moreover, the plasma decays roughly ten times
faster in acetylene than in argon. This is caused by volume recombination and electron
attachment in acetylene, which both are absent in argon. At higher pressures, the plasma
expansion in argon is found to be driven by ambipolar diffusion. In acetylene, this phase
is never reached due to the fast plasma decay, which is caused by electron attachment
and/or volume recombination. It is found that dust particles speed up the plasma decay
in the measurement cavity due to attachment of electrons to their surface. This means
that they acquire — just as in conventional dusty plasmas — a negative charge. An un-
wanted and unexpected side effect of the reactive-plasma setup is that it produces not
only small (up to one micrometer) spherical particles, but also relatively big ones (tens of
micrometers) with irregular shapes (flakes/shavings). Both the big and smaller spherical
particles have a broad size distribution, which is also unwanted.

Paper in preparation.
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6.1 Introduction

As already mentioned in section 1.3.1, nanoparticles can cause issues in several
parts of an EUVL tool. Nanoparticles present on mirror surfaces, for example,
are detrimental to their performance. Moreover, particles as small as 25 nm
present on or near the mask result in unacceptable printing errors.

In ordinary (radio-frequency) low-pressure plasmas, dust particles charge
up negatively. This effect opens up possibilities for electromagnetic mitigation
techniques, where particles are deflected from fragile surfaces by electric and/or
magnetic fields. Knowledge about the behavior and influence of dust particles
in an EUV environment is, however, limited. This is mostly related to the rela-
tive low number of setups capable of generating EUV light, either in the form
of EUVL research setups or synchrotrons. Furthermore, nanoparticles similar
to those detected in real EUVL (research) tools are not readily available.

For the first time, particles grown by a simplified yet versatile reactive-
plasma setup are subjected directly to an EUV environment. The influence
of these particles on the dynamics of the free-electron density are studied in
detail. This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the experimental setup
(global setup, EUV source, microwave cavity) and methods are discussed. Sec-
ondly, the setup is thoroughly characterized. The morphology of the plasma-
produced dust particles is discussed using images obtained with optical and
scanning electron microscopy. The effect of gas flow, dust particle flow and
RF plasma on the accuracy and applicability of MCRS is discussed. Thirdly,
plasma induced in pure argon and acetylene is studied. Fourthly, the influence
of dust particles on the electron dynamics in an EUV-induced plasma are dis-
cussed. Subsequently, conclusions are drawn from the results and the chapter
concludes with an outlook and recommendations for future research.

6.2 Experimental details

The global experimental setup can be broken down into three parts: the EUV
source, the microwave cavity and associated equipment, and the capacitive RF
plasma setup capable of generating a constant flux of nanoparticles. The latter
is the simple parallel-plate setup III as discussed in chapter 4. A schematic of
this setup is shown in figure 4.6 on page 91. Table 4.1 on page 91 lists the relevant
experimental details. The following three sections discuss (1) the global setup,
(2) the employed EUV source and (3) the microwave cavity.
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Figure 6.1 – Schematic of the global setup, which consists of three im-
portant parts: the EUV source, the microwave cavity and the RF plasma
setup (setup III, see chapter 4). MFC: mass flow controller. See text for
details. A detailed picture of the measurement vessel with the cavity and
associated equipment is presented in figure 6.2 on page 125.

6.2.1 Global setup

Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of the global setup. A microwave cavity (see sec-
tion 6.2.3) is placed in the measurement vessel. This vessel is connected to the
collector chamber of the EUV source (see section 6.2.2). The measurement
chamber is pumped differentially to allow for a variable pressure. To this end, a
metallic cone is placed between the collector andmeasurement chamber. More-
over, the measurement chamber has its own pumping system consisting of a
turbomolecular pump (BOC Edwards EXT 351), a manual diaphragm valve
(BOC Edwards SP40K) and a pre-pump (BOC Edwards XDS 10). By switch-
ing off the pumps and closing the valve, a relatively highmeasurement chamber
pressure can be obtained. In that case, gas is pumped away through the cone
by the pumping system of the source and collector chambers. The pressure is
recorded by an absolute pressure transducer (MKS Baratron 627D). The pres-
sure reported by this device is independent of gas composition.

The RF setup (setup III, see chapter 4) can be fed by argon, acetylene or
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both by means of manual valves. Both gases are controlled independently by
mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst F-201CV-1K0-ABD-88-V and Bronkhorst
F-201CV-200-AAD-87-V for argon and acetylene, respectively). The gas (pos-
sibly dragging along particles) is directed to the inside of the cavity, where it
leaves through the bottom flange and the two holes through which the EUV
enters and exits the cavity (see section 6.3.1). The pressure in the measurement
vessel is regulated by controlling any of the following: the gas flows, the rota-
tion speed of the turbomolecular pump and the flow through the diaphragm
valve.

If any particles are created in the RF setup, they will be carried with the gas
flow (provided they are small enough) and pass through the cavity. A 1-inch
siliconwafer can be placed directly underneath the unobstructed bottomflange
of the cavity. Particles leaving the cavity through this flange can end up at this
wafer. Some of themwill stick to this surface. Thewafer can later be analyzed ex
situ by (electron) microscopy. The remaining particles might deposit on other
parts of the vacuum system or get pumped away.

A more detailed picture of the measurement vessel with the cavity and as-
sociated equipment is shown in figure 6.2 on the facing page. Stainless steel KF
vacuum parts connect the cavity through the measurement vessel top flange to
the RF setup. Between the last bellows and the cavity top flange an insulatingO-
ring with accompanying plastic clamp is used, which electrically decouples the
cavity from the vacuum parts above it to prevent the excitation of resonances in
these parts. One antenna of the cavity is connected to amicrowave signal gener-
ator (Stanford Research Systems SG386). This computer-controlled generator
delivers a sinusoidally varying voltage with frequencies up to 6.025GHz at an
output power up to 45mW (see section 6.2.3). The other antenna is connected
to a logarithmic detector (Hittite 602LP4E) that converts microwave signals to
DC voltages with a maximum rise and fall time of 10 ns. The output voltage
is fed to a (50Ω terminated) transient recorder (Spectrum M3i.4121-exp) with
a maximum sample rate of 250MHz. The voltages are converted to (relative)
power levels on the computer to which the transient recorder is connected. The
transient recorder continuously samples data and stores it in the memory. It
starts saving data only when a trigger pulse is received. When triggered, up to
8192 samples preceding the trigger can be saved as well. The transient recorder
is triggered by a voltage pulse generated by the EUV source each time an EUV
pulse is emitted. Consequently, a small time period leading up to the EUV
pulse can also be sampled. Unless stated otherwise, the repetition frequency of
the EUV pulses is 500Hz. To account for the pulse-to-pulse variability of the
EUV source, at least 100 pulses are collected and averaged for each measure-
ment. This number was chosen based on MCRS measurements carried out
previously on a similar EUV source [72]. The electron density is, once more,
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Figure 6.2 – Schematic of the measurement vessel with cavity in which
one of the antennas is connected to a computer-controlledmicrowave sig-
nal generator and the other antenna to a detector, transient recorder and
computer. The transient recorder is triggered by the EUV source. The fo-
cal point of the EUV beam, the intermediate focus, is also indicated and
coincides with the center of the cavity. Contrary to what the schematic
might suggest, the antennas are not in line with the KF16 flanges, but are
60° out of plane (see figure 6.5).

determined using MCRS, this time using the fast method (see section 3.2.5).
To recap, the cavity response is sampled at high frequency (e.g. 50MHz) for a
number of microwave frequencies in a frequency range encompassing the res-
onance frequency. At each time step, the resonance frequency follows from
fitting the response in frequency space (cf. figure 3.6 on page 49). Repeating
this for all time steps yields the temporal evolution of the resonance frequency
and, ultimately, the electron density. The latter is obtained by taking the reso-
nance frequency preceding the EUV pulse as f0 in equation 3.33. In the graphs
presented in this chapter, t = 0 corresponds to the onset of electron density
generation, which was determined by looking for a high time derivative of the
electron density during analysis.
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Figure 6.3 – Relative spectral intensity of the xenon DPP source. Data
obtained by Kieft [71, 81].

6.2.2 EUV source

A research EUV source originally developed by Philips [16–18] present at
ASML’s EUV research facilities in Veldhoven is used. A pinch plasma is gen-
erated from xenon gas at 10 Pa between two electrodes in a hollow-cathode
configuration by discharging a capacitor over them. The xenon becomes highly
ionized as a result of the high confinement and resulting high temperature of
the plasma. It is this highly ionized xenon that is responsible for the desired
EUV emission around 13.5 nm. The spectral emission of the source was mea-
sured by Kieft [81] and is reproduced in figure 6.3. In the EUV range, the
source predominantly radiates between 10 and 20 nm. The source is capable of
generating EUV pulses with a frequency up to 1 kHz. The temporal evolution
of the EUV pulse intensity is shown in figure 6.4 on the next page. The pulse
can be split up in two parts: a strong emission between −100 and 100 ns and
shoulders extending to about −300 and 1000 ns. The peak EUV pulse (around
t = 0) has, therefore, a duration of roughly 200 ns, whereas the total emission
lasts about 1.3 μs. The EUV pulse energy is roughly 0.1mJ.

The radiation from the source is collected by eight gold-plated grazing inci-
dence ellipsoid and hyperboloid shell mirrors present in the so-called collector
chamber. The pressure in this chamber is about 0.2 Pa (mostly argon). The
mirrors focus the EUV radiation to a point in the measurement chamber (see
section 6.2.1), called the intermediate focus (IF).The beamwaist and divergence
are about 4mm and 10°, respectively. In the remainder of this chapter, it is
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Figure 6.4 – The temporal evolution of the EUV pulse intensity. Data
obtained by and reproduced with kind permission of Van der Horst [72].

assumed that the radiation at the IF is monochromatic with the (ideal) wave-
length of 13.5 nm. No additional spectral filters are employed, however. More
details about this source can be found in [72] and references therein.

A metal attenuation plate is placed between the collector mirrors and mea-
surement chamber that blocks part of the light by means of a regular pattern
of holes. For all except one experiment, a plate with 5% transmission is used.
This relatively low value was chosen in light of the upper electron density detec-
tion limit for microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy. At the highest argon
pressure of about 35 Pa in the measurement chamber, the plasma induced by
the EUV radiation attains electron densities in excess of 1016 m−3, which un-
der current conditions is the rough upper limit to yield accurate results. The
reason for this is twofold. Firstly, at a (cavity-averaged) electron density of
1016 m−3, the permittivity change of the cavitymedium is not small anymore, i.e.
equation 3.8 starts to become invalid. Secondly, the conductivity of the cavity
medium increases with electron density. Above an electron density of several
times 1016 m−3, the quality factor becomes so low that the resonance peak dis-
appears into the noise floor, rendering accurate measurements impossible.

6.2.3 Microwave cavity

A stainless steel cylindrical microwave cavity comprising (principally) a ring
and two caps is used. Four screws press the ring between the caps. The inner
radius and height of the cavity are 33mm and 20mm, respectively. To facil-
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Figure 6.5 – Photographs of the stainless steel microwave cavity with the
top cap and screws removed (left) andwith the top cap and screws in place
(right).

itate a gas flow (possibly carrying nanoparticles) through the cavity, the ring
contains two KF16 flanges opposite to each other. The ring also contains two
SMA feedthroughs. At the inside of the cavity, a loop antenna is soldered to
each central conductor of the feedthroughs. Analogously to the experiments in
chapter 5, one antenna transmits microwave signals, whereas the other antenna
serves as receiver. The caps each contain a 13mm wide central hole through
which the EUV radiation enters and exits the cavity. Photographs of the cavity
are shown in figure 6.5.

The upper frequency limit of the microwave generator is 6.025GHz. This
means that, theoretically, two modes can be excited in this cavity: TM010 (at
3.48GHz) and TM110 (at 5.54GHz). For both modes p = 0 (see section 3.2.2),
meaning that the only non-zero electric field component is Ez, which addition-
ally is independent of height z. Figure 6.6 on the next page shows the theoreti-
cal mode patterns for the electric field. The associatedmagnetic field amplitude
and field lines are given in figure 6.7. For TM010, there are azimuthal magnetic
field lines only. Additionally, the magnetic field shows a maximum close to
the cavity wall. Efficient power coupling using loop antennas will therefore be
achieved if the loops are positioned close to the cavitywall and are oriented such
that the magnetic field lines perpendicularly enter the loops, as in figure 6.5.
The picture is more complicated for TM110 for which Br is also non-zero. There
are still opposite points near the cavity wall where the magnetic field lines are
azimuthal and the field is high, meaning that for efficient power coupling the
same antenna configuration can be used.

The quality factor of the cavity can be changed by tightening or loosening
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Figure 6.6 – Theoretical electric field pattern (Ez/E0) at one of its ex-
tremes (half a cycle later the patterns are flipped in the z-direction) for
TM010 (left) and TM110 (right). The modes are plotted at a height z = d/2,
but are independent of it.

Figure 6.7 –Theoretical cross sections of themagnetic field amplitude (in
terms of B0) and associated field lines for TM010 (left) and TM110 (right).
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Figure 6.8 – Measured resonance peaks for the TM010 mode. For mea-
surements using the graymode, the output power P of themicrowave gen-
erator is roughly 16mW, whereas it is roughly 45mW for the blackmode.
Even with this higher output power, the Q ≈ 133 resonance peak shows a
significant voltage decrease compared to the gray one with Q ≈ 500.
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Figure 6.9 – Measured resonance peak for the TM110 mode at about
45mW microwave generator output power, which is also the power used
for electron density measurements with this mode.
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the screws that hold the cavity together. For the TM010 mode, two such con-
figurations are used: with Q ≈ 500 and with Q ≈ 133. The respective time
resolutions (τ in equation 3.31) are roughly 45 ns and 12 ns. The measured res-
onance peaks are shown in figure 6.8 on the preceding page. For TM110, one
configuration is used with Q ≈ 245 and τ ≈ 15ns, which is shown in figure 6.9.
The erratic response between 5.4 and 5.5GHz does not correspond to a pure
TM or TE mode, but is probably due to reflections in the cables, cavity flanges,
et cetera.

6.3 Characterization of the setup

Theultimate goal of the experiments discussed in this chapter is to study the in-
fluence of dust particles present in anEUVenvironment on the electron dynam-
ics of the EUV-induced plasma. In section 6.3.1, the (unexpected) morphology
of the dust particles produced by the RF plasma (setup III) is discussed.

The free-electron density is determined with MCRS using a small cavity.
However, the dust particles themselves, the RF plasma that produces them and
the gas flow that transports them through the cavity could all influence the
accuracy of MCRS. In sections 6.3.2 to 6.3.4, these three processes and their
effect on the accuracy of MCRS are discussed.

6.3.1 Plasma-grown particles

It is clear from the previous chapter that an acetylene plasma can be a versatile
source of dust particles. Cyclic dust void formation was observed, with each cy-
cle producing a new generation of highly spherical (evident from the scanning
electron micrographs) nanoparticles reaching diameters up to about 400 nm.
Multiple generations of nanoparticles can be present in the plasma volume, but
particles grown too big are ultimately pushed out. The size distribution for each
generation was rather narrow, with a standard deviation smaller than 15 nm.
Particle growth also stops when the plasma is switched off. After the coagu-
lation phase, particles grow linearly with time, meaning that the growth can
accurately be controlled by switching off the plasma at a specific moment. All
of the above make these reactive plasmas very suitable as a nanoparticle source
for controlled experiments. For the experiments presented in this chapter, a
small capacitive RF discharge (setup III) is used as a particle source. Particles
grown in the plasma volume will be carried away by the gas flow, which is di-
rected parallel to the plane electrodes. The gas flow is subsequently directed
through the measurement cavity.

The gas flow pattern inside the cavity is simulated using a computational
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fluid dynamics package (simFlow/OpenFOAM). The gas flow is assumed to be
comprised of argon only with a flow rate of Φ = 23.3 sccm (see below). Con-
sequently, the boundary condition at the inlet is a constant mass flow rate of

ṁ = 10−9
60
⋅
pstp

RTstp
ΦM kg s−1, Φ in sccm, M in g/mol

= 7.436 × 10−10ΦM kg s−1

= 6.92 × 10−7 kg s−1,

(6.1)

with R = 8.314 Jmol−1 K−1 the gas constant and M = 39.9 gmol−1 the molar
mass of argon. For the mass flow controllers used in this research, standard
conditions are: Tstp = 273.15K and pstp = 1.013 25 × 105 Pa. The boundary
condition at the outlets (bottom flange and side holes) is a constant pressure of
10.5 Pa (vessel pressure). Gas temperature is initially set at room temperature
(300K). The transport properties of argon gas at this temperature and pressure
are obtained from FLUIDAT [31]. A density driven (compressible) steady-state
solver using the realizable k–ε turbulence approximation is employed, although
turbulence is not expected due to the relatively low Reynolds number (< 20).

The resulting steady-state flow pattern (residuals < 5 × 10−5 for all model
parameters) of two perpendicular center planes through the cavity is shown in
figure 6.10 on the facing page. It is clear that a substantial fraction of the gas
exits through the EUV side holes of the cavity (about 67%). Streamlines are
shown in figure 6.11. Particles deposited on the silicon wafer will have exited
through the bottom flange. Assuming dust particles are carried with the gas
flow, the figure shows that most of the particles exiting through the bottom
flange did not pass through the region of the EUV beam (translucent green
cylinder). Only particles moving perfectly along the tube axis pass through
the region of the EUV beam and exit through the bottom flange. However,
taking into account the velocity of these particles at the position of the EUV
beam waist, the stay roughly 0.9ms in this volume, which is shorter than the
time between EUV pulses (2ms). So, not even all these particles get irradiated
by EUV photons. This means that the influence of EUV radiation on particle
morphology can be accurately studied only if particles that exited through the
side holes are collected and analyzed.

A fraction of the dust particles leaving the bottom flange eventually sticks
to the silicon wafer underneath the cavity. Two experiments are carried out:
with and without EUV radiation present in the cavity, though this does not
make much of a difference (in terms of EUV irradiation) for the particles col-
lected below the cavity (see previous paragraph). The particles collected from
these experiments mainly provide a general picture of the size and shape of the
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Figure 6.10 – Map of the gas velocity magnitude (∣v∣) for two orthogonal
central planes through the cavity. Argon mass flow is 6.92 × 10−7 kg s−1
at the inlet. Pressure is set to 10.5 Pa at the outlets (EUV holes and bot-
tom KF16 flange). Arrows indicate the local velocity (size proportional to
magnitude) and are plotted at every fifth grid point on the planes.

Figure6.11 – Stream lines (yellow) for argon atoms in one of the four sym-
metric sections of the cavity. The volume of the EUV beam is visualized
as a green translucent cylinder.
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produced particles. These experiments are the only ones for which a 10% atten-
uation plate is used. More specifically, this plate transmits 10% of the source
EUV intensity, whereas for all other experiments presented in this chapter, a
plate transmitting 5% is used, resulting in roughly 10 and 5 μJ EUV pulse en-
ergy, respectively. The EUV pulse repetition frequency is 500Hz.

For both experiments, the reactive RF plasma is running for twenty min-
utes with an argon gas flow of 22.1 sccm and an acetylene flow of 1.2 sccm at
a starting pressure of about 10.5 Pa. As a result of dust particle formation, the
pressure slightly decreases due to conversion of gas-phase molecules to solid
material. The power dissipated by the RF plasma is about 10W. For the exper-
iment with EUV, the EUV source was switched on prior to switching on the
RF plasma, but after the pressure inside the measurement vessel equilibrated.
Before each experiment, a silicon wafer is placed underneath the cavity, after
which the vessel is evacuated to below 10−4 Pa. At the end of the experiment,
the vessel is vented with air and the wafer is taken out.

For the cases without and with EUV irradiation, figure 6.12 on the next
page shows one bright-field optical microscopy and two SEM images each. The
morphology of some of the particles is unexpected. A large faction is shaped
as flakes or shavings and some are (partially) rolled up. They are up to tens
of micrometers big and have a broad size distribution. At present, the origin
and composition of these particles is unknown. Further research is required to
shed light on this unexpected result. These particles could have detached from
a thin (hydrogenated) carbon layer that grew on the electrodes. They could
subsequently roll up due to internal pressures or gas flow patterns. It is un-
likely that the particles originated from the vacuum system or directly from the
electrodes (sputtering), since they were not detected while using a gas flow only
(no plasma) or after an argon plasma had been running. The expected spherical
dust particles (see chapters 5 and 7) are also visible, but their size distribution
is rather broad as well.

It should be noted that the gas flow bends around the silicon wafer and the
platform on which it is placed. Consequently, particles exiting through the cav-
ity bottom flange and following the gas flow will not end up at the wafer. It is
expected that due to inertia the bigger particles have a higher probability of ac-
tually colliding with the wafer. However, not much is known about the sticking
probability of these colliding particles. This means that the microscopy images
of the samples are probably a skewed representation of the particles created in
reality. The gas flow around the wafer is, however, expected to be small, since
the gas expands into the big measurement vessel after it passes through the cav-
ity.
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(a)Without EUV (b)Without EUV

(c)Without EUV (d)With EUV

(e)With EUV (f)With EUV

Figure 6.12 – (a, d): Bright-field optical microscopy and (b, c, e, f): scan-
ning electron microscopy images of the samples obtained after the reac-
tive RF plasma setup has been running for twenty minutes without (a–
c) and with (d–f) EUV radiation and EUV-induced plasma present in
the cavity. See text for discharge parameters. The formation of relatively
large and irregular flakes or shavings is unexpected. The expected smaller
spherical particles are, however, also visible. As expected, the presence of
EUV radiation has no measurable effect on the particle morphology.
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6.3.2 Effect gas flow

A pressure drop is present over the cavity caused by the gas flow originating
from the RF setup and the subsequent pumping. The gas pressure is, however,
not measured in the cavity, but relatively far away at a top flange of themeasure-
ment vessel. EUV-induced electron densities depend heavily on the gas density
(and therefore pressure, p = nkBT) inside the cavity (as will be discussed in sec-
tion 6.4). However, the pressure inside the cavitymight differ from the pressure
measured by the pressure gauge. It is expected that for the small flows relevant
to this research (couple tens of sccm), this pressure drop is insignificant and
the pressure inside the cavity can be taken equal to the pressure measured at
the top of the vessel. The validity of this assumption is verified by conducting
two equivalent experiments in pure acetylene at the same measured pressure
(3.78 Pa). The experiments are, however, conducted using a different acetylene
flow rate. The pumps connected to themeasurement vessel are switched on and
to obtain the same (equilibrium) pressure for both flow rates, the flow through
the diaphragm valve is adjusted accordingly.

The results for the measured electron density (TM010, Q ≈ 500) are pre-
sented in figure 6.13 on the facing page. It can be seen that, at these two flow
rates, the electron density behaves identically (within several percent). This
means that even with a higher flow rate through the cavity, the local cavity pres-
sure does not increase significantly. Consequently, within the experimental
uncertainty, the pressure in the measurement vessel as a whole is equilibrated.

6.3.3 Effect dust particles without EUV

As discussed in detail in section 3.2.6, dielectric dust particles present in an oth-
erwise empty cavity can change the resonant frequency. It was estimated that
the effect is negligible for the conditions relevant to this research. In that case,
the cavity resonance frequency is influenced only by the presence of free elec-
trons. Two dust-forming experiments are carried out in pure acetylene to verify
this assumption, one at 6.9 Pa and one at 10.7 Pa. For 6.9 Pa, the silicon wafer
is analyzed by (scanning electron) microscopy. The results are shown in fig-
ure 6.14 on page 138. It is clear that dust particles deposited on the wafer. They,
again, show the flaky morphology. The resonance frequency is obtained with-
out EUV radiation present in themeasurement vessel. The cavity resonance fre-
quency is compared between two cases: with andwithout dust particles flowing
through the cavity.

For both experiments (starting at 6.9 Pa and 10.7 Pa), the RF plasma phase
angle is fairly constant throughout the time the plasma is on. This is an indi-
cation of a steady dust particle formation process and therefore also constant
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Figure 6.13 – The EUV-induced electric-field-weighted electron density
asmeasured in the cavity usingMCRS (TM010,Q ≈ 500) in pure acetylene
using a flow of 3.6 sccm (blue) and 11.2 sccm (red) through the cavity at
a constant vessel pressure of 3.78 Pa. The relative difference between the
two data sets is plotted on the right axis in gray. It is clear that the behavior
of the electron density is not significantly influenced by these flow rates.

flow of dust particles through the cavity. No significant changes of the resonant
frequency are observed. The resonance frequency shows a maximum variabil-
ity of about 50 kHz, which is roughly the detection limit of MCRS throughout
this research. The standard deviation for each set is about 40 kHz. The den-
sity of the dust particles is, as expected, too low to significantly alter the cavity
medium permittivity. This means that during experiments with both dust par-
ticles and EUV-induced plasma, the resonance frequency is determined solely
by the presence of free electrons.

6.3.4 Effect pristine RF plasma with EUV

It is unexpected that running a pristine RF plasma in setup III changes the EUV-
induced plasma inside the cavity. After all, any charge carriers (electrons and
ions) released from the RF plasma quickly recombine (in the volume or at the
walls) and will not make it to the cavity. This is verified by measuring the EUV-
induced electron density in the cavity both with and without the RF plasma
running. Two experiments are carried out in pure argon at pressures of 2.1 Pa
and 14.3 Pa. The power dissipated by the RF plasma is about 14.5 and 13.5W,
respectively. As expected, the RF plasma has no effect on the EUV-induced
plasma in the cavity in terms of its free-electron density dynamics.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.14 – (a)–(b): Bright-field optical microscopy and (c)–(d): scan-
ning electron microscopy images of the sample obtained at 6.9 Pa.

6.4 EUV-induced plasma

The generation and dynamics of an EUV-induced plasma (in pure argon and
hydrogen gas) are studied and discussed in great detail in the PhD thesis of
Van der Horst [72]. The following is a short summary of the relevant electron
dynamics for argon gas and is expanded upon for acetylene gas, which, due to
the possibility of dissociation and electron attachment, are more complicated.

6.4.1 Production of free electrons

Generally, the event of an EUV photon striking a gas atom or molecule can
result in the following photon-driven processes:

Photoionization:
AB + hν Ð→ ABn+ + ne−, (6.2)
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Table 6.1 – Ionization energies [86] and photoionization cross sections at
the EUV photon energy (92 eV) [72] for single and multiple ionization of
neutral argon.

Ionization Threshold energy Eion (eV) Cross section (m2)

Single 15.76 1.1 × 10−22
Double 43.39 2.5 × 10−23
Triple 84.30 2 × 10−25

where the photon (symbolized by and with energy hν) liberates one
(n = 1) or multiple (n > 1) valence electrons from the atom or molecule
if hν is greater than the ionization energy Eion. Due to the conserva-
tion of energy and momentum, most of the excess energy (hν − Eion) is
transferred to the electron(s). The ion remains approximately at room
temperature. A 92 eV photon is able to triply ionize argon. The ion-
ization energies and cross sections up to triple ionization of argon are
given in table 6.1. Taking these cross sections into account, after pho-
toionization about 80% of the argon ions will be singly ionized and
the resulting photoelectrons have an energy of roughly 76 eV. Approx-
imately 20% of the argon ions will be doubly ionized, yielding 49 eV
photoelectrons. A negligible amount (0.1%) is triply ionized, producing
8 eV photoelectrons.
For acetylene, the ionization energy is 11.40 eV [144], meaning that
the photoelectrons attain an energy of about 80 eV. This will form the
C2H+2 ion. Acetylene can also (dissociatively) be ionized (see below)
producing the following ions, with threshold energies in parentheses:
C2H+ (17.35 eV), C+2 (18.44 eV), H+ (18.83 eV), CH+2 (19.74 eV), CH+
(20.83 eV), and C+ (21.16 eV) [82].

(Direct) photoexcitation: The photon is absorbed and promotes one of the
electrons to a higher-energy orbital. This process will occur only if the
photon energy exactly matches the energy difference of one of the elec-
tronic transitions (of which there are none around 13.5 nm for both ar-
gon [86] and acetylene [39]). However, due to inner-shell processes, pho-
tons with energies in excess of 20 eV can still be absorbed and the asso-
ciated cross section shows a smooth decrease with increasing photon en-
ergy (continuum photoabsorption) [39]. For acetylene, a 92 eV photon
has an absorption cross section of about 1.1 × 10−22 m2.

For both argon and acetylene, the photoelectrons are able to ionize again
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through electron-impact ionization,

AB + e− Ð→ AB+ + 2e−, (6.3)

for which the liberated electron is referred to as secondary electron. The to-
tal cross section of 76 eV electrons colliding with argon (momentum transfer,
excitation, ionization) is 5.9 × 10−20 m2. The cross section for electron-impact
ionization alone is about 2.8 × 10−20 m2. This means that roughly 47% of elec-
tron collisions with argon generate an extra electron [72]. The result of all
these reactions is that the electrons lose energy, i.e. cool down. More specif-
ically, for every subsequent electron-impact ionization event, the electron en-
ergy decreases, resulting also in a changed cross section. The cross section of
2.8 × 10−20 m2 holds only for the initial photoelectrons with an energy of 76 eV.
Once the electron energy drops below the ionization energy, the production
of new electrons ceases. The (total) electron-impact cross section for 80 eV
electrons (i.e. the initial energy of photoelectrons in acetylene, see above) on
acetylene is 5.10 × 10−20 m2 [149].

After photo- and/or electron-impact ionization, the resulting ion may be
electronically excited. For molecules, i.e. acetylene, the ions might subse-
quently dissociate [56] if the total energy associated with the excited ion is
higher than the combined energy of the resulting (ground-state) fragments.
These fragments are subsequently also prone to photo- and electron-impact
ionization. For acetylene, possible ionic and neutral fragments are C2H, C2H+,
CH2, CH+2 , CH, CH+, C+2 , H2, H, and H+ [43, 82]. In acetylene, dissociative
electron attachment can also occur,

C2H2 + e− Ð→ C2H− +H, (6.4)

with a threshold energy of 1.66 eV and maximum cross section of about
7 × 10−24 m2 at an electron energy of 3 and 8 eV [43], see figure 6.15 on the
next page. Electron attachment can also occur through

C2H2 + e− Ð→ H2CC−. (6.5)

So, irradiating a gas by EUV photons will generate free electrons through
the process of photoionization and subsequent electron-impact ionization.
Acetylene molecules can dissociate during these processes. In acetylene, elec-
trons can also attach to it, forming negative ions.

6.4.2 Decay of free electrons

Two phases characterize the decay of the plasma: the initial expansion of the
fast electrons to the walls (of the cavity), where they recombine in the second
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Figure 6.15 – Cross section for dissociative electron attachment of C2H2,
i.e. for the reaction in equation 6.4 [43].

phase when the ions follow due to the built-up potential. During the second
phase, the remaining bulk electrons are decelerated. The plasma expands with
the ion acoustic speed [21, p. 458],

cs =
√

γkB(Te + Ti)
mi

≃
√

γkBTe

mi
∝
√
Te, (6.6)

if the ion mean free path is larger than the size of the plasma, where the pro-
portionality holds for one type of ion. For argon, this is estimated to be the
case below 2.5 Pa [72]. For acetylene, the transition is around1 1.9 Pa. How-
ever, even above this pressure, other (volume) collisional processes present in
acetylene could prevent a full transition to the ambipolar regime, see below. In
equation 6.6, γ is the adiabatic index, Te and Ti the electron and ion temper-
ature, and mi the mass of the ion. For ion mean free paths smaller than the
size of the plasma, the expansion is governed by ambipolar diffusion, for which
in weakly ionized plasmas the diffusion coefficient is approximated by [92, pp.
136–139]

Damb ≃ μi (Ti + Te) , (6.7)
1For C2H+2 ions at 300K in C2H2 using the Langevin cross section σL [92, pp. 58–61] and

a polarizability for C2H2: α ≈ 3.5 × 10−30 m3 [146]. The transition pressure p follows from
equating the ion mean free path ℓmfp,i = kBTg/(pσL) to the initial EUV-induced plasma radius
of 2mm.
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with Ti and Te the ion and electron temperature in eV and μi the ion mobility,
which varies with gas pressure p and gas temperature T as [97, p. 6]

μi = μstp
pstp

p
T
Tstp

, (6.8)

with μstp = 1.5 × 10−4 m2 V−1 s−1 the ion mobility for Ar+ in Ar at standard tem-
perature and pressure [72]: Tstp = 273.15K and pstp = 1.013 25 × 105 Pa. As-
suming perfect wall recombination, ambipolar diffusion driven by a constant
ambipolar diffusion coefficient (i.e. constant ion mobility and electron tem-
perature) results in an exponential decay of the electron (and ion) density in
time [92, pp. 136–139]. The decay rate (i.e. frequency of diffusive losses, νamb)
is the inverse of the characteristic diffusion time [110, pp. 19–20],

νamb = τ−1amb =
Damb

Λ2 ∝ μi ∝
1
p
, (6.9)

with Λ = [(2.4/R)2 + (π/h)2]−1/2 the diffusion length in a cylinder with radius
R and height h. The first proportionality holds if the electron and ion tempera-
tures are constant. The second proportionality is true if the gas temperature is
constant as well.

In general, the ion mobility can be calculated using Langevin’s equation [97,
p. 146],

μi ∝ 1/
√
αm, (6.10)

with α the polarizability of the gas and m = mimg/(mi +mg) the reduced mass
of the ion and neutral species. Compared to argon, acetylene’s polarizability is
between 2.0 and 2.4 times higher [146]. For argon ions in argon, the reduced
mass is simply half of the argon mass: about 20 u. For C2H+2 in acetylene this
is roughly 13 u. As a result, the ion mobility is higher for Ar+ in argon than for
C2H+2 in acetylene by at least a factor

√
2.0 ⋅ 13/20 = 1.14.

It was estimated that volume recombination is negligible in EUV-induced
plasmas in argon [72]. For molecular gases (acetylene), recombination is gov-
erned by dissociative reactions with (electron–ion recombination) rate con-
stants of the order of k = 10−13 m3 s−1 [110, pp. 19–20]. For ne ≈ 1016 m−3,
the electron lifetime is roughly τ = (kne)−1 = 1ms, which is comparable to
the decay times observed (see below). This means that bulk recombination is
important for EUV-induced plasmas in acetylene. Due to the absence of bulk
recombination in argon, the total number of electrons (and ions) is constant
throughout the expansion phase. When the electrons and ions reach the wall,
they will recombine at it with a time scale limited by ambipolar diffusion [72].
Conversely, in acetylene, electrons and ions are not only lost at the wall, but
also during their expansion towards it. Consequently, the plasma decay is not
purely driven by ambipolar diffusion.
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The squared electric field of the resonant mode determines the measured
value of the electron density usingMCRS: the space- and electric-field-averaged
electron density, ne (equation 3.18). The electric field profiles for the used reso-
nant modes show a strong spatial dependence (figure 6.6). This means that, as
the electron cloud expands, the weighting changes as well, resulting in an appar-
ent change of measured electron density ne, even if the actual average electron
density stays constant. However, for TM010 the squared electric field is fairly
flat around the center. Electrons are created along the center axis of the cav-
ity (recall that the EUV beam waist is about 4mm). This means that, in the
early moments of plasma expansion around the central axis, the apparent loss
of electrons is not important.

6.4.3 Results and discussion

Figure 6.16 on the following page shows the evolution of the electric-field-
weighted (TM010, Q ≈ 500) electron density in pure argon gas at different
pressures. To prevent the build-up of electrons between EUV pulses, the
pulse repetition frequency is set to 500Hz for 1.7, 3.1 and 6.7 Pa, to 250Hz for
10.4 Pa, to 200Hz for 13.2 and 18.1 Pa, and to 100Hz for 23.7, 29.0 and 37.9 Pa.

Similar measurements for pure acetylene gas are presented in figure 6.17.
The EUV pulse repetition frequency is 500Hz for all measurements. For all
pressures, the electron decay is faster than the time between pulses, 2ms. This
means that no residual electrons will be built up between pulses.

Figure 6.18 on page 145 shows a zoom around the initial formation of free
electrons for both gases.

Electron production In both argon and acetylene, the initial generation of
electrons is characterized by a moderate rise during a period of about 300 ns
(−300ns < t < 0, indicated in figure 6.18), after which the free electron density
increases dramatically (which defines t = 0). This can be explained in relation to
the temporal evolution of the EUV pulse, see figure 6.4 on page 127. The EUV
pulse shows a period of roughly 300 ns in which the intensity steadily increases
to about 15% of the maximum pulse intensity. In this phase, photoelectrons
are created, but not as many as during the rapid increase to full intensity after
this period.

Electrondecay Over the complete pressure range, the decay of free electrons
is much faster in pure acetylene than in pure argon. Volume losses and a dif-
ferent ion mobility could explain the faster decay observed in acetylene. Vol-
ume loss processes are absent in argon, but in acetylene electron attachment
presents an efficient loss mechanism. The mobility of C2H+2 ions in acetylene is
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Figure 6.16 – Evolution of the electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈ 500)
electron density in pure argon gas at different pressures.
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Figure 6.17 – Evolution of the electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈ 500)
electron density in pure acetylene gas at different pressures.
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Figure 6.18 – Zoom of the graphs in figures 6.16 and 6.17 around the
initial formation of free electrons in pure argon gas (top) and acetylene
gas (bottom).
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Figure 6.19 – Decay rate of the electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈ 500)
electron density in pure argon during the exponential decay as function
of reciprocal pressure. The dashed line is a linear fit (equation 6.9).

lower than that of Ar+ in argon (see above) and cannot explain the faster decay.
However, for the lighter ionic fragments presumably present, the ion mobility
in acetylene can be substantially higher than in argon (especially for H+). A
changed ion mobility can therefore also cause the observed faster plasma decay
in acetylene.

For argon, an exponential decay can be observed for all but the lowest pres-
sure (1.7 Pa). The exponential decay is indicative of an expansion driven by
ambipolar diffusion, combined with a constant electron temperature and ion
mobility. This means that during the later stages (t ≳ 1ms), the electrons are
at thermal equilibrium and that the electron density profile does not change its
shape, as also reported by Van der Horst [72]. For 1.7 Pa, the expansion never
reaches the ambipolar diffusion regime since, as expected, the plasma expands
with the ion acoustic speed at this pressure. In that case, for an electron temper-
ature of 10 eV, the plasma reaches the wall in a couple of microseconds, which
is too fast to reach thermal equilibrium [72]. For the higher pressures, the ex-
ponential decay rate is shown in figure 6.19 as a function of reciprocal pressure.
The measured expansion scales linearly with p−1, as predicted by the pressure
dependence of the decay rate at constant gas temperature (equation 6.9).

Unlike the case of argon, in acetylene, a decay phase driven by pure am-
bipolar diffusion is never reached. This is caused by the fast plasma decay in
this gas, meaning that electrons never reach the necessary thermal equilibrium.
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Figure 6.20 – Maximum attained electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈
500) electron density in pure argon and acetylene at different pres-
sures. The dashed lines are fits of equation 6.11. The correspond-
ing absorption cross section is (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10−20 m2 for argon and
(2.1 ± 0.4) × 10−20 m2 for acetylene.

A similar reasoning holds for the relative shape of the electron density profile.
In argon, electrons are lost exclusively at the cavity wall, where they recombine
when the ions follow by ambipolar diffusion (at pressures greater than 1.7Pa).
Conversely, in acetylene, electrons are lost also in the volume (recombination
and attachment). This means that the plasma decay is not purely driven by
ambipolar diffusion in this gas.

Maximumelectrondensity Themaximumelectron density attained in both
gases is shown as function of gas pressure in figure 6.20. This maximum is
quickly reached after t = 0 in a period shorter than 100 ns. During this time,
photo- and subsequent electron-impact ionization create free electrons in the
cavity volume. The maximum electron density can be modeled by the Beer–
Lambert law [72, 138],

max (ne)∝ 1 − exp (−Lcngσ) , (6.11)

with Lc the distance EUV radiation travels through the cavity, ng = p/(kBTg)
the gas density, with Tg ≈ 300K the gas temperature, and σ the cross section
for the absorption process, i.e. the process responsible for electron produc-
tion. Here, Lc = 20mm, the height of the cavity. This model fits the data
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very well. A cross section is obtained of (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10−20 m2 for argon and
(2.1 ± 0.4) × 10−20 m2 for acetylene (95% confidence intervals). If photoion-
ization were the only production process for free electrons, cross sections of
the order of 10−22 m would have been obtained. However, one photoelectron
can createmultiple secondary electrons through electron-impact ionization, in-
creasing electron production efficiency. The electron-impact ionization cross
section for 76 eV electrons on argon is 2.8 × 10−20 m and for 80 eV electrons on
C2H2 is 5.1 × 10−20 m2. The fact that the obtained cross sections are of the same
order of magnitude as for electron-impact ionization shows the importance of
this process to the production of free electrons.

6.5 Dust particles in EUV-induced plasmas

The following sections discuss the influence of dust particles flowing through
the cavity on the dynamics of the free-electron density in the cavity after pulsed
EUV irradiation. Section 6.5.1 discusses experiments carried out using the
TM010 mode only in pure acetylene gas at three pressure–flow rate combina-
tions. Section 6.5.2 discusses experiments in a mixture of argon and acetylene
gas at constant pressure (about 10 Pa). Both TM010 and TM110 modes are used.
The EUV pulse repetition frequency is 500Hz for all experiments.

6.5.1 Pure acetylene

Three experiments are carried out, starting at a relatively low pressure P0 of
3.7 Pa, a medium pressure of 6.9 Pa and a relatively high pressure of 10.7 Pa.
As already discussed in section 6.4, the pressure (in the measurement vessel)
decreases after the reactive RF setup is switched on due to dust particle forma-
tion. The steady-state pressure during dust particle formation is designated Pd.
The electron dynamics are determined for the dust-free case at P0 (using flow
Φ0), for the case with dust particles at Pd (using flow Φ0) and for the case with-
out dust at Pd (using flow Φd). The results are shown in figures 6.21 to 6.23.

The effect of dust particles on the electron dynamics is substantial. For all
cases, the electron decay is significantly faster (about 2×) with dust particles
flowing through the cavity. For the dust-free cases, the influence of a vessel
pressure of P0 compared to Pd is small. This means that the changed electron
dynamics are caused by the presence of dust particles alone. No change in elec-
tron dynamics is observed during the initial formation of free electrons. This
is somewhat unexpected because EUV photons have enough energy to liberate
electrons from dust particles. Electrons are expected to be bound only weakly
to dust particles, with work functions of the order of several eV [128]. This
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Figure 6.21 – Electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈ 500) electron density
in pure acetylene at P0 = 3.7 Pa and Pd = 3.2Pa (Φ0 = 3.6 sccm and
Φd = 3.0 sccm)with andwithout dust particles flowing through the cavity.
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Figure 6.22 – As figure 6.21 but at P0 = 6.9 Pa and Pd = 6.3 Pa (Φ0 =
7.3 sccm and Φd = 6.5 sccm).
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Figure 6.23 – As figure 6.21 on the preceding page but at P0 = 10.7 Pa and
Pd = 10.1 Pa (Φ0 = 12.1 sccm and Φd = 11.2 sccm).

would result in substantially more electrons created with, on average, a higher
energy compared to the dust-free case. Direct photoionization of the atomic
and molecular species (at or below the dust particle surface) can also occur.
The above assumes that the cross sections for these processes are favorable. As
an estimate, the geometric cross section σgeom of the particles can be used. To
that end, SEM images of the collected particles are analyzed.

A selection of SEM images obtained for the three experiments is shown in
figure 6.24 on the next page. Again, the big flakes/shavings are observed, as
are the spherical particles (with a maximum diameter of about 1 μm). Some
smaller aggregates are also visible (especially in panel c and d). The broad size
distribution and irregularity of the large flakes complicates a quantitative analy-
sis, but approximate values can be given for both groups of particles.

The number density of the dust particles present in the cavity can be cal-
culated from the drop in acetylene pressure if it is caused solely by conversion
of acetylene gas to solid material. Since the flow of acetylene is regulated by a
mass flow controller, the total mass of acetylene gas entering the vessel per unit
of time follows readily from the standard conditions for which the mass flow
controllers are calibrated (cf. equation 6.1). A fraction (P0 − Pd)/P0 of the total
acetylene mass flow is converted to solid material. The number density of the
dust particles can be calculated if, additionally, themass of a single formed dust
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Figure 6.24 – SEM images of the experiment with (a–c): P0 = 3.7 Pa,
(d–e): P0 = 6.9 Pa and (f): P0 = 10.7 Pa.
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Table 6.2 – Relevant quantities for collisions between electrons/photons
and spherical dust particles (see text for details) as function of acetylene
gas pressure.

P0 (Pa) md (10−15 kg) σgeom (10−13 m2) nd (109 m−3) ℓmfp,d (102 m)

3.7 1 8 5 3
6.9 1 8 6 2
10.7 1 8 6 2

particle md is assumed,

nd =
P0 − Pd

P0

Pd

RTg

MC2H2

md
. (6.12)

with MC2H2 = 26.04 gmol−1 the molar mass of acetylene. This is a rather crude
approximation and assumes that dust particles are aggregates consisting solely
of acetylene. It is expected, however, that not all hydrogen atoms of the con-
verted C2H2 molecules end up in the dust particles. For the spherical dust par-
ticles, the geometric cross section is simply σgeom = πr 2

d . It is assumed that rd ≈
500nm. As a representativemass density for the dust particles, ρd = 1.85 g cm−3
is taken [48]. The picture is more complicated for the flakes. Here, another sim-
plifying approximation is necessary; they are assumed to be hollow cylinders
with a height h = 25 μm, radius r = 2.5 μm and thickness d = 100nm. The geo-
metric cross section is taken as the rectangular cross section σgeom = 2rh. The
mass is md = πh[r2 − (r − d)2]ρd. Two cases are considered where the cavity
volume is comprised solely of (1) the spherical dust particles and (2) the par-
ticles shaped as cylinders. The mean free path for collisions between the dust
particles and particles much smaller than them, i.e. electrons and photons, is
ℓmfp,d = 1/(ndσgeom). It should be noted that not every collision between an
electron and a dust particle results in an extra electron. This means that cross
sections can be considerably lower than σgeom, yielding even higher mean free
paths. Photons could, however, result in several electrons created if they ion-
ize (Eion ∼ 10 eV) multiple times during their collision with and penetration of
a dust particle. This would increase the cross section maximally tenfold. The
results by taking into account the geometric cross section only are shown in
table 6.2 and 6.3.

The calculated mean free paths should be compared to those for the
production of electrons by photo- and electron-impact ionization of acety-
lene molecules, ℓmfp,pi = 1/(ngσpi) and ℓmfp,ei = 1/(ngσei), respectively, with
σei = 5.1 × 10−20 m2 for 92 eV photons. The mean free path for electron-impact
ionization is listed in table 6.4 on the facing page. In all cases, the mean free
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Table 6.3 – Relevant quantities for collisions between electrons/photons
and cylindrical dust particles (see text for details) as function of acetylene
gas pressure.

P0 (Pa) md (10−14 kg) σgeom (10−10 m2) nd (107 m−3) ℓmfp,d (102 m)

3.7 7 1 6 1
6.9 7 1 8 1
10.7 7 1 8 1

Table 6.4 – Mean free paths for electron-impact ionization of acetylene.

P0 (Pa) ℓmfp,ei (mm)

3.7 22
6.9 12
10.7 7.6

path for electron-impact ionization is significantly smaller compared to elec-
tron/photon collision on dust particles (by roughly four orders of magnitude).
For direct photo-ionization of acetylene, no accurate cross section for 92 eV
photons is available. However, assuming σpi = O(10−22 m2) as for argon, the
associated mean free paths are roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than
for electron/photon collisions on dust particles. In conclusion, electron or
photon collisions with dust particles are a negligible source of free electrons.
Indeed, even with dust particles present in the cavity, free electrons will only
be created by photo- and electron-impact ionization of the background gas.

The faster decay at longer time scales is most probably due to attachment
of electrons to the dust particles. Consequently, similar to ‘conventional’ dusty
plasmas, dust particles charge up negatively during their residence in the EUV-
induced plasma.

6.5.2 Argon–acetylene

Beckers has shown that at the right flow rate of acetylene, the residence time
of the acetylene molecules in the volume of an argon–acetylene RF plasma can
become sufficiently long so that all acetylenemolecules dissociate [10]. If this is
the case and all acetylene molecules convert to dust particles, the dust particle
number density follows straightforwardly from the set acetylene mass flow rate
ΦC2H2 (analogous to equation 6.12):

nd =
ΦC2H2

ΦAr +ΦC2H2

Pd

RTg

MC2H2

md
, (6.13)
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Figure 6.25 – Linear plot of the electric-field-weighted (TM010, Q ≈
133 and TM110, Q ≈ 245) electron density in an argon–acetylene EUV-
induced plasma as function of time with and without dust particles flow-
ing through the cavity.

with ΦAr the argon flow rate.
MCRS experiments are carried out similarly to the ones in section 6.5.1. The

difference is that argon is also added to the gas mixture and that the electron
density is also determined using the TM110 resonance mode. The gas flows for
argon and acetylene are ΦAr = 22.1 sccm and ΦC2H2 = 1.2 sccm, respectively. It
is expected that for this total flow rate and acetylene-to-argon ratio, all acety-
lene molecules dissociate in the RF plasma volume, yielding nd = 5.6 × 109 m−3
for spherical dust particles and nd = 3.8 × 107 m−3 for cylindrical dust particles.
The total gas pressure before dust particle formation (P0) is 10.5 Pa. The elec-
tron dynamics are, once more, determined at both P0 and Pd (regulated with
the diaphragm valve) for the dust-free cases. They, again, do not differ within
the experimental uncertainty and the data obtained at P0 is shown only. The
power deposited in the reactive RF plasma is about 9W. The results for both res-
onance modes are shown in figures 6.25 (linear scale), 6.26 (logarithmic scale)
and 6.27 (zoom for TM110).

General electron dynamics The shape of the electric-field-weighted elec-
tron density differs significantly betweenTM010 andTM110 (bothwith andwith-
out dust), especially in the first tens of microseconds. For TM110, the electron
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Figure 6.26 – As figure 6.25 on the facing page, but using a logarithmic
vertical scale.
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Figure 6.27 – A zoom of the graphs in figure 6.25 on the facing page for
the electron density obtained using TM110.
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Figure 6.28 – The difference in electric-field-weighted electron density
due to the presence of dust particles, Δn, as measured with the TM010
mode (black) and TM110 mode (gray). The graphs are smoothed with a
Savitzky-Golay filter.

density does not exhibit its maximum value at t = 0, but reaches it about 15 μs
later. This can be explained by the expansion of the plasma and the sensitivity
of the used resonant mode to the presence of free electrons. The mode TM110
does not sample at the central axis of the cavity (see figure 6.6 on page 129),
which means that it cannot detect free electrons present there. Initially, how-
ever, electrons are created in this region by photo- and electron-impact ioniza-
tion. When the plasma radially expands to the periphery, the local sensitivity of
the TM110 mode increases and free electrons will bemeasured to a larger extent.
The combination ofmultiple resonantmodes can actually be used to determine
the expansion speed of the plasma if a suitable plasma diffusion model is used,
as was realized by Van der Horst [72]. This is, however, outside the scope of this
thesis. Over the whole experiment, the electric-field-weighted electron density
obtained with TM110 is lower than for TM010. This is also due to the overall
lower sensitivity of this mode to the presence of free electrons around the cen-
tral axis of the cavity.

Effect of dust particles on electron dynamics After roughly 1.25ms, the
plasma without dust particles present has completely decayed, whereas this is
significantly faster when dust particles are present: after roughly 400 μs. The
difference in electric-field-weighted electron density due to the presence of dust
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particles is
Δn = ne∣no dust − ne∣dust. (6.14)

This value is plotted as function of time in figure 6.28 on the facing page for
TM010 (black) and for TM110 (gray). It is seen that dust particles play the role
of a sink for electrons (Δn > 0) throughout most of the plasma decay.

Assuming that the cavity contains only spherical dust particles, each parti-
cle attains about 105 electrons. For only cylinders this is about 107. These are,
however, relatively high numbers. In RF plasmas, for example, spherical parti-
cles attain roughly 4rd electrons if rd is given in nanometers (see figure 2.5 on
page 30). However, the EUV environment differs greatly from an RF environ-
ment and little is known about the precise charging dynamics. It is at present
not possible to calculate the charge per particle more accurately, since the size
and number density of the dust particles are rough estimates only and the elec-
tron densities are still electric-field-averaged values.

From figure 6.28 it is also apparent that up to roughly 200 μs, the rate of
attachment of electrons to dust particles increases, but actually decreases for
t > 200 μs. During this time, the dust particles charge up negatively with a
characteristic time given by equation 2.31,

τ = 2ε0
√
πmikBTi√

2e2rdn(1 − y0)
, (6.15)

For spherical particles with rd = 500nm, acetylene ions at room temperature, a
plasma density of 1016 m−3 and a reduced potential of y0 = −1.8 (Te ≈ 10 eV):
τ ≲ 1 μs (for the flakes this is even smaller). It should be noted that the charging
time is only weakly dependent on the electron temperature. In pure argon at
10 Pa, the EUV-induced plasma expands with a time of the order of 100 μs [72].
This means that particle charging is much faster than the plasma expansion.
Consequently, the observed decrease in the rate of electron attachment to dust
particles is probably related to the plasma expansion. After 200 μs, the plasma
will be at a positionwhere the dust particle density is lower compared to the cen-
ter of the cavity (see gas flow pattern in figure 6.11). Moreover, the free-electron
density has already decreased significantly. Both these factors contribute to a
lower efficiency of electron attachment to dust particles, and therefore lower
attachment rate.

The difference between the shape of Δn for TM010 and TM110, especially the
plateau for 150 μs < t < 400 μs when using TM110, is caused by the sensitivity to
the presence of free electrons of these modes. The TM110 mode has its highest
sensitivity away from the center, whereas for TM010 this is at the center (see
figure 6.6 on page 129). Dust particles cause an electron density decrease of the
expanding plasma. However, for themeasured electric-field-weighted electron
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density using TM110, this effect is partly counteracted by the simultaneous in-
crease of sensitivity to free electrons when the plasma expands, resulting in the
(apparent) plateau of Δn for 150 μs < t < 400 μs.

6.6 Conclusions

6.6.1 Plasma-grown particles

Microscopy analysis of dust particles that deposited on silicon wafers placed
underneath the open-ended cavity reveals the presence of big (up to tens of
micrometer) irregularly shaped particles. Their morphology resembles that of
flakes or shavings. At present, the origin and composition of these particles is
not known. These particles could have detached from a thin (hydrogenated)
carbon layer that grew on the electrodes. They could subsequently roll up due
to, e.g., internal pressures. It is unlikely that the particles originated from the
vacuum system or directly from the electrodes (sputtering), since they were not
detected while using a gas flow only (no plasma) or after an argon plasma had
been running. The expected spherical dust particles are also detected and their
size distribution is rather broad as well.

6.6.2 Accuracy of MCRS

Under present conditions, a gas flow through the cavity, the presence of parti-
cles in the cavity and running a pristine RF plasma do not negatively impact
the accuracy and applicability of microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy as
an electron density diagnostic. Any change in electron density dynamics is in-
duced by processes other than the aforementioned.

6.6.3 Electron dynamics in pure gases

The EUV pulse shape results in a rather steady creation of free electrons for
a period of roughly 300 ns during which the EUV intensity increases slowly
to about 15% of the maximum intensity. The free-electron density increases
rapidly after this period, following the fast rise in EUV intensity.

The maximum electric-field-weighted electron density follows the Beer-
Lambert law for both pure argon and acetylene. The obtained cross sections
show the importance of electron-impact ionization to the production of elec-
trons.

The plasma decay in an EUV-induced plasma is roughly ten times faster in
pure acetylene (without dust) than in pure argon. This is due to the attachment
of free electrons to acetylene and/or volume recombination. Volume losses are
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absent in pure argon where the plasma decay is driven by wall recombination.
Presence of H+ ions in EUV-induced plasmas in acetylene would also result in
a faster plasma decay due to their much higher mobility compared to Ar+ ions.
However, it is at present not known if the H+ density is sufficient to cause a
significantly faster decay.

At pressures greater than 3 Pa, the plasma decay in argon is found to be
driven by ambipolar diffusion. The electron density decay rate scales inversely
with pressure as expected from the behavior of ambipolar diffusion at a con-
stant electron temperature. In acetylene, an expansion dominated by ambipo-
lar diffusion is never reached. This is the result of the faster plasma decay in
acetylene due to the continued loss of electrons in the cavity volume (attach-
ment and recombination) during the expansion of the plasma, which is absent
in argon.

6.6.4 Effect of dust particles

The decay of EUV-induced plasma in the measurement cavity is two to three
times faster with dust particles present, which is due to the attachment of elec-
trons to their surface. As a result, dust particles in an EUV environment acquire
— just as in conventional dusty plasmas — a negative charge.

6.6.5 Overall conclusion

The overall conclusion is that the plasma decay in the measurement cavity is
enhanced in pure acetylene gas (up to ten times compared to pure argon gas)
as well as by the presence of dust particles (two to three times). In acetylene
gas, electron attachment and volume recombination cause the enhanced decay,
whereas this is due to the attachment of electrons to the dust particle surface if
dust particles are present.

6.7 Recommendations and outlook

It is unknownwhere the big flaky dust particles producedwith the capacitive RF
setup fed by the reactive gas acetylene come from and what they are made of. A
systematic study, also using other reactive gases, could provide an answer. This
study can be carried out without the need for an EUV research tool. As a first
step, the collected samples should be chemically analyzed, for example using
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy or other tools for chemical analysis usually
present in (transmission) electronmicroscopes. The thickness of the flakesmay
provide a clue for the origin of these particles as well.
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If, ultimately, the RF setup can be adapted in such a way that a flux of spher-
ical particles with a narrow size distribution can be obtained (as found for the
experiments discussed in chapter 5), the experiments in this chapter should be
repeated using the improved setup. This will provide more quantitative data,
especially about the charge per particle.

The flow pattern of gas in the cavity wasmodeled using computational fluid
dynamics software. It was assumed that since the dust particles are relatively
small they follow the gas flow, but this was not verified experimentally. How-
ever, this can relatively easily be done. To that end, a transparent (e.g. glass)
cavity that is otherwise equal to the stainless steel cavity could provide an in-
sight into the flow patterns. Laser light scattering is the method of choice to
visualize the (particle) flow patterns, analogous to the way the dust void was
visualized in chapter 5.

It was concluded from the fluid model that dust particles exiting through
the bottom flange of the cavity did not get exposed by EUV radiation. EUV-
irradiated particles primarily exit through the side holes. To study the influ-
ence of EUV radiation on the morphology and chemical composition of the
dust particles, particles exiting through these holes should be collected and an-
alyzed.

As already mentioned in section 6.5.2, combining multiple resonant modes
provides a direct insight into the expansion dynamics of the plasma. To this end,
the diffusion of the plasma should be properly taken into account (modeled).
In doing so, even more details about the effect of dust particles on the plasma
expansion can be obtained.

It was found that the dust particles used for this research charge up nega-
tively in an EUV environment. This opens up the possibilities for electrostatic
mitigation techniques in parts of the EUVL tool where EUV is already present.
Surfaces can be put at a certain potential (difference) so that charged nanocont-
amination is deflected from fragile parts or attracted to parts where the particles
do no harm. This technique is most efficient if the particles retain their charge
over prolonged periods of time. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to implement
for conductive parts of the tool and the technique is expected to not severely
interfere with normal tool operation. Wafer throughput will be significantly
increased if nanocontamination can be mitigated completely.

It was also found that acetylene accelerates the plasma decay substantially.
If a fast plasma decay is desired in certain parts of the EUVL tool, other elec-
tronegative gases (such as oxygen) can also be considered as background gas
because they are also subject to electron attachment.
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Chapter 7

Laser-induced incandescence as
an in-situ particle diagnostic

The size and thermodynamic properties of dust particles grown and levitated in
a laboratory reactive low-pressure plasma containing a mixture of argon and
acetylene are obtained by means of laser-induced incandescence (LII). Short
(150 ps) and intense (up to 90 mJ) UV (355 nm) laser pulses heat plasma-confined
nanoparticles. Important parameters such as the particle temperature and radius
follow from analysis of the emission spectrum of the heated dust particles. The
emissivity of the particles is taken into account. Since accurate data about the
emissivity of the particles are lacking, the emissivity is calculated withMie theory
using three sets of refractive index data from literature. Even though the spatial
extent of the laser pulses with respect to the discharge volume is small (about
0.5%) and they irradiate only a very small fraction (about 1.5×10−9) of the total
time, they are found to dramatically change the discharge characteristics on a
global scale. More specifically, the UV laser pulses predominantly accelerate and
enhance the coagulation phase caused by laser-induced detachment of electrons
from C2H− anions. In the current implementation, LII is therefore an intrusive
technique. However, by using for example photomultipliers and employing a
considerably lower pulse repetition frequency, the intrusiveness of the technique
can be kept at a minimum. The obtained thermodynamic properties are only
weakly dependent on the choice of refractive index data. No agreement is, how-
ever, found between particle sizes determined with LII and scanning electron
microscopy analysis of collected particles. Assessment of the quantitative prop-
erties of LII is hampered by the relative broad size distribution of the particles
produced during the LII experiment, which is not included in the Mie model.

Paper in preparation.
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7.1 Introduction

Accurate in-situ particle diagnostics are a must for laboratory and industrial
dusty plasmas alike. For industrial plasmas, process control is very important,
where the formation of nanoparticles could either be desired or an unwanted
side effect. For laboratory studies, the fundamental understanding of the for-
mation and behavior of plasma-confined particles can hardly be advancedwith-
out accurate in-situ particle diagnostics. In any case, it is important to know as
much of the plasma-confined particles as possible. Due to the advance in com-
puting power,Mie scattering (using visible light) has turned out to be a versatile
and accurate in-situ technique, yielding particle properties such as size and re-
fractive index [62, 127]. Particles can also be collected and analyzed ex situ using
electron microscopy. This provides an accurate picture of the morphology and
chemical composition of the produced particles.

This chapter discusses the potential of laser-induced incandescence (LII)
as an in-situ particle diagnostic for dusty plasmas. For laser-induced incan-
descence, plasma-confined nanoparticles are heated by short and intense laser
pulses. For the quantitative experiments discussed in this chapter, the pulses
have a duration of about 150 ps and a wavelength of 355 nm. The emission
spectrum is collected with a spectrometer and fitted to a modified black-body
curve that includes the spectral emissivity of the particles obtained throughMie
theory, as discussed in detail in section 3.7.3. This analysis returns the particle
temperature and size. The thermodynamic properties of the particles can be de-
duced from fitting the temperature decay to the solution of the particle energy
balance. LII reaches its full potential when it works in tandem with other (in-
situ) diagnostics, such as Mie scattering, that provide the size and optical para-
meters of the dust particles as input. In that case, LII is able to provide accurate
data about the thermodynamic properties of the plasma-produced particles.

This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the experimental details are
discussed. Secondly, the plasma stability during LII experiments and the ability
of laser pulses to change the plasma characteristics globally are treated. The
obtained particle radii and temperatures as a function of the optical reference
input data for the Mie model (see section 3.7.2) are presented next. This section
also presents the thermodynamic properties obtained by fitting the solution of
the particle energy balance to the measured temperature decay. Subsequently,
conclusions are drawn from the results. In the final section, recommendations
for future research and an outlook are given.
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Figure 7.1 – Schematic of the setup. A dusty plasma is generated in
setup II (see figure 4.5 on page 90). During the quantitative LII experi-
ments, argon gas enters the vessel through an extended side port, whereas
acetylene enters through the RF-driven shower head. A laser generates
short (150 ps) UV (355 nm) laser pulses with a repetition frequency of
10Hz. The incandescence emission (as well as the plasma emission) from
a small spot in the plasma (∼ 8×8×8 mm3) is collected by a lens and cou-
pled into an optical fiber connected to a spectrometer. The light coming
from the dusty plasma and emitting particles is also recorded by a video
camera. Both spectrometer and camera are triggered by the laser.

7.2 Experimental details

A schematic of the setup is shown in figure 7.1. The setup consists of the follow-
ing parts.

Reactive-plasma setup: A dusty plasma is generated in setup II (see figure 4.5
on page 90). Underneath the RF-driven shower-head electrode (through
which acetylene and/or argon enter the vessel), two grounded grid elec-
trodes are placed. Plasma will predominantly be present between the
shower-head electrode and the upper grid electrode. Five small (∼ 1 cm2)
silicon wafers are placed onto the lower grid electrode. Their positions
are visualized in figure 7.1 by small gray squares. Analogously to the parti-
cle collection experiment described in chapter 5, nanoparticles deposited
on these samples are analyzed using a scanning electrode microscope.

Laser: An Ekspla SL312 Q-switched Nd:YAG laser produces pulses with a
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wavelength of 355 nm, a duration of 150 ps and a maximum pulse en-
ergy of roughly 90mJ. The beam is uncollimated and has a diameter
of about 1 cm. The pulse repetition frequency is 10Hz. The laser beam
enters the vacuum vessel through a quartz window of an extended side
port of the vessel. The beam is directed radially through the electrode
system roughly midway between the shower-head electrode and upper
grounded grid electrode. Before entering the plasma volume, the laser
beam passes through a hole in a metallic screen. For the quantitative
LII experiments, argon gas enters the vessel via a gas inlet in the same
side port. Both the screen and argon flow limit the flux of particles from
the plasma volume to the quartz window. These measures prevent the
development of a layer of burnt ‘soot’ on the inside of the quartz window
where the laser beam enters the vessel. Such a steadily growing layer
decreases the transmission of the UV pulses and negatively impacts the
reproducibility of the experiments.

Optical system: Light emitted from a volume of about 8 × 8 × 8 mm3 in the
plasma is coupled into an optical fiber (Ocean Optics QP1000-2-VIS-
NIR) by a positive lens ( f ≈ 12 cm). The position of the focal volume
was chosen for maximum incandescence intensity, which turned out to
be close to the edge of the plasma. This is probably caused by the argon
gas flow which pushes particles away. The fiber is connected to a spec-
trometer (Avantes Avaspec 2048-TEC-USB2). The transfer function (i.e.
spectral sensitivity) of the complete optical systemwas determined using
a calibrated Oriel 63350 tungsten halogen lamp placed at the position of
the plasma. All spectra presented in this chapter are corrected with the
measured transfer function.

Video camera: A grayscale CMOS camera (The Imaging Source DMK 23-
GM021) records the light coming from the plasma volume, containing
plasma emission and incandescence. A neutral density filter (Melles
Griot 03FNA220, optical depth 1) placed in front of the camera pre-
vents overexposure of the chip. The camera is triggered by the laser and
records one frame per emitted laser pulse.

A color photograph of the discharge during an LII experiment is shown in
figure 7.2 on the facing page. The incandescence trace is clearly visible. It has
a white color due to the broad emission profile of thermal radiation combined
with the center wavelength associated with the particle temperature. At the
edges, wave phenomena are visible. Dust waves are often observed in dusty
plasmas, see chapter 4 of [119]. These wave phenomena are actively studied
within the dusty plasma community, but are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 7.2 – Photograph of the dusty plasma with a visible incandescence
trace. The laser pulses enter from the left. For this picture, argon enters
the vessel through the shower head as well. The RF-driven and grounded
electrode, as well as the incandescence trace, are indicated.

The smallest integration time of the spectrometer is 1.05ms. However, af-
ter roughly 200 μs, the incandescence emission has decreased below the noise
level of the spectrometer. In the time between laser pulses (∼ 100ms), the parti-
cles have cooled down to roughly 400K, see section 7.4. However, the emission
intensity scales strongly with particle temperature, see figure 3.18 on page 71,
meaning that the incandescence signal decreases much more rapidly. If the
spectrometer starts recording at the moment the laser pulse enters the plasma
volume (t = 0), it would record the spectrum emitted by the heated nanoparti-
cles integrated over this 1.05ms. Temporal information would be completely
lost. To overcome this problem, multiple spectra are recorded consecutively
with an integration time of 1.05ms, with an ever increasing delay with respect
to t = 0. This delay can be set on the laser with a resolution of 125 ns. The
jitter of the spectrometer with respect to external triggering is 21 ns. If spec-
trum A is recorded at a time t = tA and spectrum B at t = tB, the difference
spectrum A−B corresponds to the spectrum emitted between t = tA and t = tB,
provided the experimental conditions have not changed and indeed the incan-
descence emission has decreased to zero within the integration time window
of 1.05ms. Figure 7.3 on the following page schematically shows the measure-
ment principle. Since the incandescence intensity decreases over time, the time
difference between tA and tB is increased for subsequent delays to obtain an ad-
equate signal-to-noise ratio. The used delays are shown in table 7.1 on page 167.

The signal-to-noise ratio is increased even further by averaging over 1000
pulses per delay. Taking into account the repetition frequency of the laser
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Figure 7.3 – Measurement principle to obtain a microsecond time res-
olution in obtained emission spectra. Two spectra are measured with a
fixed integration time of 1.05ms, but differing in the delay with respect to
the time at which the laser pulse enters the plasma volume, t = 0. At the
end of both recording periods, the incandescence has decreased to zero.
Thismeans that the difference spectrumA−B corresponds to the spectral
emission between tA and tB.

(10Hz), each measurement at a certain delay takes 100 s. For this method to
work, the dusty plasma and incandescence need to be reproducible (stable) dur-
ing several of these measurements. This is discussed in the next section.

7.3 Plasma stability and intrusiveness

Aswas discussed in detail in chapter 5, cyclic dust void expansion is observed in
the laboratory dusty plasma studied in this research. This would mean that the
dusty plasma is not stable at all and themethod discussed above cannot be used.
However, it turns out that UV laser pulses are able to suppress the formation of
a void and actually stabilize a dusty plasma experiment. Figure 7.5 on page 169
shows two measurements, one conducted at 65% laser power (roughly 60mJ
pulse energy) and one at 85% laser power (about 75mJ pulse energy). For
both experiments, the flows of argon and acetylene are 15.4 sccm and 0.9 sccm,
respectively. Contrary to the quantitative LII experiments discussed in sec-
tion 7.4, both argon and acetylene enter the vessel through the shower head.
Plasma-dissipated power is between 5 and 6W, but similar for both experi-
ments. The plasma emission is taken as the average pixel value of the pixels
enclosed by the lower rectangle in figure 7.4 on page 168. The incandescence
emission is the average pixel value of the pixels enclosed by the upper black
rectangle in this figure, subtracted with the plasma emission (lower rectangle).

It is clear that high-energy laser pulses traversing the dusty plasma change
the discharge characteristics dramatically and even at a global level, see fig-
ure 7.5 on page 169. This means that the method discussed above can be used,
provided a stable dusty plasma and incandescence signal is observed.
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Table 7.1 – Employed delays for the temporally resolved spectral mea-
surements.

tA (μs) tB (μs) Difference (μs)

0.00 1.25 1.25
1.25 3.75 2.50
3.75 8.75 5.00
8.75 13.75 5.00

13.75 20.00 6.25
20.00 26.25 6.25
26.25 38.75 12.50
38.75 63.75 25.00
63.75 101.25 37.50

In the framework of the PhD project of which the results are presented
in this dissertation, experiments were also conducted at the GREMI laborato-
ries at CNRS/Université d’Orléans, Orléans, France. The employed discharge
closely resembled setup III discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis. The global
experimental setup was similar to that discussed in section 7.2. However, laser
pulses were generated by a Quantel Brilliant Nd:YAG laser, producing 6 ns
pulses with a wavelength of 355 nm and pulse energy of about 20mJ. The rep-
etition frequency was 10Hz. Argon and acetylene flows were 10 and 1 sccm,
respectively, at 10 Pa total gas pressure. Three dusty-plasma experiments were
conducted successively differing only in the presence of laser pulses in the
plasma volume:

1. No laser pulses traversing the plasma during the complete experiment.

2. Laser pulses traversing the plasma during the complete experiment.

3. The experiment starts with the laser beam blocked. It is unblocked af-
ter roughly two minutes of plasma operation. The laser beam is blocked
again about two minutes after that.

The ability of UV laser pulses to change the plasma on a global scale is also
observed for these experiments. The temporal evolution of the plasma phase
angle and plasma emission is shown in figure 7.6 on page 170. The plasma emis-
sion is calculated from the video of the discharge and is the average pixel value
of the pixels enclosed by the black rectangle in figure 7.7 on page 171. The dis-
charge is switched on at t = 0. Again, the ability of short UV pulses to change
the plasma on a global scale is evident. Especially in the first 100 s, the plasma
behaves very differently. The fast rise of the plasma phase angle and plasma
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Figure 7.4 – Sample video frame for an LII experiment. The plasma emis-
sion is taken as the average pixel value of the pixels enclosed by the lower
black rectangle. The incandescence emission is the average pixel value
of the pixels enclosed by the upper black rectangle, subtracted with the
plasma emission. Both emissions are corrected for the background be-
fore plasma operation. The results are shown in figure 7.5 on the next
page. The driven and grounded electrodes, as well as the incandescence
trace, are indicated. Argon enters the vessel through the shower head as
well.

emission during this period is caused by coagulation of nanoparticles in the
plasma volume, see also chapter 5. This means that the UV laser pulses greatly
influence the physics and chemistry of (the phases leading up to) coagulation
and seem to accelerate and enhance this period (compare the blue graph with
the red graph). The effect of the presence of laser pulses at later stages of the
discharge (yellow graph) is much less pronounced. This means that UV laser
pulses predominantly affect the early phases of dust particle formation.

It is very difficult to pinpoint with certainty the reason for the observed
global effect on the dust particle formation processes due to their inherent com-
plexity. However, one plausible cause is a laser-induced change in the polymer-
ization rates. Photons with a wavelength of 355 nm have an energy of 3.49 eV.
This means that these photons can detach electrons from the C2H− anion, see
table 2.2 on page 31, by laser-induced photodetachment,

C2H− + hν Ð→ C2H + e− (7.1)

producing the C2H radical. In the phases leading up to coagulation, perma-
nently highly negatively charged (big) particles are not present yet. So, the
accelerated onset of coagulation is therefore probably related to an increased
polymerization rate of C2H radicals compared to that of C2H− anions. More
specifically, initial formation of polymers/clusters can occur through acetylene
inclusion in ions (positive and negative) and neutrals. The path with the nega-
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Figure 7.5 – The effect on the global discharge characteristics of short
(150 ps) and intense UV (355 nm) laser pulses traversing equivalent dusty
plasmas for a laser power of (a): 65% and (b): 85%. The sharp jump in
the phase angle around 525 s in panel b is probably an artifact of the mea-
suring device (SmartPIM™) because it is not seen in the other discharge pa-
rameters. During the experiment at 65% laser power, cyclic void forma-
tion is observed, whereas it is completely suppressed at 85% laser power.
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Figure 7.6 – The effect on the global discharge characteristics of short
(6 ns) and intense (20mJ) UV (355 nm) laser pulses traversing a dusty
plasma. Top: the plasma phase angle. Bottom: the plasma emission (mea-
sured by the video camera) from the region of interest as visualized in
figure 7.7 on the facing page. ( ): With laser pulses traversing the dusty
plasma during the complete experiment. ( ): Without laser pulses tra-
versing the dusty plasma during the complete experiment. ( ): With-
out laser pulses traversing the dust plasma from 0 to 136 s and from 259 to
300 s and with laser pulses traversing the dusty plasma between 136 and
259 s. The yellow block symbolizes the period in which laser pulses are
traversing the dusty plasma for the orange curve only.
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Figure 7.7 – Dusty capacitive RF discharge during an LII experiment at
the GREMI laboratories at CNRS/Université d’Orléans, Orléans, France.
The plasma emission is taken as the average pixel value of the pixels en-
closed by the black rectangle. The emission is corrected for the back-
ground before plasma operation. The resulting emission is shown in fig-
ure 7.6 on the facing page. The driven and grounded electrodes, as well as
the incandescence trace, are indicated.

tive ions is usually regarded as the dominant one since negative species are ac-
tively trapped in the plasma region, whereas the positive species are attracted
by the discharge walls and the neutrals leave the discharge by diffusion and/or
directed gas flow. However, as can be seen from table 7.2 on the following page,
the polymerization rate for the C2H radical is more than ten times higher than
for the C2H− anion. Both pathways have acetylene as reaction partner and can
therefore be compared directly. Consequently, if a UV laser pulse suddenly in-
creases the C2H radical density, the polymerization rate increases dramatically.
In turn, this would result in an accelerated dust particle formation process (i.e.
onset of coagulation) if the growing neutral clusters stay sufficiently long in the
plasma to reach the critical density needed for coagulation to occur. The res-
idence time of the clusters increases dramatically, and they will have a great
effect on the dust particle formation process, if they attain a negative charge
before reaching the walls. In conclusion, the early stages of dust particle for-
mation are accelerated by UV laser pulses if the residence time of the resulting
neutral clusters is sufficiently long to substantially take part in the dust particle
formation process.

It should be noted that it is not yet fully understood why the short and small
laser pulses influence the plasma so dramatically also on a global scale. Laser
pulses generated by the Quantel laser are present in the plasma volume a tiny
fraction (about 6 × 10−8) of the time and fill the plasma volume to a small frac-
tion of about 3%. It is expected thatmixing of plasma species causes the plasma
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Table 7.2 – Polymerization reactions in reactive acetylene plasmas be-
tween acetylene and anions and between acetylene and radicals [43].

Reaction Rate constant (m3 s−1)

C2nH− +C2H2 Ð→ C2n+2H− +H2 ∼ 10−18
C2nH +C2H2 Ð→ C2n+2H2 +H 6.6 × 10−17
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Figure 7.8 – A typical difference spectrum (gray) fitted with equation 7.2
(black, dashed) using the ACAR data set. In this case, tA = 38.75 μs and
tB = 63.75 μs. The fitted temperature is (2.17 ± 0.04) × 103 K and the ra-
dius is (124 ± 4) nm. There is excellent agreement between the measure-
ment and fit.

to change also globally. However, further study is needed to link the localized
changes in plasma physics and chemistry to global changes of the plasma, see
section 7.6.

7.4 Nanoparticle properties

For a stable dusty plasma LII experiment, the temperature and radius is deter-
mined by fitting consecutive difference spectra using equation 3.65,

f(λ) = f0 +
a
λ5

Qabs( 2πrdλ ,m)
exp ( hc

λkBT) − 1
. (7.2)
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Figure 7.9 – Plasma and incandescence stability during the LII exper-
iment. The emission intensity is obtained with an integration time of
1.05ms at several moments in time during the experiment; the time in
the legend is with respect to the start of the LII experiment as a whole.
For this measurement, the spectrometer started recording at the moment
the laser pulse entered the discharge and therefore shows both the plasma
and incandescence emission.
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Figure 7.10 – As figure 7.9, but the spectrometer started recording 975 μs
after the laser pulse entered the discharge and therefore shows the plasma
emission only.
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Figure 7.11 – Fitted nanoparticle temperature for the three emissivity data
sets. Error bars signify a 95% confidence interval of the associated spec-
tral fit. Dashed curves: temperature decay predicted by the energy bal-
ance of equation 7.3. Dotted vertical lines indicate the (boundaries of the)
delays tA and tB (see table 7.1).

Experimental parameters are as follows. Argon and acetylene flow: 16.4 and
0.94 sccm, respectively, at 10 Pa. Laser power: 63mJ. Plasma-dissipated power:
about 7W. Three literature emissivity data sets are used, referred to as ACAR,
ACH2 and graphite. The look-up tables are visualized in figure 3.20 on page 76.
A typical fit of the measured incandescence spectrum using the ACAR data set
is shown in figure 7.8 on page 172, demonstrating the excellent agreement be-
tween measurement and fit. Incandescence spectra are collected over a period
of roughly 35 minutes. Emission spectra with a delay of t = 0, containing both
the plasma and incandescence emission integrated over 1.05ms, and spectra
with a delay of about t = 975 μs (containing plasma emission only), measured
at several moments during the experiment are shown in figure 7.9 and 7.10. This
shows that the dusty plasma and LII signal are, indeed, fairly constant through-
out the experiment.

For all emissivity data sets, the resulting particle temperature is shown in
figure 7.11. The resulting radius is shown in figure 7.12 on the facing page. The
time associated with the values is midway between tA and tB for the spectra in
question (see figure 7.3). The dotted lines indicate the (boundaries of the) delays
tA and tB (see table 7.1).

It is seen that the particles reach a temperature of roughly 3000K. The par-
ticle radius stays fairly constant in the 70 μs after laser heating. The point at
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Figure 7.12 – Fitted nanoparticle radius for the three emissivity data sets.
Error bars signify a 95% confidence interval of the associated fit. Dashed
horizontal lines correspond with the average particle radius (excluding
the data points at 82.5 μs) for each data set. Dotted vertical lines indicate
the (boundaries of the) delays tA and tB (see table 7.1).

82.5 μs is probably an outlier caused by the low incandescence intensity during
this stage of the decay and the relatively big integration time window (37.5 μs).
This measurement point is excluded from further analysis.

It can be seen that evaporation is unimportant during the decay period, be-
cause this would result in a (substantial) size decrease over time. For graphite
the insignificance of evaporation at these temperatures is expected. Below at-
mospheric pressures, graphite does not melt, but directly sublimes at a temper-
ature of roughly 3900K and higher [148]. It is seen that the choice of refractive
index data set influences the determined temperature only weakly. The results
for graphite and ACAR even overlap.

The net power loss of the heated nanoparticles can be calculated if the mass
density ρd and specific heat Cs are assumed constant in the temperature range
of interest. Solid (and liquid) materials have a small coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion, meaning that the mass density does not change significantly when the
temperature increases (contrary to gases). A temperature increase of 3000K (as
measured) results in a density change of only several percent for typical ther-
mal expansion coefficients of the order of 10−5 K−1 (for graphite it is somewhat
smaller [51]). The specific heat, however, depends heavily on temperature. The
specific heat for graphite is shown in figure 7.13 on the next page. It is seen that
between 1500K and 3000K, it changes only mildly. Assuming a constant mass
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Figure 7.13 –The specific heat of graphite as function of temperature [51].
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Figure 7.14 – Extrapolation of the ACAR temperature decay curve in fig-
ure 7.11 on page 174. The results for graphite and ACH2 look similar. The
dashed line signifies room temperature.
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Table 7.3 – Calculated (thermodynamic) properties for the plasma-
produced nanoparticles determined using laser-induced incandescence.
The errors for rd signify a 95% confidence interval of the average value,
taking into account the errors of the spectral fits only. The errors for ρdCs
signify a 95% confidence interval of the fit of the energy balance, where
the spread in rd is taken into account.

Data set rd (nm) ρdCs (106 JK−1 m−3)

ACH2 167 ± 1 1.3 ± 0.3
ACAR 122 ± 2 1.4 ± 0.4
Graphite 100 ± 2 1.2 ± 0.4

density and specific heat yields a variation on the Stefan–Boltzmann law,

Φ(T, rd) −Φ(Ta, rd) = −
1
3
ρdCsrd

dT
dt

, (7.3)

with Φ the equivalent of ∫ Fλ dλ for a wavelength-dependent absorption coef-
ficient,

Φ(T, rd) =
∞

∫
0

2πhc2

λ5
Qabs(λ, rd)

exp (hc/λkBT) − 1
dλ. (7.4)

Since the temperature of the nanoparticles is much higher than the ambient
temperature, T ≫ Ta, the power radiated away at the elevated temperature,
Φ(T, rd), will exceed the power absorbed from the ambient gas, Φ(Ta, rd), by
several orders of magnitude. Consequently, Φ(Ta, rd) can be safely ignored
(equivalent to ignoring Ta in equation 3.68). Φ is calculated numerically using
trapezoidal integration. For each data set, the particle radius obtained earlier
(figure 7.12) is used as rd.

The resulting fits for the solution of this differential equation are given by
the dashed lines in figure 7.11 on page 174. For ACAR and graphite the result-
ing fits are equal. Good agreement between measurement and model is found.
Extrapolating these fits shows that the particles cool down to roughly 400K
between laser pulses, see figure 7.14 on the preceding page.

The resulting particle properties are summarized in table 7.3. The choice of
data set influences the obtained thermodynamics properties only weakly. For
our plasma-produced particles, ρdCs is therefore (1.3 ± 0.5) × 106 JK−1 m−3.
This is of the expected order of magnitude. The specific heat capacity of
graphite at 3000K is roughly 2.2 × 103 J kg−1 K−1 [33]. Its density (at room tem-
perature) is 2.27 g cm−3 [51]. This yields ρdCs = 5.0 × 106 JK−1 m−3. In other
words, ρdCs is (much) smaller for the plasma-produced dust particles than for
graphite.
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A rather big spread is observed in the obtained particle radius, however. For
graphite an approximate radius of 100 nm is found, whereas it is roughly 65%
higher for ACH2: about 165 nm. It is important to compare these values with
independent size measurements of the particles, e.g. using scanning electron
microscopy.

SEManalysis was done for an LII experiment with the following experimen-
tal parameters. Argon and acetylene flow: 16.4 and 0.94 sccm, respectively,
at 10 Pa. Laser power: 70%. Plasma-dissipated power: about 8W. Typical
scanning electron microscopy images of particles collected at the positions as
indicated in figure 7.1 on page 163 are shown in figure 7.15 on the facing page.
The associated histograms for the complete set of each sample are shown in fig-
ure 7.16 on page 180. Dashed lines indicate the particle radii obtained from the
LII experiment (see table 7.3 on the preceding page).

For each wafer position, a rather broad and different size distribution is
found. Moreover, no agreement is found between the LII-obtained particle size
and the SEM results. The LII signal is collected from a small volume roughly
above wafer number 3. In this sample, no particles with sizes in the 100 to
165 nm range are present. Particles collected at wafer position number 4 and
5 show the best agreement with the LII results. The histogram of the particles
collected at wafer position number 4 has a fairly narrow peak around 160 nm,
which is close to the radius found using the ACH2 data set.

There could be several reasons for the discrepancy between the SEMandLII
results. Firstly, the discharge parameters for the LII experiment differ slightly
from the particle collection experiment, though the effect is assumed small.
Secondly, the incandescence is collected from a small region above wafer num-
ber 3, but laser-heated particles might not deposit on this wafer. Transport
of particles in the plasma volume probably cause these particles to leave the
plasma not directly above this wafer, but somewhere else. As a result, laser-
heated particles above wafer number 3 could very well deposit on other wafers
or not deposit at all. Thirdly, particles collected on samples underneath the dis-
charge contain all particles that fell and stuck onto them. This means that par-
ticles present in the bottom, center (where LII samples) and top of the plasma
can all end up at the sample. In other words, the samples contain some distri-
bution of the particles that were present in the plasma up to the moment the
plasma was switched off. However, big particles will generally be situated close
to the bottom of the plasma, since at that position (sheath) electric fields are
sufficient to counteract increased gravity and drag forces. Particles confined
in the central region (bulk) of the plasma are generally (much) smaller. This
could therefore explain why the particle sizes obtained with LII (that samples
particles in the central region) are generally smaller than the biggest particles
present in the SEM samples. At present, this hampers a quantitative assessment
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(a)Overview (b) Position 1

(c) Position 2 (d) Position 3

(e) Position 4 (f) Position 5

Figure 7.15 – (b–f): Typical scanning electron microscopy images of the
wafers with positions schematically shown in panel a.
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Figure 7.16 – Histograms of the samples collected below the upper
grounded electrode for the five positions as in the bottom right inset. The
number of particles in each histograms is also listed. The dashed lines cor-
respond to the approximate particle radius for each data set as presented
in table 7.3 on page 177.
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of the accuracy and applicability of laser-induced incandescence as a particle
diagnostic.

Furthermore, the particles are assumed monodisperse in the Mie model,
which is a fair assumption if the size distribution is narrow. However, the col-
lected samples show otherwise. The calculated temperature could therefore dif-
fer from reality. It is also expected that the maximum temperature reached by
a laser-heated particle depends on its size.

The broad and variable size distributions were not observed for the dusty-
plasma experiments presented in chapter 5, which showed rather narrow dis-
tributions independent of wafer position. This difference is probably due to
the presence of UV laser pulses in the plasma volume, which alters the dis-
charge substantially. More specifically, UV laser pulses heavily influence the
dust-particle formation process, coagulation in particular, and suppress the for-
mation of a void. In chapter 5, however, the expanding void is a region where
coagulation occurs suddenly and at very specific moments only. This means
that the growth processes are self limiting and therefore result in narrow size
distributions for each successive particle generation. Consequently, the LII ex-
periment lacks this self-limiting nature of particle formation, which results in
broad size distributions. So, again, the more sudden coagulation, the narrower
the size distribution of the produced particles becomes. The intrusive nature of
laser-induced incandescence severely limits the applicability as an accurate par-
ticle diagnostic for dusty/reactive plasmas the way it is currently implemented,
see also section 7.6.

7.5 Conclusions

7.5.1 Observations

A high temporal resolution of the temperature and radius determined from the
collected laser-induced incandescence emission spectra is achieved by record-
ing spectra at several delays with respect to the laser pulse. Due to averaging,
the complete measurement takes up to tens of minutes. This method results
only in accurate radii and temperatures if the plasma and incandescence are sta-
ble throughout the experiment. It is found that high-energy laser pulses with
a wavelength of 355 nm and duration up to 6 ns change a dusty plasma on a
global scale. More specifically, the formation of a void is suppressed, resulting
in a relatively stable discharge, needed for accurate LII experiments.

Moreover, theUV laser pulses are found to predominantly accelerate the co-
agulation phase. This is probably caused by laser-induced detachment of elec-
trons from C2H− anions present before the coagulation phase. Polymerization
is significantly faster for C2H radicals than for C2H− anions. Consequently, A
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sudden laser-induced increase of C2H density accelerates the dust particle for-
mation process.

For the ACAR and graphite data sets, a maximum particle temperature of
about 3000K is found. This is slightly lower for the ACH2 data set: 2700K.
The resulting particle size is fairly constant during this time period, showing
that evaporation is indeed insignificant. The found radii are (100 ± 2) nm,
(122 ± 2) nm and (167 ± 1) nm for graphite, ACAR and ACH2, respectively.

The temperature decay predicted by the energy balance, taking into account
the wavelength-dependent emissivity, shows good agreement with the mea-
surements. The product of the mass density and specific heat is found to be
(1.3 ± 0.5) × 106 JK−1 m−3, which is considerably lower than that of graphite at
3000K (the temperature the laser-heated particles attain): 5.0 × 106 JK−1 m−3.

7.5.2 Limitations of the current experiment

In the Mie model that is used for the calculation of the particle emissivity, the
particles are assumed to be monodisperse, which is a fair assumption if the size
distribution is narrow. However, scanning electron microscopy analysis of the
collected samples proves otherwise. As a result, also the calculated temperature
could differ from reality. It is also expected that the maximum temperature
reached by a laser-heated particle depends on its size, which is not captured by
the model. Direct assessment of the accuracy of the particle sizes determined
with LII is therefore difficult. This is further complicated by transport of parti-
cles in the plasma volume.

A drawback of applying LII to dusty plasmas of which not much is known
about the particles, is the reliance on reference data for the refractive index
of the particles. Under these conditions, LII cannot readily be an accurate and
straightforward particle diagnostic. There is a need for accurate refractive index
data for plasma-produced nanoparticles.

7.6 Recommendations and outlook

The full potential of LII is reached if it works in tandem with other (in-situ)
diagnostics, such as Mie scattering, that provide the necessary input data.
This would result in much more accurate results for the particle temperature
and/or radius as determined with LII. This could provide industry and acad-
emia with invaluable information about the thermodynamic properties of
plasma-produced particles. For the experiments presented in this chapter, the
thermodynamic properties (as well as the temporal evolution of the particle
temperature) are only weakly dependent on the choice of reference data, which
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accentuates the untapped potential of LII as an accurate particle diagnostic if
the particle refractive index is determined for the same particles.

The precise processes causing the discharge to change substantially and
globally when it is irradiated by intense and short UV laser pulses can be
unraveled by combining an LII experiment with high-speed video imagery
of laser light scattering, electron density measurements and optical emission
spectroscopy. With laser light scattering, the effect of UV pulses on the posi-
tion of particles (big enough to scatter efficiently) in the plasma volume can
be studied, especially if the resulting scattering is recorded by a high-speed
camera. It is expected that the UV pulses detach electrons from C2H− anions,
but also from dust particles. This can be studied by measuring the electron
density. Microwave cavity resonance spectroscopy (possibly employing multi-
ple resonance modes) can be used if a cavity with holes is employed, since the
UV laser beam needs to enter and exit the cavity. Another option is microwave
interferometry, which does not need a cavity and is sensitive to electrons in
the same expected density range. Optical emission spectroscopy can be used
to study the electron density and energy spatially resolved, which provides
invaluable information about the changes of the electron density and energy
in the vicinity of the UV laser beam, but also for the plasma as a whole.

The accelerated coagulation (or the phases leading up to it) was related to
the formation of hydrocarbon radicals that suddenly speed up polymerization.
This, principally, results in neutral polymers/clusters. They are, ultimately, lost
from the discharge by diffusion or directed gas flow unless they become nega-
tively charged before that, after which they are actively trapped in the plasma
volume and can grow further. Changing the gas flow in the discharge also
changes the residence time of the neutral species. This means that the effect
of the UV laser pulse could also be reversed completely, i.e. result in a deceler-
ated coagulation, if the neutral clusters leave the plasma before they enter the
dust particle formation process. It can therefore be verified if the formation of
hydrocarbon radicals is the cause for the observed acceleration of (the phases
leading up to) coagulation by varying the gas flow through the discharge and
studying the effect on the coagulation time scales.

In this chapter, the spectral emission was fitted with a modified black-body
curve assuming monodisperse particles. However, SEM analysis of collected
particles showed that they have a rather broad size distribution. This should
be taken into account in the emissivity calculated with Mie theory. This greatly
improves the reliability of the calculated particle properties.

For the LII experiments discussed in this chapter, a spectrometer was used
to obtained accurate data. Many emission spectra needed to be averaged dur-
ing the pulsed emission of the UV laser. In practice, this resulted in LII runs of
roughly half an hour at a pulse repetition frequency of 10Hz. In doing so, LII
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significantly altered the discharge. For most industrial applications or labora-
tory experiments, this presents an unacceptable sacrifice. Employing a differ-
ent wavelength (e.g. 1064 nm) and lower pulse energy could, however, reduce
these unwanted side effects to an acceptable level.

Another possibility is the use of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in favor of
a spectrometer. In that case, the incandescence spectrum is obtained by em-
ploying several PMTs equipped with optical filters spanning the spectral range
of the incandescence signal. The spectral resolution will of course be much
lower compared to a spectrometer, but still be enough to accurately fit the spec-
trum with the modified black-body radiation curve. Since the sensitivity of a
PMT is much higher than that of a spectrometer, shooting a single laser pulse
through the plasmamay already provide enough signal to accurately determine
the particle properties from the emission spectrum. A single UV laser pulse
is expected to alter the discharge only weakly and not at a global level. Parti-
cle properties can be determined in real time by firing the laser only once and
determining the particle properties from the radiated spectrum immediately
afterwards. Repeating such a measurement, for example, once every minute
keeps the intrusive character of LII to an acceptable level, making LII a suitable
candidate for improved process control in industry.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this chapter, conclusions are drawn from the results obtained during this
research. The results themselves are presented in chapters 5 to 7 of this disser-
tation.

The central theme of this thesis is:

The interaction of radiation with complex ionized media.

Three underlying lines of research were defined, each focusing on different as-
pects of the formation and dynamics of dust particles in low-pressure plasmas:

• Development and dynamics of a macroscopic dust-free region — the
dust void — in a laboratory argon–acetylene dusty plasma.

• Influence of nanometer- to micrometer-sized particles on the electron
dynamics of an EUV-induced plasma.

• Laser-induced incandescence of plasma-confined particles to obtain
their size, temperature and thermodynamic properties from the radiated
thermal emission.

In the following three sections, the conclusions for each research line in-
dividually are presented. In the last section, the conclusions for the separate
research lines are placed in a broader perspective and the societal relevance of
the results presented in this thesis is discussed.

8.1 Dust void

The void development in our setup is characterized by four phases: a steady
expansion, a rapid expansion, a contraction (which we dubbed hiccup), and fi-
nally a continued expansion. Until the plasma is switched off, expanding and
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contracting voids appear consecutively in a periodic and reproducible fashion.
It is found that the void hiccup is caused by a sudden coagulation of a new gener-
ation of nucleated nanoparticles growing within the expanding void. Moreover,
coagulation is suppressed in dusty regions, where precursormolecules or nucle-
ated particles efficiently adsorb on the big coagulated particles. It is found that
each generation grows linearly in time with a radial growth rate between 1.2
and 1.8 nms−1. The size distribution of the collected particles (up to the third
generation) is fairly narrow with a standard deviation of less than 15 nm for
each generation. It makes no difference if particles are collected below the cen-
ter of the discharge or below the edge of it. Collected particles show diameters
up to about 400 nm.

The observed growth processes are consistent with the step-wise nanopar-
ticle formation proposed by Boufendi and Bouchoule [25, 27, 28]. A continued
coagulation as proposed by the group of Girshick [5] (see section 2.2) is not
observed.

The electric force and ion drag force are critical to the dynamics of an ex-
panding dust void, which is shown by the qualitative agreement between a the-
oretical model for these two forces and the measured void expansion.

The fact that each generation of nanoparticles grows linearly in time and
shows a narrow size distribution is very useful to industry. These characteris-
tics make a low-pressure reactive plasma extremely suitable for the production
of well-defined particles. Since the particles grow linearly in time and a new
generation comes into existence whenever the void hiccups, the particle con-
tent of collected samples can easily be tailored to the manufacturer’s needs (by
switching off the discharge at specific moments in time). Other ways of collect-
ing particles are also possible, of which one example is inserting an extended
cold object into the plasma (e.g. a cooled metal rod) onto which nanoparticles
will deposit during plasma operation.

8.2 Dust particles in EUV environments

The electron dynamics of an EUV-induced plasma are studied in detail, both
without and with dust particles present. Firstly, the conclusions related to the
dust-free case will be discussed, followed by conclusions related to the case with
dust particles present.

The EUV pulse shape leads to a rather steady creation of free electrons for a
period of roughly 300 ns in which the EUV intensity increases slowly to about
15% of the maximum intensity. The free-electron density increases rapidly af-
ter this period, following the fast rise in EUV intensity.

It is found that electron-impact ionization is essential to the production of
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free electrons in an EUV-induced plasma. This is concluded from measure-
ments of the maximum electric-field-weighted electron density as function of
gas pressure, which follows theBeer-Lambert law for both pure argon and acety-
lene gas. The obtained absorption cross sections are close to those of electron-
impact ionization, which shows that photoionization alone cannot account for
the observed production of free electrons.

At pressures greater than 3 Pa, the plasma decay in argon is found to be
driven by ambipolar diffusion. The electron density decay rate scales inversely
with pressure as expected from the behavior of ambipolar diffusion at a con-
stant electron temperature. In acetylene, an expansion dominated by ambipo-
lar diffusion is never reached. This could be the result of the faster plasma decay
in acetylene, meaning that there is too little time for the electrons to reach ther-
mal equilibrium. In acetylene, the plasma decay is enhanced by the continued
loss of electrons in the cavity volume due to electron attachment and volume
recombination during the expansion of the plasma. Volume losses are absent
in argon. Compared to pure argon gas, the EUV-induced plasma in the mea-
surement cavity is found to decay up to ten times faster in pure acetylene gas.

Although the particle production of the radio-frequency capacitive dis-
charge was less controlled than anticipated, it was still possible to quantify the
effect of dust particles on the dynamics of the EUV-induced plasma. The decay
of EUV-induced plasma in the measurement cavity is two to three times faster
with dust particles present, which is due to the attachment of electrons to their
surface. As a result, dust particles in an EUV environment acquire — just as in
conventional dusty plasmas — a negative charge.

The fact that dust particles charge up negatively in an EUV environment
opens up the possibilities for electrostatic mitigation techniques in parts of the
EUVL tool where EUV is already present. Surfaces can be put at a certain po-
tential (difference) so that charged nanocontamination is deflected from frag-
ile parts or attracted to parts where the particles do no harm. This technique is
most efficient if the particles retain their charge over prolonged periods of time.
Furthermore, it is relatively easy to implement for conductive parts of the tool
and the technique is expected to not severely interfere with normal tool oper-
ation. Wafer throughput will be significantly increased if nanocontamination
can be mitigated completely.

Since the electronegative gas acetylene accelerates the decay of the EUV-
induced plasma considerably, other electronegative gases (such as oxygen) can
also be considered as background gas if a fast plasma decay is desired in certain
parts of the EUVL tool.
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8.3 Laser-induced incandescence

It is found that the formation of a void is suppressed by irradiating a low-
pressure (10 Pa) dusty plasma with short and intense laser pulses, resulting
in a relatively stable discharge. Moreover, the UV laser pulses predominantly
accelerate the (onset of the) coagulation phase. This is probably caused by
laser-induced detachment of electrons from C2H− anions present during the
early stages of dust particle formation. Polymerization is about one order of
magnitude faster for C2H radicals than for C2H− anions. Consequently, A
sudden laser-induced increase of C2H density accelerates the dust particle
formation process.

Irradiating the discharge continuously (10Hz) with short (up to 6 ns) and
intense (up to 90mJ)UV (355 nm) laser pulses significantly alters the discharge.
For most industrial applications or laboratory experiments, this presents an
unacceptable sacrifice. However, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) have a much
higher sensitivity and could allow for single-shot LII measurements. In doing
so, particle properties can be determined in (near) real time. Consequently, in-
stead of continuous measurements conducted with a spectrometer, employing
several PMTs could significantly reduce the intrusive character of LII. In that
case, LII could be a candidate for improved process control in industry.

It is found that plasma-confined dust particles heat up to a temperature of
3000K upon irradiation with intense and short UV laser pulses. They subse-
quently cool down to 1500K in about 100 μs. In this period, the particle size
is fairly constant, showing the insignificance of evaporation. The obtained par-
ticle radii vary between about 100 nm and 165 nm, depending on the specific
data set used to calculate the particle emissivity. The obtained temperature is in-
fluenced only weakly by the choice of data set. However, no agreement is found
between particle sizes determined with LII and scanning electron microscopy
analysis of collected particles. This is probably due to particle transport in the
discharge and the fact that LII probes locally, whereas particles collected below
the discharge can originate from the complete plasma volume.

The temperature decay predicted by the energy balance, taking into account
the wavelength-dependent emissivity, shows good agreement with the mea-
surements. The product of the mass density and specific heat of the plasma-
produced particles is (1.3 ± 0.5) × 106 JK−1 m−3, which is considerably lower
than that of graphite at 3000K: 5.0 × 106 JK−1 m−3.

A drawback of applying LII to dusty plasmas of which not much is known
about the particles, is the reliance on reference data for the refractive index
of the particles. Under these conditions, LII cannot readily be an accurate and
straightforward particle diagnostic. The full potential of LII is therefore reached
if it works in tandem with other (in-situ) diagnostics, such as Mie scattering,
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that provide the necessary input data. This would result inmuchmore accurate
results for the particle temperature and/or radius as determined with LII. In
turn, this could provide industry and academia with invaluable information
about the thermodynamic properties of plasma-produced particles. As already
mentioned, the thermodynamic properties (as well as the temporal evolution of
the particle temperature) are only weakly dependent on the choice of reference
data, which accentuates the untapped potential of LII as an accurate particle
diagnostic if the particle refractive index is determined for the same particles.

8.4 Overall conclusions

This thesis shows that although reactive and dusty plasmas are complex, the use
of sophisticated diagnostics and modeling provides a greatly expanded insight
into the formation and dynamics of dust particles in plasmas. The obtained
results and findings are a step into the direction of better process control in
industrial (dusty) plasma applications.

The overall observation of this research concerning the particle size distrib-
ution and shape under various experimental conditions is that themore sudden
coagulation occurs, the narrower the size distribution of the plasma-produced
particles becomes. The reactive plasmaproducedhighly spherical particleswith
a narrow size distribution (standard deviation smaller than 15 nm) if coagula-
tion occurred suddenly and at very specific moments in time. In contrast, par-
ticles displayed a huge variability in size when they were grown in a reactive
plasma while UV laser pulses suppressed sudden coagulation events, thereby
stabilizing the plasma. The particles produced by the reactive plasma setup
developed for the experiments conducted in an EUV environment were even
more diverse in terms of size and shape. Apart from small (diameters < 1 μm)
spherical dust particles with a broad size distribution, also relatively big (tens of
micrometers) particles shaped as flakes or shavings were collected. This shows
that particle formation by reactive plasmas can easily be influenced by exter-
nal factors. It is particularly important to industry to have the highest possible
control over dust particle formation processes, either to suppress any unwanted
particle formation or to obtain well-defined particles. The results obtained and
diagnostics developed during this research provide industry (and academia)
with the necessary information and tools to achieve this goal.

Reactive plasmas have a much broader applicability than apparent at first
glance. An example of such a novel application can be found in chapter 6 of this
thesis, which describes experiments where dust particles grown by a reactive-
plasma setup were used directly as contamination analogues for an optical li-
thography tool. Other studies could also profit from the versatile character of
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reactive plasmas and the particles produced with them.
Amorphous carbonaceous particles produced by reactive plasmas as dis-

cussed in this thesis are believed to be very similar to dust particles present
in outer space: the so-called cosmic dust [48, 85, 150]. This means that the re-
sults presented in this thesis could also be of interest to the astrophysical com-
munity. In particular, the obtained (thermodynamic) properties of the dust
particles might prove very useful to this research field.

In conclusion, this thesis identifies several practical implications of the for-
mation and dynamics of dust particles in low-pressure plasmas and the insights
obtained during this research contribute to a better fundamental understand-
ing of them.
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